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PART SIX
HARMONIZATION OF LEGISLATION
To avoid repetition, the reader s attention is directed to Part Four
of this Green Paper, which deals with the situation in each country, for
any information concerning the relevant national broadcasting system or
broadcasting legislation, for an indication of the various provisions
governing broadcasting and for an explanation of the abbreviations used
for broadcasting organi zat ions, etc.
Rules on advertising
Radio and television advertising (broadcast advertising) is subject , in
all the Member States, to rules and reguLations of various types. These
are made up partly of the law applying to advertising in general and partly
of provisions specific to radio and television advertising. The
regulations differ in directness and severity; in two Member States,
broadcast advertising is forbidden.
It is obvious that a ban of this type can inhibit trans-frontier broadcasting
of advertisements , but even Less stringent t?guLations can hamper it. Such is the effect especially of differing levels of regulation of advertising.
This section gives an outline of the categories of relevant national rules
and regu lat ions (0, exami nes thei r effects on the common market and the





For the purposes of this Green Paper, the main national laws applying to
radio and television advertising can be broken down into the following
categories; first and foremost, there are the rules and -regulations which
specifically determine whether and how broadcast advertising may be carried
, restricting TV advertising time, dealing with the form and content
of advertisements and separating advertisements from other programmes;
the second category is that of general law on advertising, parti cularly
the law on the prevention of misleading or unfair advertising; the third
category is made up of the advertising regula tions for specific branches,
particularly food and beverages , tobacco products, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics
and textiles and also takes in related labelling and advertising rules
as welL as regulations on advertising by certain professions. Lastly,
radio and television advertising is subject not only to nationaL statutory
provisions but also to self-regulation of a generaL or specific nature.
For the purpose of achieving freedom to provide broadcasting services
these ruLes and regulations have varying degrees of impact. By far the
most significant are the specific advertising reguLations for broadcasting,
which generally apply to alL advertisements in the reLevant sphere and
forbid broadcast advertisements aLtogether at certain times if they have
a specific content or take specific forms. They can be expected to be
the most direct and most perceptible obstacles to the freedom to provide
broadcasting servi ces. They certainLy need to be dealt with in any analysi 
of harmoni zation measures esee Section 2 below).
The situation is different for general Law on advertising and advertising
regulations for specific branches. The reLevant rules do not appLy
specifically to broadcast advertising, but normally to aLL forms of advertising
and to alL media. Broadcast advertising as such is neither forbidden
nor in general restricted by these rules. It is only from time to time
that a particuLar statement made during a broadcast advertisement may
happen to confLict with the provisions of general or specific advertising
law, for example because it is regarded as misleading or flouting the
advertising ruLes for medicines. Sanctions are directed onLy against
that statement in the advertisement. Retransmission of the statement
in question may be prohibited and , in the worst hypothesis , the advertiser
may be punished. But broadcc:Jst advertising as a whole is not normalLy
restricted by such ruLes.
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The differences in general and specific advertising Law may, in certc:Jin
cases , act as an obstacle to cross-frontier broadcast advertising and
hamper the dissemination of individual adverti sing messages across
internal frontiers. Even so, they shouLd be excLuded from this anaLysis
becc:Juse, on the one hand, they do not act as obstacles genera L ly but
onLy in isolc:Jted, individual cases and, on the other, they can be dealt
with only c:JS part of a generc:Jl c:Jnd comprehensive harmonization drive.
The proposal for a directive 0n misleading and unfair advertising, drafted
in 1978 and amended in 1979 thus covers "advertising" generaLly, defined
in ArticLe 2 of the proposaL as "the making of a representation in any form
in the course of a trade, business or profession for the purpose of promoting
the supply of goods Dr services Broadcast advertising transmitted
via satellite or by cabLe is clearly caught by this definition.
The same appLies to specific advert'ising ruLes for certain branches of
the economy such as foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals, texti les and the Like.
W~~ moves towards harmonization have already been launched in those
areas, they rightly extend to aLL forms of advertising, including broadcast
advertising. Thus, Article H2) of the proposal of 13 Apri L 1981 for
a di rective on the approximation of the Laws in the Member Staes relating
to claims made in the Labelling, presentation and advertising of foodstuffs
for saLe to the uLtimate consumer2 gives the following definition of
a "clc:Jim
: "
any statement intended to promote the saLe of a foodstuff
transmitted by any medium; including generi c adverti sing Subsequent
work on harmonization shouLd also avoid any medic:J-specific fragmentation of the relevant provisions. In the generaL and the specific law on
advertising and competition, all advertising media should, as a matter
of principLe, be treated on equc:Jl terms. Any obstacLes to broadcast
advertising should be removed as part of the general harmonization process.
We must , therefore, exclude from the foLLowing c:Jnalysis of harmonization
as it affects the individual media the general law on advertising c:Jnd
ompetition and the specific Law in both areas as it is appLied to particular
branches of the economy.
However, one exception must be made: the bans on advertising appLicabLe
to specific goods and/or services, particularly tobacco products and
alcohoLic beverages. In some Member States, bans on advertising of this
sort form part of the reguLations relc:Jting specifically to broadcast
advertising whi le, in others , they are contained in the general Law on
advertising or in the law on advertising in specific branches, which
once again applies to specific media or is generaL in scope. Lastly,
bans are imposed on advertising under semi-official or voluntary seLf~
regulation arrangements. For the purposes of our harmonization study,
it is irreLevant which la~Js or other arrangements provide for a ban on
advertising. They must alL be taken into account. This is because they
not onLy have an  ad hoc or sporadic effect in individual cases but c:JLso
prohibit advertising for specific products and/or services in a general
and absolute mc:Jnner and can, therefore, be equated with a partial ban
on broadcast advertising. Bans on advertising for specific products
and/or services must , therefore, be dealt with after the media-specific
0J No C 70, 21. 1978, 
OJ No C 198, 6. 1981, p.
OJ No C 194, 1. 1979, p.
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advertising regulations where they can be isolated from the specific
lc:Jw on advertising and are Likely to have an appreciable effect on the
cross-frontier provision of servi ces (see Section 3).
In this context , special attention should be paid to reguLatory arrangements,
particularLy seLf~regulation, whether they exist on a purely voLuntary
basis or whether they have been establi shed by statute orin some other
way with State invoLvement. GeneraL arrangements or arrangements taiLored
to specifi c branches are of Less interest here. They are the counterpart
to general c:Jnd specific law on advertising and competition and they too
have at best a sporadi C and  c:Ja hoc effect on broadcast advertising;
they can therefore be dealt with only as part of a general harmonization
programme, and not c:JS part of a harmonization process confined to specifi 
media. AccordingLy, the proposaL for a directive on misleading c:Jnd unfair
adverti sing includes in its scope such seLf-regulatory arrangements as
exist in the Member States esee ArticLes 5 and 6).
For the purposes of this Green Paper, it is the r.egulatory bodies set
up specificalLy for broadcast c:Jdvertising that are important; such bodies
have been set up by a number of broadcasting authorities in particular
or operate at national Level though their responsibiLity is confined
to broadcast advertising. These wiLL be dealt with foLLowing discussion
of the national broadcast advertisi ng regulations (see Section 4).
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Broadcast adverti sing regulations i n the i ndi viduaL Member States
ea) Member States in which broadcast advertising is forbidden
Denmark
Although not expressLy lc:Jid down, an advertising ban applies to Danmarks
Radio, which broadcasts one nationaL television programme and three nationaL
radio programmes, together with regionaL radio programmes. It is laid
down in Section 6 of the Broadcasting Act of 1973 that Danmarks Radio
is to be financed by fees levied for the use of radio and teLevision
receiving apparatus. Section 15 provides that the State may make grants
for the fuL fi lment of specific tasks. The Act leaves no scope for revenue
from commercial advertising.
Even in the cases where the Mini ster of CuLture has given authori zation
under Section3e2) for the triaL operc:Jtion of "active" local cabLe television
finc:Jncing from advertising is not permitted. The cable programmes are
financed by the cabLe subscribers and partly through cont.ributions from
Local authorities and central government.
However, cabLeoperc:Jtors in Denmark are allowed to reLay advertisements
contained in foreign broadcasting programmes e"pc:Jssive" cable broadcasting).
This i;; apparent from Section 3en of the Act , whereby foreign programmes
have to be transmitted unchanged and simuLtaneously. The foLlowing is
an extract from the observc:Jtions on the proposal amending the 1973 Broadcasting
Act mc:Jde by the Minister for Culture on 12 February 1984:
The Min istry of CuLture has considered ... whether the lproposedl wider
transmission of foreign programmes /received via microwave Links~
long-distance cable and teLecommunications sateLL itesl by Danish cable
networks necessitc:Jtes speciaL provisions reLating to responsibility for
the content of the programmes reLayed, including provisions on the content
of any advertising. The Minsitry of CuLture is, however, of the opinion
that there is not at the moment a sufficient basis for proposaLs for
such new provisions. In this connection, it wouLd point out in particuLar
that the synchronous retransmission unchanged of neighbouring countries
television programmes via Danish cabLe networks has not yet given rise
to any problems of responsibi l ity and that so far we have not experienced
any problems of responsibi  ity in connection with the transmission via
Danish cabLe networks of foreign programmes beamed from teLecommunications
satelLites
\ovforslc:Jg nr. L 42, FoLketinget 1983-84 e2. samling) BLad nr. 43, S.
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Under the Government' s amending proposal, eprivate) companies, associations
and the like wi lL , in future, be abLe to broadcast television programmes
in D.enmarke aLongside and independently of Danmarks Radio) provided they
have been authorized to do so by a committee to be set up for this purpose.
The intentioni s that they shouLd be abLe to beam or broadcast thei 
programmes throughout the country or on a regionaL basis using a new
channeL CTV2) and a new network of transmitters. These future competitiors
of Danmarks Rc:Jdio are to finance thei r programmes in whoLe or in part
from a Licence fee (in the sc:Jme way as Danmarks Radio) and/or advertising
revenue; if need be, they could aLso rely on revenue from .subscriptions. The committee mentioned above wi LL have the task of proposing rules
on financing and on the authorization procedure.
The observations regarding the proposed legislation contain the following:
... the Ministry of CuLture is of the opinion that programme activities
on a new TV channel shouLd not be financed solely out of revenue from
Licence fees. Financing from advertising should also be permitted to
some extent so that advertisements could be broadcast in slots at fixed
times. RuLes shouLd, however, be drawn up to ensure that advertisers
are unabLe to i nf Luence programme content ... the Commi ttee i s to formulate
proposals for more detai Led rules on the production of advertisements
the overalL cei Ling for advertising time, the duration of c:Jdvertisements
and their pLacing, c:Jdvertising guideLines and the setting up of a special
advertising body
...
The Mini stry takes the view that there is a clear case for advertising
time on a new Danish TV channeL being soLd by a special company not dependent
on those with responsibi  ity for programme activities. Considerc:Jtion
shouLd, however, be given to whether the prices charged for the bLending
in of advertisements shoul~ in the final anaLysi~ be fixed by the Folketing
Finance Committee .~_ Advertising revenue should be restricted so that
it accounts for the sma~ler shc:Jre, e.g. 25% of totaL revenue.
TaLks between the representatives of the parties in the Folketing hc:Jve revealed thc:Jt the part of the proposaL deaLing with the authorization
of advertising wi l L not find majority support and, as a resuLt , wi LL
probabLy have to be dropped.
section 1(3) of the proposaL on a new Section 19aen e2) to be incorporated




5, 13 and 14.
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Belgium
In the case of the RTBF and BRT broadcasting ~rganizations, 1 advertising
is banned under the Broad~asting Act of 1960. By decree Df the "Communaute
cuLtureLLe fran((aise" of 8 July 1983, the RTBF has been c:JLLowed to bro.adcast
non-commercial advertising since the beginning of 1984.
The cable companies too are forbidden from relaying advertisements.
The Court' s judgement in the  Debauve case declared this ban to be fundamentaLly
compatible with the EEC Treaty. However, at the present time , the
BeLgian cabLe networks transmit a Large number of Luxembourg, Dutch and
to a Lesser extent, German and French broadcasts whi ch carry advertisements;
some of the advertisements are directLy aimed at a target audience of
Belgian consumers. The reason given for the decision to continue relaying
these advertisements is the technical difficulty of removing the commerciaL
breaks from continuous broadcasts. By and large, the transmission of
this advertising is toLerated. The authorities with power to prosecute
refrain from so doing. Judgments in the Belgian courts have described
the ban as having been "suspended"
There is also the Belgian "Rul'ldfunk- und Fernsezentrum
Sendungen (the German-language counterpart of the RTBF
Article 28(3) of the Loi organique des Instituts de la
3 Tetevi sion belge.
MoniteurbeLge of 13 August 1983, p. 10305.
ArticLe 21 of the Arrete RoyaL relatif aux resec:Jux de distribution
emissions de radiodiffusion aux habitations de tiers of 24 December
1966 eLaw reLating to networks for the distribution of broadcasts to
the residences of thi rd parties).
/19807 ECR, at 833. See aLso the prior judgment by the TribunaL Correctionel
de Llege of 23 February 1979 in Jurisprudence de Liege of 1 September 1979,
at 309, and the judgment given, following the Court' s ruling, by the
Tribunal Correctionel de Liege on 27 June 1980 in Jurisprudence de
Liege of 6 September 1980, at 210.
Cour d' appel de BruxeLLes, 17 May 1978, in Revue de droit inteLlectueL -
Ingenieur-Conseil 1978, at 311. TribunaL civil de BruxeLLes,
10 May 1978 in Journal des Tribunaux 1978, at 524 A.A. TribunaL commerciaL
de BruxeLLes Jurisprudence CommerciaLe de BeLgique 1977, III , 593.
fur deutschsprachige
and the SRI).
Radi od iffus ion.
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Mention should also be made of the local radio broadcasting companies
provided for in the Act of 30 July 1979. The authorization and o~eration
of such companies are defined in the Regulation of 20 August 1981 which
stipuLates in Article 16 that broadcasts must not be in the nature of
cornmercial advertising. It is debatable whether this provision is valid
under the Belgian constitution. The same is also true for a similar provision
in the decree by the Consei l de La Communaute cuLtureLLe frc:Jnc;aise which
reiterates the bc:Jn on advertising. In practice, even Local radio
broadcasters have gone over to broadc~st i ng advert i sernents. However,
in its judgment of 27 September 1982 the TribunaL Correctionel de
Liege found against the locaL radio company " Radio Basse-r~euse" in a
case brought by the public broadcasting authorities for violation of
the ban on advertising contained in ArticLe 16 of the Arrete RoyaL of
20 August 1981 and ordered it to pay damages. The Liege court considered
the provision to be vaLid and not in confLict with the EEC Treaty.
A ~Projet de loi relatif i l'~mission de publicit~ commerciale par les
Instituts charges d' assurer Le service public de la radio et de la
television" eBi LL on advertising broadcast by the Institutes entrusted
with providing pubLic-service radio and television broadcasting) , drawn
up in 1982" provides that only the public broadcasting authorities may
transmit commerci al radio and televi sion adverti sing. It aLso states
thc:Jt legislation wi lL be enacted banning advertising for specific goods
and services and defining the days , times and maximum duration for
advertisements. Advertising is to be cLearly separated from the othe.
programme material and must not interrupt programmes. Further provisions
a re to be enacted in regulat ions4 A" Consei L de la Pub Lie ite" (Advert is i ng
Counci l) is to be crec:Jted, under the Prime Minister, to draw up a
code on the content and form of advertising, to ensure that the provisions
are adhered to and to rule on disputes. Bodies with their own legal
persona l i ty are to be set up to produce the advert i sements. Any other
person or body broadcasting adver.tisements or participating in their
broadcasting, even as promoter or sponsor , wi L L be commi tting an offence.
The relaying in BeLgium of foreign broadcc:Jsts mc:JY be forbidden by Law
where they do not meet the cri teri a Laid down for national broadcast
advertising.
\oi reLative aux radiocommunications, 30 JuLy 1979 eAct relating to
broadcasting) .
Arrete Royal regLement L' etablissement et Le fonctionnement des
stations de rc:Jdiodiffusion sonore Locale". 20 August 1981 (Act reguLating
the creation and operation of Local radio broadcasting stations).
Decret fixant les conditions de reconnaissance des radios LocaLes
8 September 1981 , Article 8 eDecree determining the terms for the
rec~gnition of loc~~ radio stations.
Jurlsprudence de Llege, 23 October 1982, at 382;. Gewerblicher
Rechtsschutz und Urheberrecht , InternationaLer Teil 1983, at 302, with
observation by Henning-Bodewig (IndustriaL property rights and
copyri ght).
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(b) ~1ember States in which broadcast advertising is permitted
Germany
Radio adverti sements have been broadcast in Germany for more than thi rty years. Nowc:Jdc:JYs, aLL the pubLic Land broadcasting authorities - with
the exception of ~Jestdeutscher Rundfunk in CoLogne - carry adverti sernents
onthei r radio stations. Radio advertising is the responsibi Lity of
privateLy organized subsidiaries of the broadcc:Jsting organizations,
which also exercise supervision over their subsidiaries. The basic ruLes on radio advertising are enshrined in a number of L~nd broadca$ting
acts .and in the stc:JtLd:es of the broadcasting organizations. The actual detai ls of radio advertising are regulated by the Land governments or
the broadcasting organizations. They vary from one broadcaster to another
but some degree of harmonization does exist. Radio advertising is broadcast
in the mornings and afternoons unti L 1900 hours and on the Drittes Programme
(service channeLs- thi I'd programmes) unti L 2100 hours, up to a maximum
of ten minutes per hour. On Sundays and holidays there i s no radio
advertising. Some channels eBR 3, HR 3, SDR 2, SR 3,. SDR 3 and SWF 
broadcasting advertising blocks onLy white others (HR 1, SR 1 and SFB 1)
transmi t on ly advert is i ng spot s i n the course of programmes. Both
types of advertising are to be found on a number of channels (BR 1 , RB 1
SDR 1 and SWF 1).
Under Section 23(2) of the Charter of 6 June 1961 incorporating under pubLic
Law theZweites Deutsches Fernsehen elDF - second Germc:Jn television
channel) , the Latter is required to cover that portion of its expenditure
not financed from fees with revenue from televisi.on advertising. Section 22(3) of the Charter stipuLates that adverti sements c:Jre to be kept cLec:Jrly separate from other programme material. TotaL advertising time
is Laid down by agreement with the Land Prime Ministers. After 2000 hours
and on Sundays and FederaL holidays,. advertisements are not aLLowed to be shown. There must be no question .of advertising organizations or medic:J
influencing programmes.
0n the estabL ishment of the advertising subsidic:Jries, see, for example
the Statute of Radio Bremen of 18 September 1981 (Section 3e2)) , the Charter
of 20 August 1980 concerning the Norddeutscher Rundfunk eSection 34e1)(i))
the Statute of the Norddeutscher Rundfunk of 20 March 1981 (ArticLe 27),
and Section 35e2) of Act No 806 of 1 December 1964 on the organization
of broadcasting in SaarLand ein the version of 1 August 1968)
See Article 5(3) of the Act of 10 August 1948 on the creation and duties
of a pub.lic-law organization . the Bayerische Rundfunk ein the version of 2() September 1973); Section 3(10) of the Act of 2 October 1948
on the Hessischer Rundfunk; Section 35(2) of the Charter of 20 August 1980
on the Norddeutscher Rundfunk; Section 35en of Act No 806 of
2 December 1964 on the organization of broadcasting in SaarLand ein the
version of 1 August 1968); Section 4 of the Statute of the broadcasting organization " Sender Freies BerLin , Annex to the Act estabLishing a
broadcasting oranization, the "Sender Freies BerLin" ein the version of
5 December 1974).
~~ /I)  On the above, see the comparative report entitLed "Rundfunkwerbung in
~~ 
Europa und in den USA - Eine Ubersicht , Media Perspektiven 1979, p. 210
(at 212); ARD - Jahrbuch "1983, Hamburg 1983, p. 357.
In 1979, 41% of the lDP' s revenue was obtained from broadcast advertising.
For the first teLevision channel authorities, tbe figure was 31%. The situation
remained unchanged in subsequent years; see also Part Four,. at H.- 218 -
In the f i na L protoco L to the Cha rter e No 1. , the signatory Lander
undertake to impose on the authorities set up under the respective Land
Legislation governing broadcast advertising on the first television
channel operated by them the same obl igations as are imposed on the ZDF
under the Charter and under the agreement between the Land Prime Ministers
provided for in the Charter.
The Land Prime Ministers decided 
1 that total advertising time on
TV channeL, which is produced jointly by the Lander broadcasting
and on the second channe L shou ld be set at an annuaL worki ng-day
of twenty minutes. Up to five minutes per working day of unused
advertising time may be carried over.
the f~ rst . 
organ1 zat1 ons,
averc:Jge
All adverti sements are shown in four c:Jdverttsing blocks between 1730 and
1930 hours on the second channel eZDF) and between 1800 and 2000 hours
on the first channeL eARD 1). During the Latter period the ~ne regional
organizations making up the ARD broadcast their own regional programmes.
There is no advertising on the third channel (ARD 2), which has only
regional coverage and which the nine regionaL organizations aLso transmit.
The c:Jdvertising subsidiaries of the Land broadcasting organizations have
agreed jointly to draw up a high-quaLity framework programme for teLevision
advertising which is designed to attract viewers by entertaining and educating
them but which must not contain any direct  or  indirect advertising.
The provisions governing the duration and implementation of television
advertisements are spelt out and suppLemented by a special set of
guidelines. Section 2 of the guideLines lists the public hoLidays on
which no advertising may be broadcast. Section 6en stipuLates that
advertising shall be presented onLy for commercial reasons, but not for
political purposes or for expressing religious views or ideological convictions.
Advertisement in respect of writings, recordings, drawings, performances
or objects whi ch cLear ly cause offence of annoyance, put young peopLe
at risk or have been banned under criminaL Law because of their content
are not permitted. Advertising spots must not vioLate Laws , be
offensive, have a harmfuL effect or cause embarassment. SpeciaL regard
isto be had to the interests of children and young people (Section 7)w
0ecision of 6 June 1961w See Section 3 of the llRichtlinien 1~r die
Werbesendungen des Zweiten Deutschen Fernsehens" eGuideL ines for
advertisements broadcast by the ZDn of 14 Apri L 1967. For Saarland
the detai led guideLines were reproduced in Section 2 of the Verordnung
zur Durchf~hrung des Gesetzes ~ber die Veranstaltung von Rundfunksendungen
in SaarLand eReguLation implementing the Act on the organization of
broadcasting in SaarLand) of 22 December 1964.
Cf. Agreement between the Lander of 17 ApriL 1959 on the coordination
0f the first television channel.
See programmebei tragsvertrag eProgramme contribution agreement)
Section 1, in the version 9f 12 JuLy 1977.
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In order to investigate the effe.cts of a wider supply of television
programmes , triaLs with private and pubL i.c "active" and "passive" cabLe
television have been under Wc:Jy in Ludwigshafen/Vorderpfalz since
1 January 19841 and in Munich since 1 April 1984. Two further trials
are to be launched in BerL in3 and Dortmund4 in 1985. The triaL programmes
to be broadcast in Dortmund must not contain any advertising eSection 1 (5) e2)).
The rules governing the triaLs in Berl in (Section 51) , Ludwigshafen
Section 3e7)) and Munich eSection 9) permit advertising as a matter of
principLe.
In the case -of the Ludwigshafen triaLs , advertising time must not account
for more than 20% of total broc:Jdcasting time (Section 14(10)). The
agreement on the Munich trials does not impose any such restriction
eSection 9). In BerLin , c:Jdvertising is to be permitted in continuous
bLocks Lasting not more than nine minutes per hour of broadcasting
time eSect ion 51 e3)) .
Under the draft Bavarian Act concerning the media S cable 
compc:Jnies are
aLLowed to put together new radio and teLevision programmes with local
or wider coverage from contributions by eprivate) suppLiers of material
active" cable broadcasting). Advertising forming part of such new
programmes must not account for more than a fifth of the supplier s broadcasting
time eSection 30'::2)). However, in the case of transmissions by suppliers
with Less than one hour s daiLy broadcasting time, the amount of
advertising time may exceed the 20% ceiLing eSection 30e4)e2)).
A 20% ceiLing is also to be found in the draft broadcasting LegisLc:Jtion
for Lower Saxony,6 SchLeswig-HoLstein7 and SaarLand8 but not eas yet) in the
\andesgesetz uber einen Versuch mi tBreitbandkabel , 4 December 1980,
Gesetz- und Verordnungsblatt RheinLand-Pfalz
, p.
229.
Grund- und GeseLLschaftervertrag fur das KabeLpi lotprojekt Munchen,
16 July 1982.
Entwurf eines Gesetzes uber die Durchfuhrung des KabeLpi Lotprojekts BerLin,
sent by the Ber l i n Senate to the Chamber of Deput i es on 30 March 1984
Abgeordnetenhaus - Drucksache 9/1718.
Nordrhein-westfal isches Gesetz uber die Durchfuhrung eines Modelversuchs
mi t Brei tbandkabe L , 20 November 1983, Gesetz- und Verordnungsb Latt
Nordrhein-WestfaLen 1983; p. 640.
Entwurf eines Gesetzes uber die Erprobung und EntwickLung neuer
Rundfunkangebote and anderer Mediendienste in Bayern, adopted by the
Bavarian Couhci l of Ministers on 24 January 1984 Medic:J Perspektiven 1984
Entwurf Landesf'undfunkgesetz Niedersachsen, sent by the Land GJ'vernment
to the land ParLiament on 4 May 1983, Section 38e2) , Landtags-Drucksache
10/1120 of 5 May 1983.
Entwurf eines Rundfunkgesetzes fur dc:Js Land SchLeswig~Holstein, sent by the
Land Government to the Land ParLiament on 29 March 1984, Section 24(1)
LandtagS-Drucksache X/450 of 29 March 1984.
Referentenentwurf eines Rundfunkgesetzes fur das Saarland, 9 Apri L 1984,
Sect ion 44 e 2) .
p. 140.
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somewhat oLder draft legislation for Baden-wGrttembert
1 which is being
examined at the moment by the Land Government. The LegisLative instruments
in question wi Ll grant each private individual , as a matter of principle
the right to broadcast , on the basis of an authorization or concession
radio and teLevision via ground trans~itters c:Jnd to finance the programmes
broadcast out of adverti si ng revenue.
Advertising may aLso be transmitted in the evenings and on Sundc:JYs and
public holidays. It must be kept clearly sepc:Jrc:Jte from the rest of the
programme. Advertisements may be shown in bLocks at appropriate times.
However, adverti sing time must not exceed 15 minutes per hour in
SchLeswig-HoLstein and 15 minutes in the cas.e of television and 18 minutes
in the case of radio in SaarLand. Moreover, in SchLeswig-Holstein and
SaarLand, advertising bLocks may appear only at the beginning or the end
of a transmi ssion. A televi sion transmi ssion may be interrupted on one
occc:Jsion at a pre-determined moment if it Lasts more thc:Jn 60 minutes
(SchLeswig-HoLstein) , 80 minutes eSaarland) or 100 minutes eLower Saxony).
Transmissions financed by a thi rd party esponsor or promoter) wi II be
permitted but , in the cc:Jse of Schleswig-Holstein and Saarland, only if
their content is unreLated to the third party s business interests.
In Lower Sc:Jxony and SchLeswig-HoLstein, LocaL and regionaL c:Jdvertising,
e. advertising not broadcast country-wide, is to be banned even from
locaL and regional programmes e"Fenster , the aim being to protect
advertising revenue accruing to the Local and regional press.
Entwurf fur ein Gesetz uber die Neuen Medien, adopted as a discussion
document by the Land Government on 16 March 1982 , Section 26(1) (6)
Media Perspektiven 1982, p. 202. Under this provision, advertising in
c:Jny one hour may not exceed three minutes in the case of teLevision and
five minutes in the case of radio.
The draft acts aLso govern the re-transmission of existing programmes
by cabLe ("passive" cable broadcasting).
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France
The Act of 29 JuLy 1982 on broadcasting and communi cations reorgani zed
broadcasting as a whoLe and placed broadcast advertising on c:J new basis.
It permits broadcasting by privc:Jte as wen as by pubLic organizations.
For pubLic broadcasting organizations, the object , duration and conditions
for broadcasting advertisements, and the permissibLe amount of advertising
revenue are laid down in a so-caLLed memorandum of conditions, which aLso
sets the upper Limit on the amount of advertising which can be accepted
from the same advertiser eArticle 66(1) and e2)). The memorandum contains
the permanent provisions, laid down by decree, and the annual provisions
laid down by order eArticle 32e1J). The new memorc:Jnda are to be published shortLy; unti L then, the existing memoranda remain in force. The
Regie Franc;aise de Publicite eRFP) is responsibLe for monitoring and
implementing the provisions on broadcast advertising eArticLe 66(3)).
In addition, the Haute Autorite de la Communication Audiovisuene, estabLished
under Article 12 of the Act, is responsible for ensuring that the pubLic
broadcasting organi;zations respect the fundc:Jmental principles governing
the content of broadcast c:Jdvertisements as derived from current lc:Jws reguLations c:Jnd professionaL practice (Article 1ge1)). To this end, the
Haute Autorite recommends standards which it may publish eArticLe 19(2)).
It aLso consuLts the ConseiL National de La Communication AudiovisueLle
on advertising decisions and recommendations eArticLe 27(2)), ShouLd
a national programme company seriously or repec:Jtedly violate the memorandum
of conditions or the acts, decisions and recommendations of the
Haute Autorite with regard to broadcast advertising, the Haute Autorite
requi res the President of that company to take th necessary measures to
bring such violations to an end eArticle 26(3)).
With regard to the use of adverti sing revenue, each year when the
Finance Act is voted, Parliament has to authorize aLLocation of the
expected revenue from commercial teLevision advertising (ArticLe 62).
Revenue is shared out between the domestic pubLic radio and television
broadcasting organizations eArticLe 63).
Private broc:Jdcasting companies require authori;zation eArticle 78). However
for television broadcasting over the air to the generaL pubLic, only
pubLi c-law concessions cc:Jn be awarded eArticle 79). Local radio stations
operating over the air are not aLlowed to ~arry advertising eArticLe 81~4)).
They receive State support financed out of radio c:Jnd teLevision advertising revenue. The memorandum of conditions also determines the amount and
object of the advertising which the appLicant may carryon in order to
finance rhe proposed service (Article 84e1)). Advertising revenue may
not amount to more than 80% of total financing eArti c le 84eZ)).
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In Apri l 1984, the President and the Government announced thc:Jt the existing
ban on advertising by locaL private radio (Article 81(4)) was to be lifted.
Accordingly, a bill amending this provision of ArticLe 81 will be Laid
before ParLiament. If it is adopted, the close on 1 000 private locaL
radio stations wi L L then be abLe themselves to choose thei r statute and
their broadcasting poLicy. If they opted for a non-profit-making status
they wouLd undertake not to carry advertising. Instead, they would receive
subsidies from a furid financed out of contributions from all pubLic c:Jnd
private boradcasting orgc:Jnizations. If they opted for a profit-mc:Jking
status, they would not be eLigible for pubL i c $ubsidies .and would then
be alLowed to reLy on advertising revenue. According to the Government
this is the onLy way to achieve the freedom of broadcasting provided for
in 1982. The Government mc:Jintc:Jins that the ban on advertising had Led
to unsound practi ces , that those practi ces have become more widespread
and that , in many cases, the press has meanwhi le become invoLved in
private locaL radio and has less need of protection.
Under the new LegisLation, advertising wouLd be governed by the RFP'
rules on radio and teLevision advertising. Brand advertising is not
broadcast on Fr-ench rc:Jdio, but it is possibLe to receive foreign broadcasts
that carry advertise.ments.
According to the memoranda of conditions for the television stations
TF 1 and A 2, brand advertising may be broadcast for an annual daily average
of 18 minutes. However, on any particuLar day, up to 24 minutes of brand
advertising is permitted. This does not include advertising trc:Jnsmitted
between 1330 c:Jnd 1900 hours or postponements caused by stri kes. The
FR 3 stati.on is aLlowed to transmit up to ten minutes ' brand advertising
each day. No restrictions as to durc:Jtion exist for "collective" advertising
for , say, apples , mi lk and butter generally.
Commercials are broadcast in advertisement breaks between programmes
with each commercial Lc:Jsting between 8 and 60 seconds and a break Lasting
up to 5 minutes. TeLevision advertising is brOCidcast daiLy and is
concentrated during evening viewing times. The organizations in France
are not, therefore, subject to any restrictions as to the days on which
and the actuaL times at whi ch , adverti sements may be broadcCist.
The 1974 Broadcasting Act stipulc:Jted that advertising revenue must not
account for more than 25% of the total revenue accruing to c:Jny broadcasting
organization. This provision has been superseded by the new Act of 1982
which does, however, impose a restriction of another sort that is spelt
out in the memoranda of conditions (ArticLe 66(2)) , namely, that revenue
accruing from a single c:Jdvertiser must not exceed 7% of the advertising
revenue of any programme company.
In this connection, see the comparative report by the European Broadcasting
Union eEBU) , Synopsis of replies to a survey on television c:Jdvertising
ruLes conducted among EBU active members, EBU Review, Programmes
Administration and Law , No 5, September 1983, p. 25.
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Greece
Un"til now, radio advertising has been broadcast by twenty ERT and YENED
regional stations and three private regional stations; alL radio stations
are fed i nto the same network. 
Radio advertisingcc:Jn be broadcast in the form of advertisement breaks
between or within programmes, and individuaL commercials within a
sponsored programme. CommerciaLs last between 10 and 60 seconds; sponsored
programmes cc:Jn last for between 5 and 30 minutes. Radio advertising may
be broadcast dai Ly from 07. 00 to 18. 00, except on four pubLic holidays.
There is no statutory Limit on the totaL duratiDn of radio advertising
broadcasts.
Both ERr 1 and ERT 2 carry televi~on advertising. ERT 1 andERT 2 currently
obtain about 25% of their revenue from advertising. ERT is permitted
to broadcast up to 30 minutes of adverti sing a day, with not more than
10 minutes per break. Individual commerciaLs or advertisement breaks
are permitted both between and within pro.grammes. The same commercial
may not be repeated within the same programme, but otherwise up to three
repeats are permitted dai Ly. IndividuaL commercials cc:Jn Last between
15 and 60 seconds, and an advertisement break up to 10 minutes. ERT groups
its advertising into two ten-minute bre.aks and two five-minute breaks,
whi ch must be separated by c:J programme c:Jt least 15 mi nutes Long, 
40 minutes Long between 21.00 and 22.00. Sponsored advertising is not
permitted on television. Advertisements are carried between 13. 30 and
24. 00 on working days and between 13.00 and 24.00 on Sundays. TeLevision
advertising is not permitted on Good Friday. Advertising may not exceed
7% of total transmission time in anyone month.
There are no special controLs on broadcast advertisements.
No private television compc:Jnies nor , in particuLar, cable companies are
as yet known to exist.
~see report in Media Perspektiven 1979, p. 210 epp. 214  seq
See report in Media Perspektiven loco cit. p. 215.
See the Drder on television advertising whi ch entered into force on
1 October 1979, amended in 1982; cf. also the time avai labLe for
broadcasting advertisements , Official Government Gazette of
3 December 1976 and the report in r~edia Persp.ektiven loco cit. , p. 215
and the EBU Report i n EBU Rev i ew , loc. c it.
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IreLand
About haLf RTE' s revenue comes from braodcast advertisements. Section 20
of the Broadcasting Authority Act , 1960, and Section 14 of the
Broadcasting Authority eAmendmenO Act , 1976, contain more detai led rules
on broadcast advertisements. The total daily and hourLy time for
advertisements is fixed by the Authority and is subject to the approvaL
of the Minister for Post and TeLegrc:Jphs. The Authority may not accept
any c:Jdvertisement which is directed towards c:Jny religious or politicaL
end or has any relation to any industriaL dispute; the Authority may reject
any advertisement presented for broadcasting in whoLe or in part.
The RTE Code of Standc:Jrds for Broadcast Advertising , May 1982, contains
ruLes for broadcast advertising. No advertisement may incLude anything
that states, suggests or implies, or couLd reasonabLy be tc:Jken to state,
suggest or impLy that any part of any programme has been supplied or
suggested by any advertiser. This shalL not apply to sponsored programmes
epoint 4). An advertisement must be cLearLy distinguishable c:JS such and
be recognizably separate from the programmes (point 5). SubLiminal advertising
is not permitted epoint 6). In addition to generaL standards of behaviour
the Code contains speciaL ruLes on advertising and chi ldren (Appendix 1),
on the advertising of medicines and treatments eAppendices 2 and 3)
on the advertising of aLcohoLic drink eAppendix 4) and on financiaL
adverti sing (Appendi x 5). 
On the radio, adverti sements are broadcast within and between programmes;
the advertisement break may last between 2 and 3 minutes. Sponsored
advertising is aLos permitted for up to 15 minutes four times daily.
Total advertising time is Limited to 7 1/2 minutes in every hour or 10%
of daiLy broadcasting time. Radio 1 advertising is bro.adcast dai Ly,
except on Sundays and on two publi c holidays, from 7. 30 to 19.00 and from
23. 00 to 23.45. Radio 2 broadcasts advertising on Sundays as weLL.
On RTE television, advertising time each day is limited to 10% of the
total programme broadcast hours and there is a maximum Limit of 71/2
minutes of advertising in anyone clock hour. Advertisements are
broadcast dai Ly, except on Christmas Day and Good Friday, usuaLly from
14. 00 to 24.00 except during schooL hol idaysand when speciaL events occur. The same product may not be advertised more than six times in
anyone day.
Advertisements are broadcast in the main at programme junctions and also
at natural breaks in feature fi tms, programmes of Long duration
e60 minutes or thereabouts) and in the ready-made " ommercial breaks
in the popular TV series made and distributed internationaLly by major
fi Lm companies. As a general rule programmes of 30 minutes duration are
not broken for advertisements. It works out that normaLLy there are three
advertising segments per hour, either between programmes or c:Jt the
naturaL breaks and the averc:Jge duration is 2 1/2 minutes but may vary
between 1 1/2 and 3 1/2 minutes. Slide advertising is used, but not
sponsoring.
RTE aLso operates a locaL radio station in Cork, which broadcasts advertising
for between two c:Jnd three hours daily. Approximately one-half of the popuLation
of Ireland are now in a position to receive signals from c:JLL four
British channeLs , including the advertisements broadcast by ITV.
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Italy
The pubL ic servi ce broadcasting authority RAT is financed irom
Licence fees and radio and teLevision advertising revenue.
Advertising carried by RAI is subject to Limits determined by the
ParLiamentc:Jry Committee for the general guidance and supervision of
broadc.asting services in the generaL guideLines it issues on
adverti sing c:Jnd by the need to protect other spheres of information
and the mass media.
The ParLiamentary committee3 is responsibLe for formuLc:Jting generaL
guide lines on broc:Jdcastadvert i sements for the purpose of protect i ng
the consumer and ensuring the compatc:Jbi l ity of the requi rements of
productive activities with the objective of pubLic interest and the
responsibiLities of public service broadcasting. Each year the
pc:JrLiamentary Committee sets c:J ceiling on the RAI' s advertising
revenue for the folLowing year. In order to do so, it takes into
account the advertising revenue of the nationc:Jl press and the
previous and current year s revenue from broadcast advertisements.
The percentage changes in the revenue form the basis for setting the
newcei ling, the intention being to guarantee the baLanced development
of the two media. In 1980 advertising accounted for 21. 66% of RAI's
total revenue, and in 1981 for 21. 80%.
For RAI, advertising may not exceed 5% of transmission time both on radio
and teLevision.
The Societa ItaL iana Pubblicita Radiofonica e Televisiva (SIPRA) and
the Societa per Azioni CommerciaLe Iniziative SpettacoLo eSACIS) , two
companies associated with RAI , are involved in the prc:JcticaL production
of advertising carried on by R/U. Advertising time is sold by SIPRA.
SACIS has produced a code of advertising stc:Jndards and practice7 which
contains generaL provisions on advertising content and speciaL rules on
the advertising of specific goods and services.
8roadcasting Ant, Section 15, first paragraph; Section 21 , first paragraph
fi rst sentence.
section 21 , fi rst paragraph , second sentence.
Commissione parlamentare per L' indirizzo generale e Lc:J vigiLanza dei servizi
radiotelevisivi , see Section 4, seventh paragraph; see c:Jlso
RegoLamento parlamentare 13 November 1975 - Regolamento della Commissione
parLamentare per l' indirizzo generale e vigilanzc:J dei servizi radiotelevisivi,
Section 17, point 3. 
\ection 21, third and fourth paragraphs; RegoLamento ParLamentare
13 November 1975, Section 17, points 1 and 2.
See the EBU report in EBU Review Loc. cit , p. 26.
Section 21 , second paragraph.
Norme per a rea lzzaZlone deLla pubblicit~ radiofonica e televisiva-
edizione 1. 1979.
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The programming of advertising is at the discr.etion of RAI , which
has adopted voluntary ruLes governing its practice. With regard to radio c:Jdvertising, commerciaLs are broadcast by RAI in advertisement
breaks and sponsored advertising is not permitted. Both RAI radio
programmes carry advertising from 06. 00 to 23. 30 and the regionaL
RAI network from 12. 00 to 15.00.
TeLevision advertising is aLso broadca.st in individuaL commerciaLs
which are brought together into adv~rtisement breaks and transmitted
between programmes. Commercials last between 15 and 60 seconds, and
breaks between 30 seconds and 5 minutes. On both RAI channe 
advertisements are brOc:Jdcast from 13. 00 to 23.00. No advertising is
broadcast on Good Friday and on 2 November.
The Act permits private broadcasting companies in the first instance to
transmit local singLe-channeL radio and/or teLevision programmes vic:J
cabLe, subj~ct to a licence from the State permitting operation of the
network and trc:Jnsmission of programmes eSections 24 and 30).
Broadcast advert i sement s , whi ch must be reserved for loca l servi ces and
products , may not exceed 5% of totaL transmission time, excluding the
time used for programme repeats broadcast within the past six months
c:Jnd may not exceed six minutes in each hour of broadcasting
eSection 30, fifth paragraph , subparagraph ea)). If the overaLL limits
on broadcasting adverti sements are exceeded, or in the case of the
hourLy Limits are repeatedly exceeded, the licence is forfeited
eSection 3Q, fourth paragraph , subparagraph e2)). No licence is
requi red for non-profit-making cabLe systems Linking no more than 50
subscribers; such systems Lay not broc:Jdcast commerciaL advertising
eSection 37, fi rst paragraph).
The Minister for Posts and TeLecommunications may also authorize private
relay companies excLusively to receive RAI teLevision programmes and
retrc:Jnsmit them simuLtaneously and in fuLL eSection 43).
LastLy, the Ministry for Posts and TeLecommunicc:Jtions may aLso c:Juthorize
the instalLation and operation of private wireless apparatus used
exclusiveLy to receive and retransmit simuLtaneousLy and in fuLL , in the
national territory, the normc:JL radio and television programmes broadcast
by the publ ic service broadcasting authorities of other States or by
other organizations authorized by the laws of those States , which are not
establ ished for the purpose of broadcasting programmes in the territory
of ltaLy (Section 38, fi rst parc:Jgraph). The authorization obliges the
licensee to remove from foreign programmes everything in the nc:Jture of
c:Jdverti sing, in whatever form eSection 40).
EBU Review loco ci t., p. 27.
Media Perspektiven 1979, pp. 217 et seq.
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In addition to the private cable companies and relay companies permitted
by the law there c:Jre c:Jlso the LocaL private rc:Jdio and teLevision stc:Jtions
permitted by a Constitutional court judgwent of 1976. In 1981 there were altogether 972 private stations , mostLy financed from advertising
revenue. The carrying of adverti sing on private stations seems to
differ in certain res~ects; there are virtuallx no statutory restrictions
on advertising 0Y LocaL radio and teLevision stations.
As weLL as the ItaLian stations, we must also mention the foreign radio
and television stations which broadCc:Jst direct to ItaLy (Monte CarLo
Capodistria/YugosLavia, MaLta, Lugano).3 If the Large number of private
stations and foreign stations are aLso taken into consideration, it cc:Jn be
said that in ItaLy advertising is broadcast on c:J large scale and with vi rtually no restrictions.
1 "
.. 
Rauen Platz fur zwel Netw.or 
Media Perspektiven 1984, p. 161
Cf. report in Media Perspektiven
Cf. Media Perspektiven loco cit.
Medienkonzentration in ItaL ien, 
(at pp. 162-165).
1979, pp. 217 et seq.
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..l-Ixembourg
RTL is financed primari ly by advertising. According to the
memorandum of conditions attached to the licence contract , RTL is
allowed to orgc:Jnize advertising within the limits determined by
the Government. As the Government has not determined limits, RTL
runs its advertising on the basis of profitabiLity. VoLuntary
seLf-restraint exists for teLevision advertising
eCode de Deontologie Publicitaire RTL-Television, June 1982),
RTL aLso exerci ses voLunti:lry se L f-rest rai nt wi th regard to
advertising time: advertising must not amount to more than 20%
of dai Ly broadcasting time.
Radio advertising takes the form of individuc:Jl ~ommercic:Jls
advert i semen~ breaks, sponsored programmes and spec i a l forms of
advertising. The French radio programme carries c:Jdvertising ~c:Ji ly
from 05. 30 to 03. 00, the German programme from 06. 00 to 19.00 c:Jnd
the EngLish programme from 07. 45 to 03. , with the total duration
of advertising broadcasts different for each of them.
The average number of commerciaL breaks in a day s broadcasting
on the French- Language programme i s currently 18. A break Lasts
between 2 and 7 1/2 minutes, and 4 minutes on average. Individual
commercials last between 15 and 60 seconds. The totc:Jl time devoted
to advertising averages 68 minutes dai ly. Broadcasting takes pLace
between 12. 25 and 23.00.
Sponsored progrc:Jmmes are no Longer broadcast.
Since 2 January 1984 RTL also broadcasts a German-language teL.evision
programme, "RTL-Plus This progrc:Jmme can be received in areas in
Germany c Lose to the Luxembourg border eup to a di stance of about
100 km from the transmitter). The programme, which Likewise carries
advertising, is broadcast between 17. 30 and 22. , or 17. 00 to 24.
at weekends.
CommerciaL breaks averaging 2 minutes are inserted between and during
programmes. Indi vi dua l advert i sements last between 15 and 60 seconds.
Most of the advert i sements broadcast last 20 or 30 seconds. 
March 1984 an average of .23 advertisements were broadcc:Jst daily,
five of them before 19.00. TotaL advertising time averages 20
minutes a day on a week-round basis.
The voluntary self-restraint guideLines which govern French-language
programmes are also appLied to advertising on RTL-Plus.
EBU Revlew,  OCR Clt , p. 27.
Media Perspektiven 1979, p. 219.
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The Netherlands
Under the Radio Act of 1967 eArticLe 2(1) , subparagraph eg) and Article 50),
one public organization, the RecLamestichting (Stichting Ether-RecLame, STER)
is soleLy responsible for the broadcasting of radio and television
adverti sing. No other body mc:JY carry out r.adio or televi sion adverti sing
either at national, regionaL or local level. The revenue earned by the
RecLamestichtingprovides a major source of rc:Jdio and teLevision funding.
The responsible Minister aLlocates broadcasting time to the
Reclamestichting eArticLe 20). In the case of radio advertising this is a
maximum of seven hours a week and in that of television advertising three
hours a week eArticLe 32(1)), This figure may be expanded by up to 50% for
supporting material between advertisements and the Like (Article 32e1)).
Adverti5ements must be recognizabLe as such and be cLearly distinguishabLe
from the programmes of the other organizc:Jtions aLlocated broadcasting time
eArticLe 50e4)).
The responsible Mi ni ster lays down more detai led rules on the
advertisements broc:Jdcast by the RecLamestichting after making due allowance
for the responsibilities of the RecLameraad (Article 3ZeZ)). After
consuLting the Ministers for Economic Affairs, AgricuLture and HeaLth and
the RecLamerac:Jd, the Minister may stipuLc:Jte that no advertisements may be
broadcast for certc:Jin types of goods or services (Article 50(2) c:Jnd (3)).
The Minister lays down the statutes of the Reclamestichting and appoints
the members of the foundation s administrative board (Article 50eS) to e8)).
The Rec Lameraad Lays down rules governing the content of the
RecLamestichting s radio and television advertisements and ensures that
they are complied with eArticle 49(1)) subparagraphs ea) and eb)). The
Reclameraad must consuLt the competent bodies on matters relating to radio
and teLevision advertising on its own initiative or at the request of third
parties (ArticLe 4ge1) subparagraph ec)). The Voorschriften voor de
nederlandse etherrecLame of February 1980 ereprinted in March 1982)
contains the current ruLes. This booklet  sets  out the ruLes, Li sts the
bodies responsibLe for impLementing them, and describes the working methods
of these bodies and decisions taken by the RecLameraad.
As regards the practical side, the position in 1984 is as foLLows:
Radio advertisements are broadcast on the three national radio programmes
Hi Lversum I , II and III , since 1 Apri l 1984 every weekday from
07. 00 to 19.00 hours on Hi lversum I and from 07. 00 to 18. 00 hours on
HiLversum II and II1. The maximum advertising time is 8 1/4 hours a week
including supporting material. Advertising tc:Jkes the form of individual
advert i sing spots put together in advert i sement breaks before and after
the news. The advertising spots are 10 to 80 seconds Long and  the  breaks
between 50 and 80 seconds long. There is no sponsor advertising.
From 1 January 1985 national radio advertising is also to be broadcast
by the regional stations.
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Television advertisements are broadcast on the two national
teLevision channels, NederLand 1 and 2, between 19. 00 and
24. 00 hours for a maximum of 18 minutes each day. Commercials
of an average Length of 15 to 60 seconds are transmitted in
advertisement breaks before and after the news. Sponsor
advertising is not accepted on teLevision. From 1 January 1985
teLevision advertising time is to rise to 3 hours 36 minutes
weekly, excluding supporting material.
The Radio Act allows regionaL broadcasting (ArticLe 47). Seven
semi~Local broadcasting stations in the proper meaning of the word
have $0 far been set up. There are plans to extend them to 12.
The Act also aLLows cable companies to transmit nationaL
regionaL and foreign programmes (Article 48). Neither ~he
regional stations nor the cable operators may transmit thei r own advertising. This is the responsibiLity of the RecLamestiching.
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Uni ted Ki ngdom
The BBC does not broadcast advertisements either on radio or its
television channels.
Advertisements are, however , broadcast by the 20 or so LocaL radio
compan~es which operate commerciaLLy under the Independent Broadcasting
Authonty (IBA) an~ ~he 15 nationaL and regional teLevision companies
. (Independent TeLevlslon - ITV). The main LegaL basis is the
Broadcast i ng Act 1981.
The programmes broadcast by the IBA are produced by the individuc:JL programme
contractors. They may include advertisements as expressly stated in
Section 2(3) and Section 8e1) of the Act.
The following of the general programme principles covering all broadcasts
are of particular relevance to advertising:
en Nothing should be incLuded in the programmes which offends against good
taste or decency or is likely to encourage or incite crime or lead to
disorder to be offensive to public feeling (Section 4e1)
, subparagraph (a)).
(2) SubliminaL influences, particuLarLy images of brief duration, of which
viewers are not aware are forbidden eSection 4e3)).
e3) No prizes or gifts of significant value may be made avai 
LabLe onLy to
persons receiving the programme concerned (Section 4(4)).
(4) No rel igious service or propc:Jganda relating to matters of a reLigious
nature may be broadcast without the previous approval of the IBA
eSection 4e5) , subparagraph (a)).
es) Advertising for charitable or benevolent purposes is aLso prohibited
eSection 4eS), subparagraph (b)). Section 8en, subparagraph ea)
does, however, aLlow references to the needs c:Jnd objectives of any
association or organization conducted for charitabLe or benevolent
purposes.
The Ac~ c:Jlso contain: special provisions relating to the broadcasting of
advertlsements CSectlons 8, 9" 13 and 16 and ScheduLe 2 in the Annex
which is referred to in Section 8(3) and which may be amended by the'IBA
after consuLtation with the Secretary of State responsibLe eSection 8e4))
esee aLso Section 8(10) as regards the procedure to be foLlowed)).
Orders for the insertion of advertisements may be accepted by the programme
contrc:Jctors either through- advertising agents or direct from the advertiser
but nei ther the programme contractors nor the IBA may act as advertising
agents eSection 8(2)).
The IBA is required to consuLt from time to time with the Secretary of State
as regards the advert-i sements broadcast and to carry out any di rections he
may give eSection 8(S)).
Section 8e6) contains a generaL ban on sponsor advertising (with reLaxations
in Sect-ions 8e7) , 8(8) and 8(9)).
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The IBA is required to draw up c:J c.odegoverning standards and practice in
advertising prescribing the advertisements to be prohibited (Section 9(1),
subparagraph (a)) and to ensure the provi sions of the code are complied
wi th eSection 9( 1) , subparagraph (b)). The most recent ly published
version of the code is the lBA Code of Advertising Standards and Practice -
May 1981 , reprinted October 1982. The IBA may impose requirements as regards
adverti sing whi ch go beyond those of the code (Section ge2)). The lBA
may, in the exerci~e of its duties, give generaL or specific directions to
programme contractors to not broadcast a speci fi c adverti sement or type of
advertisement (Section 9(3)).
The lBA may also give general or specific directions with respect to the
times when advertisements are to be allowed eSection ge4)) and in particuLar
the greatest amount of time to be given to advertisements in any hour or
other period eSection geS) , subparagraph (a)), the minimum interval between
advertisements and the number of advertisements to be alLowed in any
programme, hour or day eSection 9(5), subparagraph eb)) and the exclusion
of advertisements from a specified broadcc:Jst eSection geS)), subparc:Jgrc:Jph (c)).
The IBA may lay down di fferent provi sions for different parts of the day,
different types of programmes or for differing circumstances efinal part of
Section ges)).
Radio and television advertisements are broadcast every weekday. Radio
advertising is aLLowed at any time of the day but Limited to nine minutes
i n any hour.
Television advertising is broadcast for 12 hours a day, from midday on
weekdays and beginning in the morning on Saturdays and Sundays, for c:J mc:Jximum
of six minutes on average and in c:Jny event no more than seven minutes in any
hour.
Advertising spots of 15 to 90 seconds are allowed on radio , and on teLevision
spots of seven to 120 seconds are grouped together in advertisement blocks.
Schedule 2 in the Annex to the Broadcasting Act 1981 Lays down further provisions
(1) Advertisements must be cLearLy distinguishabLe as such c:Jnd recognizabLy
separate from the rest of the programme (1e1)).
e?) Successive advertisements must be recognizably separate e1C2)) and must not
be presented in such a way as to appear to be part of a continuous
feature e1 (3)).
e3) Audible matter in c:Jdvertisements must not be excessively noisy or strident (1(4)).
(4) The amount of time given to advertising in the programmes must not be so great
as to detrc:Jct from the vaLue of the programmes as a medium of informc:Jtion
educatiDn and entertc:Jinment (3)).
es) Adverti sements may not he inserted otherwi se than at the beginning or the
end of the programme or in natural breaks in the programmes e4).
See EBU report ln EBU review - Programme Administration Law, No S,
September 1983, p. 2S eat pp. 26 and 27).
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e6) Rulesmust be observed as regards the cLasses of broadcasts, e.
reLigious services, in which advertisements may not be inserted and the
interval which must eLapse between any such broadcast and advertisements
eS(1)).
en RuLes may also be laid down as regards the minimum interval between
advertisements eSe2)).
e8) There must be no unreasonabLe discrimination in the acceptance of
adverti sements (6).
e9) No advertisements of c:J religious or political nc:Jture or INhich has
any relation to industrial disputes may 
be permitted  (8).
There are a number of alterations applying to advertising .on the Fourth
Channe l e Sect i on 13 of the Broadcast i ng Act 1981). Channe L Four has been
transmitting since November 1982. It is run by a subsidiary of the IBA.
A maximum of six minutes in any hour of advertising is aLlowed.
A SpeciaList Advisory Committee has been set U in  theIBA 0 glve asslstance
on matters con~ermn~ advertising. Organizations, authorities .and persons
who have ex~erlence ln the assessment of advertising and representatives
ofthepubLlcas consumers ~re represented on the Committee eSection 16(2)
~ubpc:J~c:Jgra . (b)). ,The Com~lttee c:JlI1ong other thinGs suggests alterations to
the advertlslng ~ooe eSectlon 16(3)). A special advisory paneL hc:Js been
set up to deaL wltil the advertising of medicines and treatment
(Section 16eS) and (6)).
The . IBA must also ensure thc:Jt adverti sements c:Jre referred to these advisory
bodles before they are broadcast eSection 16(7)).
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e c) Comparative anaLysis
A comparison of th,!:! legislation - on radio and teLev-ision advertising - with
the exception of rules governing the advertising content esee points 3
and 4) - of the Member States in which radio and television advertising
is aLLowed reveaLs the following areas on which Legislation concentrates:
The relationship between advertisements and the rest of the programme
In some Member States ein Germany the ZDF and draft Lander legisLation
on the media, Luxembourg, IreLand, the NetherLands c:Jnd the United Kingdom)
there must be a clear separc:Jtion of advertisements from the rest of the
programme. The EBU has aLso made provision for such a principle.
In many cc:Jses advertisements must be cLearly recognizable as such
eGermany - draft legi slation in Baden-Wurttemberg; IreLand; the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom). SubliminaL advertising is forbidden 
(Luxembourg, Ireland, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the EBu) and
in some cases an express and general reference to the broadcc:Jsting of
adverti sements is even requi red eGermany - draft Legislation in
Baden-Wurttemberg; Luxembourg).
AdmissibiLity of sponsor advertising
Sponsor advertising is alLowed on radio in Greece and Ireland , on local
stations in Italy, and in Luxembourg. It is prohibited or not practised
in Germany, On Greek and Irish teLevision, on the RAI in ItaLy, in the
NetherLands and the United Kingdom.
Interruption of programmes
In many Member States advertising spots or advertisement breaks mc:JY onLy be
inserted between the programmes of the station, i. e. before or after but
never during programmes. In other words, they must not interrupt programmes
eteLevision in Germany and in draft media LegisLation in some Lander, France
and the Netherlands). In Ireland and the United Kingdom advertisements
may be introduced into continuous programmes but only in "natural brec:Jks
as with the EBU. In IreLand, and under draft legisLation governing the
media in several Germc:Jn Lander, particularly Long programmes may be
interrupted by advertisements.
European Broadcasting Union, Declaration of principles regarding commerciaL
TV advertising broadcast by DBS, 15. 1983: point 12, EBU Review, No 5,
September 1983, p. 31 (at 32). Likewise the CounciL of Europe
Recommendation on principles on teLevision advertising, R(84)3, 20. 1984
point 7.
EBU Loc. cit. , point 11.- Likewise Council of Europe Loc. cit. , point 6.
EBU, loco cit. , point 13.
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Other Member States, however , a L Low programmes to be interrupted by
advertisements eon radio in certain cases in Germany, on both television
and rc:Jdio in the pi lot cable projects in Rhineland-PaLatinate and Munich
and in Greece, IreLand and Luxembourg).
The arrangements .appLying in the different Member States are essentially
based on the approach that commerciaL breaks should be integrated into
progrc:Jmmes in such a way that the coherence, value and naturaL movement
of programmes is respected. In practice this has produced the foLLowing
typi ~al arrangements:
- advertisements may interrupt programmes onLy at naturaL breaks;
- adverti sements may be inserted before and after separate programmes;
- no advertising may be inserted in or around religious broadcasts
eUnited Kingdom).
Advertising spots and advertisement breaks
In some Member States advertising spots are broadcc:Jst onLy in the form of
advertisement breaks eGermany eteLevision) , France, IreLand etelevisionJ,
ItaLy eRAD , Luxembourg eteLevision), the Netherlands, the United Kingdom
eteLevision). In other Member States both advertising spots and advertisement
breaks are aLLowed eGermany eradio) , Gree.ce, IreLand erc:Jdio), Itc:JLy
eLocal stations), Luxembourg eradioJ , the United Kingdom eradio)).
Total transmission time for advertisements
Transmission time for advertisements is restricted in most Member States
to a percentage of permissibLe broadcc:Jsting time for exampLe eGermany:
radio and teLevision in Rhineland-Palatinate and draft legislation in
Bavaria, LO1..Jer Saxony, Sc:Jarland, and Schleswig-Holstein, 20% of daily
broc:Jdcasting time; Luxembourg 20% of television broadcasting time
eseLf-restraint); Ireland 10%; Italy 5% for RAI and locc:JL cabLe operators;
Greek teLevision 7%); or to so much time in any hour (s.even and a haLf
minutes in IreLand; six to seven minutes for teLevision and nine minutes
for radio in the United Kingdom; up to ten minutes on German radio
nine minutes on radio and teLevision in draft Berlin Legislation), or
so much time per dc:JY eGermany 20 minutes e.ach working day for teLevision;
France, television 24 minutes daily, annual average 18; Greece, television
30 minutes dc:Ji ly); or so much time per week (in the NetherLands seven hours
for radio and three hours for teLevision).
There is no restriction on transmission time in Germany and Greece for
radio, in ItaLy for private LocaL radio stations , and in Luxembourg for
radio and television.
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The ruLes on advertising time in the Member States fall into three groups:
- a stated percentage of totaL broadcasting time;
- a stated Length of time per day, per hour  or  per week;
- no Limitation.
Ban on advertising on Sundays and pubLi c hoLidays
No advertisements may be broadcast Dn Sundays in Germany, or on television in
the NetherLands  or  radio in Ireland. They  are  aLso prohibited on pubLic holidays
in Germany. In  Greece  no advertisements are aLlowed On radio on four pubLic
hoLidays c:Jnd on Good Friday On television. In Irelc:Jnd they are banned on two
public holidays ein addition to Sundays) on radio and on Christmas Day and
Good Friday on teLevision. In the Netherlands there  are  no advertisements
on television on Good Friday, Christmas  or  Ascension Day. In Italy no
advertisements  may  be broadcast on Good  Friday  and on 2 November. Advertisements
pre permitted on Sundays and pubLic holidays in the other Member States.
In Germc:Jny, under the draft Land media legisLation in Baden-W~rttemberg,
Bavaria, Berlin, Lower Saxony, SchLeswig-HoLstein and the Saarland private
broadcasters wouLd be permitted to broadcast radio and television advertising
on Sundays and ho l i days.
Dai  Ly transmission time for advertisements
There are three different sets of rules here. In some Member States
advertisements  are  broadcast virtuaLLy throughout the overaLL transmission
time eGreece etelevision) , Ireland, ItaLy, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom);
in others c:Jdvertisements  are  transmitted solely during the evening viewing
hours ethe practice for television advertising in France, and the rule for
teLevision in the Netherlands) , whereas in others no advertisements c:Jre
broadcast in the evenings ethere  are  no adverti sements in Germc:Jny on radio between
2100 and 0500 hours, and on teLevision after 2000 hours; on Greek radio after
1800 hours; and on Dutch radio after 1820/1830 hours).
Length of advert i si ng spots and advertisement breaks
The rules relating to the Length of advertising spots and advertisement breaks
are to some extent related to those governing the total transmission time for
advertising, aLthough there is no necessary link.
According to the information received individuaL advertising spots  are:
in Germany between 7 and 60 seconds Long, in some cases even longer
in France 8 to 60 seconds long on televi sion
in Greece 10 to 60 seconds Long On radio
15 to 60 seconds Long on television
in Ireland between 5 seconds and 3 minutes Long on teLevision
in Italy between 15 and 60 seconds long on RAI
i n Luxembourg 15 to 60 seconds Long on televi si 
in the NetherLands between 15 and 60 seconds Long on television
between 10 and 80 seconds long on radio
i n the Uni ted Ki ngdom 15 to 90 seconds Long on radi 0
7 to 120 seconds long on television.
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Adverti sement breaks are:
in the Netherlands 50 to 80 seconds long on radio
IreLand mi nutes Long radio
1/2 1/2 minutes long television
France averc:Jge minutes long television
in GermanYc:Jn average of 5 minutes long on television
in ItaLy between 30 seconds and 5 minutes Long on RAI televi sion
in Luxembour.g 2 to 7 1/2 minutes long on teLevi sion
in Greece up to 10 minute.s long on television.
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Bans on advertising for certain goods and services
(a) Tobacco
Radio and television advertising for tobacco, tobacco products and similar
products is forbidden in  Belgium under Section 2(1) of the Royal Decree
of 5 Mc:Jrch 1980.
In  Denmark the t6or;.~co inJustry operates .a voLuntc;ry ,estraint
agreefllent
Under Section 22 of the  German Foodstuff and Commodities Act2 "radio
or television advertising for cigarettes simi Lc:Jr tobacco products and
tobacco products for the making of cigarettes by the consumer himseLf"
is prohibited. Any infringement, whether intentional or the resuLt of
negLigence, is punishc:JbLe by a fine.
In  France, radio and teLevision advertising for tobacco products is
prohibited under ArticLe 2e1) of the Act of 9 July 19764 and any contravention
is punishc:Jble. Accordingly, Article 26 of the Rules governing the Regie
Fran~aise de PubLicite bans broadcast advertising for tobacto, cigars
and cigarettes.
Advertising for tobacco products on Greek television and on the
State- controLLed radio stations is  not aL Lowed.
In  IreLand ci~arettes and cigarette tobacco are excluded from broadcast
advertising under Section 23ep) of the RT~ Code of Standards for
Broadcast Advertising.
In ItaLy, too, there is a general ban on advertising for tobacco products
der Act No 165 of 10 Apri l 1962, which stipuLates thc:Jt "advertising
for any domestic or foreign tobacco products is prohibited" . Any infringement
is punishable by a fine. The ban is restated in the SACIS code of practice
for radio c:Jnd teLevision advertising eSection 7e2)).
Luxembourg hc:Js no legaL ban on tobacco advertising, which is allowed
on the radio. On television , however, a voluntary ban is operated (ArticLe 
of the Code de Deontologie PubLicitiare RTL-TeLevision).
ArrHe RoyaL concernant La publ icite reLative au tabac , aux produits
21 base ~e tabac et aux produits simi Lai res.
Gesetz uber den Verkehr mit Lebensmitteln, Tabakerzeugnissen
kosmetischen MitteLn und sonstigen Bedarfsgegenstanden , 15. 1974.
Section 53(2) e1c , subparagraph 3).
Loi no. 76-616 du 9 jui Llet 1976 relative a la Lutte contre le tabagisme.
See the report in Media Perspektiven 1979, page 214c:Jnd 215.
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In the  Netherlands both radio and teLevision advertising  for  tobacco 
products are prohibited under the MinisteriaL Order of 22 February 1980
pursuant to Art i c le 50 of the Broadcast i ng Act. 
Finally, in the  United Kingdom , broadcast advertising  for  cigarettes
and cigarette tobacco is regarded as unacceptable under Section 17eh)
of the IBA Code of Advertising Standards and Practice  (1981/82).
The picture is thus LargeLy the same everywhere: apart  from  Luxembourg
and Greece ~ where there c:Jre onLy partiaL restrictions - broadcast advertising
for cigarettes and similar products is not aLLowed in any of the Member States.
In BeLgium, France, Ireland, Italy and the Netherlands the restriction
on advert i sing covers tobacco products in generaL.
se.e "Voorschriften voor de nederLandse etherrecLame , pubLished by
the RecLameraad, Article 18 epage 13).
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eb) ALcohoL i c drink
In Belgium a?vertising for alcoholic drink is neither specificc:Jlly prohibited
by  Lc:Jw 1 nor lS there any code 0f practice governing it. On the other
hand, there is a generaL bc:Jn on commericaL broadcast advertising.
Denmark aLso l1~s a ~an on any kind of Gomestic broadcast c:Jdvertising th regard to aLcohoLic drink in particular, a voLuntary code of practice
agreed by manufacturers and retailers for aLL the media incLudes provisions
forbidding approval of excessive drinking, reference to aLcohol as a
remedy for psychologi caL or sociaL problems
, and encouraging the consumption of alcohoL by young peopLe or in connection with sport or driving.
In  Germany, there is no legaL prohibition of broadcast c:Jdvertising for
for alcohol ic drink nor are c:Jny restrictions imposed by the broadcasting
organizations. However, the industrial associations concerned, acting
within the Germc:Jn Advertising Counci L ethe Deutsche LJerberO!q. have established a voLuntary code of conduct concerning advertising for alcoholic drinks,
The code covers aLL forms of advertising, not onLy on radio and teLevision.
It is, for example, forbidden to encourage excessive consumption or
abuse or alcoholic drink , to minimize its dangers , to encourage young
peopLe to drink , to portrc:Jycompetitive sportsmen drinking, to encourage
drivers to drink, to make cLaims regarding iLLness, to claim that aLcohol
releases inhibitions or can help overcome fear or resolve confLicts
and to deride abstinence. Fai lure to comply with the code does not entai 
any legaL penalty as such , but may invoLve censure by the
Council which is a supervisory body set up on c:J voluntary basis by the advertising industry.
The Act of 29 August 1919 (loi sur Le r~gime de l' alcool) does not contain a ban on adverti sing.
Cf.  Brandmair, Die freiwiLlige SelbstkontrolLe der Werbung, Rechtstatsachen -
RechtsvergLeichung - internationaLe Bestrebungen 1978, p. 237.
Cf. Consumers ' ConsuLtative Committee of the Commission of the European
Communities, Opinion concerning consumers, alcohoL advertising and
codes of ethics of 6 July 1982, Mittei Lungsdienst der Verbraucherzentrale
Nordrhein-Westfalen 1982/2, p. 3e7).
verhaltensregeln uber die Werbung fur aLkoholische Getranke, adopted by the Deutsche Werberat in June 1976.
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In France, by contrast , advertising for alcohoLic drink is restricted
by  Law. It is aLlowed for drinks beLonging to categories 1, 2 and 4
enon-alcoholic drinks; wine, beer and fermented fruit juice, liqueur
anisette, rum, cognac and certain other spirits); onLy certain types
of reference are permissibLe for category 3 (liqueur-based aperitifs
Li queur wine and fruit liqueurs); advertising for category 5 (pastis
whisky, vodka c:Jnd gin) is compLeteLy forbidden. In its judgment of
10 July 19802 the Court of Justice declared these provisions discriminatory.
New rules are being prepared banning all radio and television advertising
for alcohol i c dri nks by law.
In actual practice, broadcast advertising for alcohoLic drinks is not
aLlowed under Article 25 of the Rules governing the Regie Franlfaise
de Pub lie i te.
In  Greece there are no restrictions on broadcast advertising for alcoholic
drinks.
In  Irelc:Jnd broadcast advertising for "hard" spirits in prohibited
(Section 23eq) of the RTE Code of Stc:Jndards for Broadcast Adverti sing).
In addition Radio Telefis Eireann has adopted a speciaL code of practice
governing broc:Jdcast advertising for alcohoLic drink (c:Jppendix 4 of the
RTE Code of Standards for Broadcc:Jst Advertising). This code of practice
reiterates the ban on advertising for whisky, gin, vodka , brandy and
simi Lar drinks eSection 1) . Advertising may not encourage peopLe - particularLy
young people - to drink, and must not concentrate on brand adverti sing eSection 2).
Any depiction of the consumption of aLcohol in company may not invoLve excessive
merriment, and no more than six peopLe, incLuding serving staff, may appec:Jr
eSection 2). Adverti sing may not be addressed speci fi cally to the young;
no one shown may be under 25. Drinking may not be linked with sport. Sound
effects of drinking are not alLowed. Attention may not be drawn to
especiaLLy potent drinks. The consumption of aLcohol may not be linked
with sexual attraction or physical strength. Advertisements may not claim
that alcoholic drink acts as stimulant or tranquiLLizer. They must not
give the impression that peopLe can drink and drive a cc:Jr or operate a
machine safely eSection 3). In addition there c:Jre further specific rules.
Art i cles L  L 14 and L 21 of the Code des debi ts de boi ssons et des
meslJres contre L' alcoolisme. See the Opinion of the Consumers ' ConsuLtative
Committee, Mittei Lungsdienst der VerbraucherzentraLe Nordrhein-WesHalen 1982/2 PJge 3en. -
. -
Case 152/78  Commission v France ~198Q/ ECR 2299. For clarification of the
lmpl ication.? of ~he Judgment see joined cases 314, 315 and 316/81 and 83/82
"'aterke2 !.. 1992 / ECR 4337. 
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Advertising for aLcohoLic drink is not prohibited or restricted by law in
Itc:Jly. However, ArticLe 22 of the voLuntary code of prc:Jctice of the
advert ising industry eCodice di Autodisciplina PubbLicitaria , version in
force since 1 January 1977) laY$ down ruLes, which apply to all the media
on advertising for aLcohoLic drinks. Advertisements may not depart from
the basic principLes of moderation, proprietary and responsibility. They
may not , for exampLe, encourage excessive c:Jnd immoderate drinking, depict
a dependency on alcohol, appeal to the young, associate drinking with driving,
or suggest that drinking fosters mental lucidity or physical strength whi 
a refusal makes for physical , inteLLectual or social inferiority.
Infringements are deaLt with by a disciplinary board which can pubLish its
decisions. Advertising associations which subscribe to the voLuntary code
of practi ce are bound by the board I sdeci sions. Those beLonging to the
scheme include RAI , SIPRA and the Associazione Nc:Jzionc:JLe Imprese PubbL icita
Audiovisiva. The board can publicly censure anyone who fails to comply
with its decisions.
Luxembourg, too hc:Js no LegaL ban or restriction on adverti sing for alcoholic
drinks. Under the Code de DeontoLogie PubLicitaire - RTL Television
eArticle XI) advertisements may not encourage excessive drinking; they
may not depice drinking by young people, sportsmen or drivers of motor
vehicles. Furthermore, in the case of broadcasts aimed at neighbouring
countries RTL endeavours to folLow the Law of the .country concerned
eArticle XI in conjunction with IX). For example, advertising for al~ohol
is not broadcast on the French Language radio programme because of the legc:JL
ban i n France.
Broadcast advertising for- al~ohoLic drink in the  Netherlands  is again governed
by a ~ode of practice rc:Jther than by ruLes lc:Jid down by Law. However , this
code is regc:Jrded .as having semi-statutory force, sinc.e the authority which
adopts it and monitors its application - the Reclameraad - was established
under the Broadcast i ng Act eArt i cLe 49), Under Art i cLe 16 of the "Voorsch ri ften
voor de nederLandse etherrecLame"1 adopted by the Reclameraad, the rules
in respect of aLcohoLic drink include the foLlowing: advertising may not
be aimed at increasing consumption as such; it must be for a specific brand
or trade ;;)ark and not for c:J type of drink in general; alcohoLic drinks may
not be contrasted favourably with non-alcoholic ones; advertisements may
not encourage immoderate drinking nor may they show abstinence and moderation
in a negative light , whi le the consequences of drinking shouLd not be played
down; advertisements may not l ink drinking with driving or sport c:Jnd may not
aim to infLuence young people who are under age; it is forbidden to Link
drinking with health or suggest that it can heLp reduce anxiety and resolve
confL i cts.
February 1980 version, edition of March 1982.
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CompLiance with the ruLes is monitored in the first instance by the
Reclamestichting; appeals against its decisions can be made to the
Reclameraad.
FinaLly, the United Kingdom c:JLso has no statutory ban on advertising for
alcohoLic drinks. Broadcast advertising is governed by the lBA Code of
Advertising Standards and Practice. The ruLes set out under
Section 33(a) - (k) of the Code include the foLLowing: Liquoradvertising
may not be addressed particularLy to the young nor feature any personal ity
who commands the loyaLty of the young; advertisements may not impLy that
drinking is essentiaL to sociaL or sexuaL success or that it is especiaLLy
masculine or that refusaL is a sign of weakness; they may not foster
immoderate drinking; they may not claim that drink has therapeutic
stimulating or tranqui  Lizing quaLities; they should not pLace undue
emphasis on the aLcohoLi c strength of a drink; they may not Link drinking
with driving and they mc:JY not suggest that reguLar solitary drinking is
c:JcceptabLe.
To summarize, then, advertising for alcohoLic drinks is not prohibited by
Law in the Community, except in France. Restrictions do, however , exist
in most of the Member States in the form of codes covering either c:Jdvertising
ingenerc:JL or specific media; these range from pureLy voluntary,
non-statutory codes of practice to semi-stc:Jtutory arrangements with a public
law bias. In terms of their content , the restrictions are aLL bc:Jsicc:JLly
simi Lar, but they vc:Jry in detai L and severity~
1 Art i c 
les 22 and 26 ff.
Edition of May 1981 ereprinted October 1982).
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(c) Advertising for other products and services
Tobacco products and alcoholic drinks are the two most importc:Jnt groups
of products which are covered by a specificbc:Jn or restrictions on broadcast advertising. Detai Led consideration of other groups of products c:Jnd
services is unnecessary in the present context.
Firstly there are products and services for which advertising is subject
to general, sometimes very complex ruLes laid down by law - such as
medicaments and medicinaL products. As stated in 1. 1 earLier, it seems
inappropriate to consider harmonizing onLy radio and teLevision advertising
for medicaments; any harmonization shouLd cover the entire field, which
wouLd imply ruLes for broadcasting advertising. The same applies to any
ban or rules on advertising for the LiberaL professions. In practice
the latter are of little relevance in terms of radio and television
advert i si ng.
Secondly there are products and servi ces whi ch are cover.ed by stc:Jtutory
or voLuntary advertising bans or restrictions, aLthough on a rather
haphazard basis and in onLy a few Member States, in respect of which
appreciable impediments to supernationaL broadcasting are generaLly
unL i keLy to occur , in view of thei r nature. For exampLe, 2 there are
bc:Jns or restrictions on advertising for the printed media, immovabLe property
and margarine in France; for contraceptives and games of chance in the
United Kingdom and IreLand; for arms, slimming preparations, recording
tapes, motor Cc:Jrs and motor cycles, boats , jeweL Lery and furs , games of
chc:Jnce and horse racing, money Lending, marriage bureaux , hoLiday companies
the printed media and pet foods in ItaLy eRAI); and for correspondence
courses and sugar confectionery in the Netherlands. For the moment we shaLL
have to wait and see whether this will have an adverse effect on
cross-front i erbroc:Jdcasti ng.
1----- See the EBU comparative report in EBU Review Loc. cit , p. 29.
See the reports in Media Perspektiven 1979, pages 212 ff, and in
EBU Review loco cit.
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Advertising codes, c:Jdvertising controL and voLuntary restraint
Repeated references have been made above to codes for radio and/or television
advertising, to the controL  of  radio and television advertising by bodies
specic:JLly set up for thc:Jt purpose and, in particuLar, to voLuntary restraint.
Leaving c:Jside the reguLations aLready covered for tobacco and aLcohol
advertising, the situation in each  of  the Member State$ is summarized below
with the accent less on general voLuntary restraint systems than on
reguLations and cont rol systems specific to the media.
BeLgium
Since adverti sing is forbidden there are no regulation and controL systems
specific to the media. The generaL voLuntary restraint in the trade 1 seems
to have had no effect on advertising broadcast into the country and
relayed by cable there.
Denma rk
Broadcc:Jst advertising is not alLowed and there are no media-specific controLs.
Germany
The general system  of  voluntc:Jry restraint , the German Advertising Counci L
consisting  of  the joint associations  of  advertisers, advertising agents
and c:Jdvertising media, bases its work both on the Legal provisions and
directives of the central committee for the advertising trade eZAW) c:Jnd the 
International code of Advertising Practice 
of  the Internc:Jtional Chamber  of  Commerce.
BNncfinair loco clt , p. 237.
For general seLf- regulation:  Brandmai loco cit. , pp. 238-239.
3See Section 8  of  the working principLes  of  the German Advertising Counci L,. 1979.
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Only a reLatively smalL percentage of the cases1 treated by the
Germc:Jn Advertising Board - foLLowing complaints and in some cases on its
own initiative - comes from radio and televi sion advertising.
SpeciaL mention must be made of the "Code of Practice of the German
Advertising Board for Radio and Television Advertising with and in front
of chi Ldren , whi ch came into force in January 1974.
According to this Code of Practice, advertising must not contc:Jin presentation by chi ldren of speciaL advantages and features of the product
thc:Jt is not consistent with the child' s naturaL expressiohs (Sec. 1); or di rect appeals to chi ldren to purchase or consume eSec. 2) , or di rect
appeaLs by chi ldren and/or to chi Ldren to encourage others to purchase a
product eSec. 3); advertising must not abuse the special trust children
usuaLLy associate with certain peopLe (Sec. 4); the way advertising is presented
must not be misleadin9r must not entice through exaggerc:Jted claims,
must not take advantage of the chi Ld' s naturaL plc:Jying instinct
nor put pressure on chiLdren eSec. 5); finaLlYr
advertising shouLd not make criminaL offences or other forms of anti-sociaL
behaviour seem exemplary or justifiabLe eSec. 6).
Mention has aLready been made e3b) of the non-media-specific Code of
Practice of the German Advertising Board on the advertising of alcohoLic
beverages.
There are no special controL systems for radio and teLevision in Germany.
Broadcasting companies and their advertising subsidiaries carry out a
non-institutional i zed, informal preL iminc:Jry check on advertisements.
Regulations exist within the ZDF esecond channel) which are more or Less
generally observed.
France
Under former LegisLation broadcast advertising, where organized by the
ORTF, was subject to comprehensive and institutionaLized prior controL by
the Regie Franc;aise de Publicite eRFP). The RFP was estabLished in
1968/69 through a Decree and took the Legal form of c:J Limited company with
the ORTF as the majority shareholder. It has public-Law status.
A "Commission consuLtative technique" was responsible for seLecting advertisers
permitted to advertise on radio and teLevision. The "Commission de visionnage
Wc:JS instrumentaL in checking the individual advertisements and .ensured
in particular , that advertising codes and standards were observed. The
committee was made up LargeLy of representatives from th.e ministries plus
representatives from the advertising trade and the "Institut NationaL de
La Consommation The decision as to whether c:Jn advertising spot was
approved or rejected Lay with the general manager of the RFP. Appec:Jls against
his decision couLd be brought before the chief general manager.
~OnlY 27 of 325 cases handled in 1981 , see ZAW, Werbung J 83, p. 21.
Reprinted aLong with brief expLanations in "Spruchpraxis Deutscher Werberat"
second edition - 1982, p. 250.
Directives for Broadcast Advertising of the Second German Television Channel
of 14. 1967; see aLso 2b, bb - Germany.
See ArticLes 15 and 22 of the Act of 7. 1974 and ArticLe 73, 72 and 53
of the specifications of the networks TF 1 , A 2 and Radio-France.
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A "Reglement de la Publicite radiophonique et teL.evisee is used as a basis for
controL. This is a kind of codeaf practice based, in mc:Jny of its parts, on the
Code de prc:Jtiques loyales en matiere de publicite" of the French generc:JL
independent advertising control, which, in turn, is based on the international
advertising di rectives of the International Chamber of Commerce.
The content of this very detai led and comprehensive regulation can be briefly
summari zed as follows:
The fundamentaL rules of integrity, decency, morality and honesty must be observed;
the public interest must be respected and advertisements must have maximum
artistic , documentary and educational content eArticle 3e2)).
Advertising must inform the consumer and help to increase quaLity" and reduce the
pricesof goods andservicesCArticLe 30)), Advertisements must not be
vulgar or in bc:Jd taste and must respect the proper use of the French
language eArticle 3(4)),
The content and wording of advertising must not contravene legaL or other
provisions r or decency eArticLe Se1)).
There is provision for brand advertising for proprietary articles
and services and for coLLective advertising in which individuaL types
c:Jnd makes cannot be mentioned eArticle Se2)and e3)).
Advert i sements must contain no element likely to offend against the moraLr religious, phi losophical
or political convictions of Listeners and viewers eArticle Se1)) and
must not appeaL to charity eArticLe 7e1)). ALL subjects~ arguments or allusions
liable to damage respect for the state are prohibited eArticLe 8).
Trust and Lack of experience must not be misused (ArticLe 9).
Advertisements LikeLy to misLead c:Jre forbidden; advertisers and their
agenc ies must , on request , substantiate the cLc:Jims of the adverti sements (Article ge2-S)). eArticles 10~12, c:Jnd ArticLes 20 and 28). 
particuLar, certificates and recommendations must not be misleading and
may not be used without approval (Article 10).
Copyright and a person s rights over his portrait must be respected eArticle 13).
ArticLes 14 and 1S are concerned with the protection of children and
adoLescents: thei r right of privacy must be respected; they may onLy
be used discreetLy in advertising, their impressionabiLity and creduLity
must not be expLoited. Exaggerated saLes appec:Jls or appeaLs to make
others purchase c:Jre forbidden.
Advertisements intended for women or in which women appear "must take
account of the significant role they play in society and help to ensure
their esteem and dignity" eAr'ticle16).
Bran mau oc. Clt.) PP. 235-236.
See Comparative analysis by Rie
amerikanischen und franzosischen
pp. 590 et seq.
RegeLungen fur Kinder und Frauen im
Rek Lamefernsehen, Fi lm und Recht 1977
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Advertising may not contain games of chance, Lotteries, or radio or television
games (Article 17).
Defamation is forbidden, especialLy disparaging comparisons and
advertisements causing confusion eArticLe 18).
Irrespective of the method of selling used, distribution companies may advertise
only goods and services which they themseLves produce eArticle 19),
ParticuLar discretion is required in the advertising of medicines and
treatments eArticle 22). Advertising for medicihes and the like
requires ministeriaL permission eArticLe 23), as do advertisements for
persona l loans eArt i cLe 24) , vocat i ona l t ra i ning courses and correspondence
courses (Article 27). FinaLly, the advertising of motor vehicles is
subject to special requi rements eArticle 29).
Under Law No 82-652 of 29 July 1982 on audiovisuaL communication, the
Regie Fran~aise de PubL icite" is responsibLe for the control and impLementation
of the advertising provisions in the specifications of networks and stations
eArt~cle66(~)- The "Haute Autorite de La Communication AudiovisuelLe
is responsible, in publ ic-law broadcasting, for the observation of the
principLes regarding the cOntent of advertisements eArticLe 1ge1)). In this
respect it cc:Jn recommend stc:Jndards eArticLe 19C2)) although it has not yet
done so.
Greece
There are no speciaL controL systems and standards for broad.cast advertising
in Greece. There is a general independent controL system operated by the
advertising trade, but this does not appear to have any reaL effect on
roadcast advertising.
IreLand
In IreLand the Broadcasting Authority laid down the RTE Code of Standards
for Broadcast Advertising in ~ay 1982.
These invoLve minimum standards; Radio TeLefis Eireann reserves the right
to impose stricter standards eintroduction). Advertising must compLy with
Irish Legislation (Section 2). Misleading advertisements are forbidden
(Section 3). Subliminal advertising is forbidden eSection 6). AudibLe
matter in advertisements must not be excessiveLy noisy or strident eSection 7).
Advertisements must not without justifiable reason appeal to fear eSection 8).
The superstitious must not be exploited (Section 9). Advertising depicting
situations showing dangerous prc:Jctices is likewise forbidden eSection 10).
Testimonials must be genuine, not more than three years oLd, and reLated to
the experience of the person giving it; this wi LL be strictly controLled
(Section 11). Disparagement is forbidden; comparisons with other products
or services must be fair, capabLe of substantiation and in no way misleading
eSection 12). Special regulations exist concerning competitions, guc:Jrantees,
the use of the word "free , inertia selLing, homework schemes, instructional
courses, mai L order advertising, direct saLe advertising, hire purchase, and
intimately personaL products. Unacceptable are advertisements for money
lenders, matrimonial agencies and correspondence cLubs, undertakers, bookmakers,
unlicensed employment services , weight reduction products or treatment , hair
and scaLp treatment , contraceptives, contact lenses, cigarettes and cigarette
tobacco
, "
hard" liquor c:Jnd others (Section 23).
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In addition, there is a generaL independent control system practised by the
Advertising Standards Committee which uses the Code of Advertising Standards
for Ireland eMay 1982).
Italy
Advertisements broadcast in ItaLy by RAI, a public-law broadcasting company,
are subject to the "Norme per la reaLizzazione dellc:J pubbLicita radiofonica e televisiva"1 published by the RAI subsidiary "Societa per Azioni CommerciaLe Imitic:Jtive Spettacolo" eSACIS). Prior controL of rc:Jdio and televi sion
advertising is carried out within SAClS.
The content of the standards can be summari zed as foLLows:
Advertisements must be informative, and the information must be consistent
pertinent , cLe"arLy formulated and readi ly comprehensible eSection 1).
Advertisements must in no way be misleading; any cLaims must be capc:JbLe
of substantiation and, on request , documented eSection 2). Comparisons
in generaL and disparaging comparisons are prohibited; comparisons which
iLlustrate specifi c and concrete di fferences in the products are
permissibLe, but they must be c:Jpt and not controversiaL eSection 3).
Advertisements must not Lec:Jd to mistaken identity (Section 4).
Advertisements may not offend against the moraL, religious or politicaL
convictions of the public or against membership of ethnic "groups and
sociaL or professionaL categories eSection 5e1)); no references to ideoLogical , reLigious, poLiticaL Or economic problems are aLLowed
eSection 6e1)). Advertisements must not create unease, fear or
bewilderment; violence, agQressiveness , eroticism and vulgarity are
prOhibited (Section 5e2) (5)). The impression must not be given that
anyone not using the advertised product is ~ social outcast eSection 5e4)).
Advertisements must not depict model behaviour that confLicts with social
vaLues and the pubLic interest eSection 7e1)) or cause the public to
neglect its responsibility in terms of safety, heaLth and physicaL and
moraL integrity eSection 7(2)). Advertisements must not show economic
potential or a standard of living higher than that generaLLy found
among the populc:Jtion (Section 7(3)).
Advertisements likeLy to be seen or heard by chiLdren and adolescents
must not threaten their safety or disturb their deveLopment and behaviour.
Advertisements must not be geared di rect ly to chiLdren andc:JdoLescents
arouse in them the desire " for consumption or possession, cause them to
be a nuisance to c:JduLts or exploit their inexperience. There are also
restrictions on the appearance of children and c:JdoLescents in advertisements (Section 8).
in addition to the abovementioned advertising of alcoholic beverc:Jges,
there are special rules for the advertising of foodstuffs, dietary
products, cosmetics, medicines, publications and instructionaL courses
eSections 9-15).
FinaLLy, there are restrictions on advertising with sc:JLes promotion methods.
1 '
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In c:Jddition c:Jnd in particular with regard to advertisements broadcast by
private radio and television companies, the general code of voluntary
restraint by the advertising trade may be used 1 which is bc:Jsed on the modeL
of the internationaL code of advertising practice issued by the
InternationaL Chamber of Commerce. ALthough the code does not contain
media-specific ruLes for broadcast advertising, Article 16 specifies that
any judgment must be based on the respective advertising medium and that any
advertisement that is acceptabLe for one medium need not be so for another.
Luxembourg
TeLevision advertising in Luxembourg is subject to a voLuntary restrc:Jint system
Code de Deontologie Publicitaire RTL - Television - June 1982"
The code requires compliance with Luxembourg legislation eArticle 1)
the principles of decen.cy, morality and honesty and the avoidance of
vulgarity and bad tc:Jste eArticLe 2). Advertisements must take account
of sociaL responsibi l ities; they must be decent c:Jnd not abuse the
trust or Lack of experience and knowLedge of the consumer; they must
not offend against moraL or reLigious convictions, nor, without
justifiabLe reason, pLay on fear, exploit superstitions or incite hatred
and violence (Article III); Racial discrimination must not be
encouraged (Article IV). Advertisements intended for women or
advertisements in which women are presented must take account of the
woman s role i~ society and must not suggest or imply the idea of
inferiority eArticle 5).
Special regulations protect children and adolescents eArticLes IV to VIII). Advertisements must not exploit their natural credulity, lack
of experience and loyaLty; they must respect thei r right of privc:Jcy
and not damage their development. Negative purchasing decisions on
the part of parents must not be disparc:Jged; nor must there be direct
appeaLs to chiLdren to induce others to buy. Discretion is required
for adverti.sements with low pri ces eArti c Le VI). Advertisements must
not put chiLdren or adoLescents at the risk of mentaL , moraL or physicc:JL
damage or put them in dangerous situations eArticLe VI). FinaLly,
advertisements must not be misleading eArticLe VIII).
Advertisements must be clearLy recognizabLe and shown as such; confusion
with other programmes must be avoided; subliminal advertising is
forbidden (ArticLe XIV). Advertisers must not allude to ather
programmes eArti cle XVI). The total duration of advertising must not
exceed 20% of the da i Ly broadcasti ng ti me (Art i c Le XVII).
CompLiance with these ruLes and regulations is controLLed before each
advertisement by the advertising producer (Article 18). CLT has made
arrangements for viewers ' remarks on advertising to be received
(Article XIX). A committee has been set up to adapt these rules to
further developments eArticLe XX).
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Nether lands
Broadcast advertising in the Netherlands, which is organized centraLLy by
the RecLamestichting (Advertising Foundation), is subject to prior control
on the basis of the " Voorschriften voor de nederLandse etherreclame"1 issued
by the RecLameraad. Since the Reclameraad' s work is based on Lc:Jw
eArticLe 49 of the Broadcasting Act), on the one hand, and involves
independent controL, on the other, it is regarded as IIsemiwettelig
(semi-legal) .
The "Voorschriften voor de nederlandse etherreclame" contain generaL and
speciaL ruLes for advertising as welL as provisions for bodies and procedures.
Adverti sements must not be contrary to the law, pubLi c order or morals;
nor must they be at variance with the truth or offend against good
taste or endanger the public s mental or physii;c:JL weLL-being
(ArticLe 1). They must not, without justifiable reason plc:JY on fear
eArticle 2). Advertisements must in no way be misLeading (ArticLe 4).
Imitation of other adverti sements that couLd Lec:Jd to confusion i s also
forbidden eArticLe 5). Particular discretion is required in the use
of scientific terms and statistics (Article 7(1) (2)). No reference
may be made to comparative tests c.arried out by consumer organizations
eArti cle 7(3)). On request , the adverti ser must pr.ove the correctness
of his cLaims eArticle 7e4)). The misLeading use of certificates and
the Like is forbidden; there are further provisions on this eArticle 8),
as indeed there are for advertising with a "guarantee" eArti cle 9).
Advertisements intended for chi ldren must not clash with parents ' rights
and must not exploit lack of knowledge and creduLity (ArticLe 10).
In addition to the aLcohoLic beverages and tobacco sectors already
covered, there are provi sions for competitions (Arti c Le 12) mc:Ji L order
advertising (Article 13) , cures and slimming aids (Article 14), dietary
products eArt"icle 15), sugary sweets and chocoLates (ArticLe 17) c:Jnd
instructional courses eArticLe 19). Non-commerciaL advertisements are
permitted, but not ideological and poLitical advertising eArticLe 20),
Advertising is controLLed initialLy by the Reclamestichting eSTER); appeaLs
against its decisions may be brought before the RecLameraad (Articles 22 and 27). The Latter can deaL officiaLly with the acceptabi l ity of 
advertisement passed by the Stichting (Article 40).
Given the extensive reguLations for broadcast advertisin~, the generaL
independent controL system is practicalLy insignificant.
Un it ed Kingdom
The Broadcasting Act of 1981 contains, in itseLf and in the appended Schedule 2
a number of provisions on broadcast advertising esee II a b above). 
obliges the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) to issue a code of
2 erSlon or February 1980, edition March 1982. Brandmair, loco cit. , p. 238.
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advertising standards and practice and to ensure that they are observed
eSec 9(1) ea) eb)). The f-'iay 1981 "IBA Code of
Advertising Standards and Practice" (reprinted October 1982) is currently valid. In the foreword the IBA clc:Jsses itself as a pubLic board and one
of the country s officic:JL instruments of consumer protection ep. 2).
Leaving aside the areas of tobacco and alcoholic beverage advertising already
covered, the Code can be summarized as follows:
As a generaL principLe, advertisements must be legaL, decent, honest
and truthful (Sec. 1). PoliticaL advertisements or advertisements in
relation to industriaL disputes are forbidden (Sec. 9) , as are
reL igious advertisements (Sec. 10) and advertisements for charities
e Sec. 11).
Advertisements must not offend against good taste or decency or be
offensive to public feeLing eSec. 12). No advertisement may include
an offer of any prize or gift which is available onLy to television
viewers or radio Listeners eSec. 13). Advertisements must .not without
justifiabLe reason play ~)h fear eSe.c. 15) or exploit the superstitious
(Sec. 16). Advertisements for a certain number of products and
services , such as matrimoniaL c:Jgencies, undertakers, betting shops and private investigc:Jtion agencies (Sec. 17) , are not aLlowed.
There isaprohibiionO1advertisinglikeLYIDnlsLead, especiaLly in connection
with scientific terms and statistics; advertisers and their agencies
must be prepared to produce evidence to substantiate any descriptions,
claims or i llustrations eSec. 18). Comparisons, especiaLLy price comparisons, are permissibLe in the interests of vigorous competition
and pubLic informatiDn (Sec. 20). Denigration, however, is forbidden (Sec. 21). There are specic:JL reguLations on artificial aids in
reproduction techniques eSec. 22). Testimonials must be genuine c:Jnd not used in a manner likely to mislead eSec. 23). Special clauses cover
c:Jdvertisements containing the word "guarantee" eSec. 24). 
advertisements are accepted from advertisers who send the goods without
authority from the recipient eSec. 25). Any imitation LikeLy to
misLead is forbidden eSec. 26). Further provisions cover competitions
eSec. 28) , home work schemes (Sec. 29) , instructionaL courses (Sec. 30)
mai l order advertising (Sec. 31) c:Jnd direct saLe advertising (Sec. 32).
A comprehensive speciaL reguLation covers "Advertising and Chi Ldren eAppendix 1). Further speciaL reguLations deaL with " Financic:JL Advertising" eAppendix 2) c:Jnd the "Advertising of Medicines and
Treatments" (Appendi x 3).
The generaL independent controL reguLations 1 are of secondary importance to
the speciaL regulations on broadcast advertising.
To sum up, a number of Member States operate di fferent types of broadcast
advertising controL systems, which, at their most deveLoped stage, guarc:Jntee a high measure of protection against unLawful advertising and
, in addition c:Jgainst advertising inconsistent with the standards through institutionaLized
prior controL based on speciaL detai led regulations. Particulc:Jr exponents of this system are France, the NetherLands and the United Kingdom. 
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practicaL precondition is that radio and teLevision c:Jdvertising activities
are concentrc:Jted and can be centraLly monitored. As broadcast advertising
becomes freer, e$peciaLLy with the admission of regionaL and Local private
broadcasters, the system of uniform prior control will become more difficuLt.
The genera l i ndependerit systems that wi LL then be requi red for cont rot have
so far been of relatively minor importance in broadcast advertising.
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The effects of national ruLes on freedom of broadcasting within the
Community; need for harmoni zation
II.
1 . Broadcast advertising
From the survey of ruLes on broadcast advertising we  may  concLude that the
differences in the law are substantial and that they c:Jt Least tend to act
as obstacLes to cross-border broadcasting in the common market. These
obstacles are more appreciable with some rules than with others.
The clearest case is thc:Jt of c:J total ban on broadcc:Jst advertising c:JS in
BeLgium: domesti c cable fi rms, for exampLep may then be prevented
from reLaying foreign advertising. The effect is similar where domestic
advertising is permitted but advertising must be bLacked out if foreign
programmes are relayed within the country (ItaLy): discrimination against
non-nationaLs is an additional factor here.
But Less sweeping ruLes can aLso be an obstacLe to cross-border c:Jdvertising.
The distinction between advertising and programmes is emphasized to varying
extents in the Member States; in particular, advertising by sponsors .
sporting events and the Like is permitted in some countries but forbidden
in others. This  may  result in LegaL steps being taken to prevent programmes
which include advertising by sponsors and which  are  legitimately broadcast
in one Member State from being reLayed in another where such advertising is
forbidden.
Differences in the ruLes on the way in which advertising is inserted in
broadcasts can have the same effect: broadcasts with individuaL advertising
spots can run into legc:Jl difficuLties in countries where advertisements must
be grouped in blocks; the same appLies to commercial breaks which interrupt
programmes being reLayed in Member States which aLlow advertising only in
intervaLs between programmes.
Obviously the ruLes governing advertising time can be a speciaL bc:Jrrier in
the way of cross-border broadcasting. We have seen that the rules on
advertising time in the Member States are very different , both as regards
the totaL broc:JdCasting time and as regc:Jrds advertising on Sundays and pubLic
hoL idays, on the times at which advertising is broadcast, and on the length
of individuaL spots or commercial breaks. Every broadcasting organization
must fi rst c:Jnd foremost ensure that the programmes it proposes to broadcast
in its home country comply with the ruLes in force there. The broadcast
can then be reLayed without difficuLty in another Member State only if that
country s ruLes  are  compatible with those of the broadcasting State, which
means they must be identi ca l or more tolerant. Otherwi se cross-border
broadcast advertising - and even other broadcasts - may be blocked for
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certain periods. Far in BeLgium it has aLready proved technicalLy
difficult , costly and impracticabLe for the cable companies to black out
advertising. In earLy May 1984 the Munich pi Lot cable communicatio.ns
company was compel led temporari ly to suspend the relaying of the enti 
Sundc:JY programme of the British company SateLlite Television PLC because
the London Sky ChanneL c:JLso broadcasts advertising on Sundays evia the
teLecommuni cations satetL ite ECS 1).
The danger that braadcasts from other Community countries may be blocked grows
where a transmission is to. be reLayed in several Member States~ given the
great variety of laws observabLe it appears practicaLLy impossibLe that
c:J broadcast couLd at the same time sati sfy the rules on advertising time in
the State in which it is broadcast and in two. or more others; advertising
time would have to be cut drasticaLLy or the advertising simpLy omitted.
Thus , it wi Ll hardLy be possibLe, particuLarLy for those broadcasting
companies entirely dependent on advertising revenue, to observe one of the
EBU declaratio.ns o.f principle... namely that they wi II endeavour to have full
regard for the do.mestic Law of foreign countries which can receive
advertising broadcasts by the DBS they use, e
ven if such advertising is not intended for the audience in those countries.
The obstacLes to cross-border c:Jdvertising also d~pendon the type and
Legal status of the rules governing broadcast advertising. On the one hand t~ere are
Legc:JL ruLes which apply to nationaL broadcasters and to broadcasts of every klnd that
are retransmitted within the country. We may mention section 3 of the Lower"
Saxony Broadcasting BilL , under which orders may be made appLying domestic
advertising restrictions to reLayed foreign radio and television programmes that
are retransmitted in Lower Saxony "where theprotecti"on of the economic basis
of the media so requi ~es
On the other hand there are ruLes which are no.t general, which
apply anly to specified do.mestic broadcc:Jsters; these ruLes may be Laid down
by law" or by order, or in an organization s founding documents, or adhered to
vo.Luntari Ly by the organization itseLf; between the generaL Lc:Jw and the specific
organization s founding documents there c:Jre a range of intermediate forms.
Rules which appLy onLy to. the pc:Jrticular broadcaster tend to pose less of c:J
probLem for foreign braadcasters as thei~ activities are not covered.
E8UF Declaration of principLes of 15 JuLy 1983, point 4(1) , EBU Review loco ci t., 31e32). See aLso the CounciL of Europe Recommendation on
principles on teLevi sion advertising, R (84) 3, 20 februc:Jry 1984, point 3.
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Countries tend to confine themselves to rules applying to a single brOc:Jdcaster
only where broadcasting, or at Least broadcast advertising, is the subject of
a monopoly. Once the l icen sing of broadcasters is liberc:Jlized, however, in
parti cular where privc:Jte broadcasters are li censed and authorized to trc:Jnsmit
advertising, it is usuaLly found necessary to estabLish Q LegaL framework
regu Lat i ng broadcast adverti sing in genera L and at that stage it is naturc:J L
enough to include foreign broadcasts that are retransmitted within the country.
The general trend in the common market, exempL ified by developments in Itc:Jly and
France is to open up monopolies and to LiberaLize the licensing of private
broadcasters.
We may therefore expect thc:Jt adverti sing reguLations whi ch appLy to a singLe
broadcaster ally wiLL more and more be repLaced by general legal arrangements
which wi II also appLy to cross~border broadcasts that are retransmitted within
the country. The changes in prospect in Germany are perhaps a good example;
whiLe the rules on broadcast advertising in force hitherto applied onLy to
the broadcasting organizations set up by public law, the onLy ones there were
and do not cover foreign broaGfcasts, the Land media bills now under considerc:Jtion
do make provision for the licensing of private broacasting companies, and
therefore contain generaL rules on advertising, which may then appLy also to
the reLaying of foreign broc:Jdcasts within the country.
The extent to which domestic ruLes on broadcast advertising impede cros.
border advertising therefore depends on the method of transmission. As Long as foreign broadcasts can be picked up over the air within a country, s.o that
they can be received without difficulty in areas close to the border or with
better aeriaLs and equipment further away, domestic broadcasting Legislation
does not cLaim to be appLi cabLe to the intractable problem of foreign broadcast
advertising, even where it does not comply with domestic ruLes on broadcast
advertising (see above Part Five C III 3 eC) and V).
But the position changes drasticaLLy once the foreign programmes are received
by domestic transmitters and reLayed either as wireLess signaLs or by cabLe.
These reLay firms are regarded as domestic broadcasters
, .
even where they are
distributing broadcasts originating abroad; they are subject to domestic
broadcasting law, including the rules on broadcast advertising. They can be
made to compLy with domestic broadcast advertising rules in practice too
being based in the country; administrative measures, criminaL proceedings and
civi L proceedin9s can all be taken against them, and judgments can be enforced.
These firms have been the occasion of the recent disputes in connection with
the broadcasting of foreign advertising, particuLc:Jrly in BeLgium. Given the
growing use of cables in the Member States , the Liberalization of broadcasting,
and the enactment of LegaL ruLes on advertising, the abolition of obstacLes
to cross-border broadcasting with cabLe relay has become an important and
urgent necess i ty.
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DeveLopments in the fieLd of di rect broadcasting by satellite across borders
are not as easy to judge. The ground has been cleared in internationaL Law
and there are pLans for extensive cross-border broadcasting in the common
market, in which broadcast advertising wi II certainLy be appLied if foreign
sateLl ite broadcasts are received and reLayed domestically.
To sum up, the differences between the ruLes on broadcast advertising in the
Member Stc:Jtes are liabLe to place substantial restrictions on cross-border
broadcasting activities, or even prevent cross-border broadcasting altogether.
This can happen primc:JriLy where foreign broadcastsare reLayed by wireLess
signals or by cable. We must begin looking for ways of removing these legal
barriers to the free movement of broc:Jdcasting services. This wilL also be
necessary in order to prevent the distortion of competition which is otherwise
likeLy to arise; if broadcasts in the various Member States are subject to
restrictions of varying severity, demand for advertising time wiLL tend to be
concentrated on certain countries, giving the broc:Jdcasting organizations
loc.ated there an c:Jdvantage over those Located elsewhere.
Bans on advertising for drink and tobacco
What we have said under point e1) aLso c:Jpplies to prohibitions or restrictions
on the advertising of aLcohol and tobacco: such restrictions may impede
cross-border broadcasting. Within their particuLar field of c:Jpplication
bans on advertising which are confined to particuLar products have effects
identical to those of generaL bans.
The differences in the law are not as striking in the case of aLcohoL as they
are in the case of tobacco.
In the case of tobacco the principLe of a total ban on broadcast advertising
is the general rule in the Community, although in Luxembourg and Greece the
ban is only partial. It appLies primarily for cigarette advertising. In a
Large group of Member States there is a straightforward ban on advertising
of any tobacco product 
In the case of aLcohol, on the other hand, advertising may be broadcast in
aLL ~ember States except France. But there are restrictions in most Member
States , di ffering to some extent in thei r effect: for the most part they take
the form of codes of practice applying to individuaL broadcasters, or voluntary
ruLes of conduct adopted by the commerciaL groups concerned. It wiLL be
convenient therefore to consider drink advertising in the section deaLing with
advertising codes.
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Advertising codes, supervision of advertisements, and voLuntary
seL f~di scipline
The systems of voLuntary control and self-discipLine in advertising generc:Jlly
which exist in most Member States are of onLy Limited relevance to broadcc:Jsting.
Even where thei r pLace is not taken by supervi sion systems applying
specificaLLy to broadcasting, their effects c:Jre hc:Jrdly feLt in broadcast
advertising. Thus they do not create serious impediments to cross-border
broadcast advertising, and wi Ll not be considered further here.
Supervision systems applying specificalLy to broadcast c:Jdvertising, however
such as those operating in France, the NetherLands and the United Kingdom, do
merit attention. These systems can go as far as an inspection of aLL
advertisements in advance, with any matter which does not comply with the
rules being rejected. They need not however be expected to form any substantiaL
obstacLe to cross-border c:Jdvertising. They apply to the broadca$ter
responsibLe for the first-hand tr.ansmission ofc:Jn advertisement, or to
institutions supplying or supervising advertisements to be broadcast first-hand
by several different organizations. But they do not normalLy cover relays
and in particuLar reLaying by the cable firms which distribute foreign
broadcasts. These systems do not erect any specific barriers to cross-border
advertising. If a television company in a particuLar Member State refuses an
advertisement on the grounds that it does not compLy with its ruLes, the item
is not broadcast either at home or abroad; the question of free movement of
services over the border does not arise. That question would arise onLy if c:J
domestic self-restraint body were to take exception to advertising broadcast
from abroad. Only a body supervi sing advertising generalLy might ~o this;
but such bodies, as we have seen, are not usuaLLy very active in broadcasting.
However , apart from the question of the free flow of advertising across
borders, there might be grounds for objection if a prior inspection
system operating in broadcasting in one Member State were far Less
severe than one in force in c:Jnother, so that adverti sing was encouraged
in the fi rst Member State and discouraged in the second; this couLd
resuLt in distortion of competition.
The specific supervision systems for broadcast advertising aLso merit
c:Jttention in that they provide a suitabLe tool for aLigning broadcast
advertising in the common market on common standards so as to ensure
that the LiberaLization of broadcc:Jsting traffic does not unduly damc:Jge
the interests of business , consumers, or society c:JS a whoLe. Those
sections of codes of practice which lc:JY down requirements for the form
and content of broadcast advertising are particuLarLy relevant here.
As far as the ruLes of conduct for parti cuLar types of product are
concerned, the main points of interest are drink advertising and the
protection of chi ldren and young peopLe.
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III. The potentic:Jl for approximating nationaL ~aws
RuLes governing broadcast adverti sing
(a) Starting point
As has been explained above in section II , the national rules governing
broadcast advertising create major obstacles to the broadcasting of
advertising across frontiers. With the further deveLopment of
sateLL ite and cable technology, these obstacles wi II make themselves
increasingly felt. They threaten to hamper the development of
cross-frontier systems and to discourage investments in thisarea. 
addition, the legal disparities are liabLe to distort competition in the
advertising industry and between broadcasting organizations, and to result
in the various activities connected with broadcast advertising being
attracted to certain Member States.
Under the EEC Treaty, all restrictions on freedom to provide services
within the Community c:Jre to be abolished eArticLe 3ec) , ArticLe 59 and
Article 62) , and a system is to be instituted to ensure that competition
in the common market is not distorted (ArticLe 3ef)). In the Light of
the judgments given by the Court , these objectives are to be achieved
through application of the prohibitions Laid down in the Treaty
eArticles 59 and 62) only in the case of ruLes which discriminate against
foreign advertising. By contrast , in the case of restrictions on
broadcast advertising that c:JppLy to domesti c broadcasts as weL l , the
objectives are to be pursued through harmoni zation of the various ruLes
and regulations, since it is onLy in this way that Legitimc:Jte interests
of the generaL public el isteners , viewers, consumers) can be protected
(Debauve judgment1). The c:Jim of such harmonization is to facilitate
1 Debauve at 856, ground 13 and at 857, ground 15.
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the taking up (particularly establishment) and pursuit of activities as
self-employed persons in the broadcast advertising sector within the
Community eArti c Le 57e2)) , to eliminate distortion~ of competition in
broadcasting and thus  to  allow the proper functioning of the common market
in broc:Jdcast advertising (ArticLe 3(h)).
In the Light of the judgments given by the Court, liberalization through
harmonization is therefore the task Laid down by the Treaty as far as the
law on broadcast adverti sing is concerned. "Either the other EEC
institutions wi LL ignore the Court judgments , or if they recognize them
they will have no alternative but to adopt a directive
It remains to be examined, firstLy, how this opening up of internaL
frontiers and this system of undistorted competition e.  conditions
simi lar to those of an internal market , can be achieved in the Community
through harmonization of Laws and, secondLy, what common leveL of
protection such harmonization shouLd aim to achieve for those on the
receiving end of advertising and, above aLL , for the viewers and
Li steners of other programmes.
It is particuLarly on the second question regarding the level of
protection that , understandably, opinions diverge. Thus , the
European Bureau of Consumers ' Unions expresses the folLowing view in the
abovementioned study:2 "The only re.al protection faced with the
reception of broadcasts from other Community countries, which is both
inevitable and desi rabLe, wi Ll be harmonization of advertising regulations
at the highest level. The advertisers and the advertising agencies tend
to some extent to tc:Jke the opposite point of view. There is aLso an
intermediate view, heLd in many quc:Jrters, not Least by a large number of
broadcast i ng organi Zc:Jt i ons.
eb) Harmonization of the ruLes on conflict of laws by means of reference
to the Law of the broadcasting state, or harmonization of the
substantive Law of the broadcasting and of the receiving states?
One possibi li ty wouLd be not to harmoni ze the content of the law on
broadcast advertising in the Community directive , but to specify that
Legal system which is to be appLied by the courts and authorities to
advertising from other Member States.
This type of conflict of laws solution wouLd guarantee cross-frontier
diffusion of broadcast advertising by making the advertising subject, aLso
in the country in which the broadcast is received , soLeLy to the law of
the country of transmission~ advertising LawfulLy broadcast in the
country of transmission would c:Jccordingly have to be toLerated in aLL
EEC countries in which it is received.
1European Bureau of Consumers ' Uni ons (EBCu)
, "
The impact of
and cabLe teLevision on advertising," final report prepared
commission, Brussels , August 1983, p. 69.




However, this sort of solution, which wouLd make do with settling
conflicts between two LegaL systems that claimed to be appLicable, would
not be sufficient in the Light of the Court' s decision in  Debc:Juve
According to that decision, advertising frontiers are to be opened up
onLy when advertising rules have been ~armonized, that is to say when
they offer equivaLent protection everywhere. OnLy then wi lL reference
to the general interests within the country no longer be justified and
admi ssible.
In point of fact, a solution that was Limited to opening up internaL
frontiers within the Community wouLd not be capable of ensuring that
cross-fronti.er broadcast c:Jdvertising complied with certain basic rules that c:Jre generalLy regarded as particularLy important. SimpLy
suspending the appL icabi l ity of national advertising ruLes to foreign
broadcast advertising retransmitted within the country could jeopardize
the maintenance of the standards to be applied to domestic broadcasts
if the reLevant standards in the other Member State were signifi cantLy lower. This wouLd create a bias c:Jnd pressure in favour of  1aissez-faire solutions.
Opening up frontiers for c:Jdvertising simpLy by declaring that the Law  the broadci:isting state aLone was applicc:Jble wouLd aLso not be abLe to
remove existing or potentiaL distortions of competition between
broadcasting organizations and within the advertising industry.
Member States couLd alLow a prohibition in principle of broadcast advertising
to continue to apply or couLd introduce one; onLy adverti sing coming from
other Member States wouLd need to be admitted.
Cross-frontier trc:Jnsmission of advertising wouLd moreOver be channelled as
if in a one-way street; the two-way freedom of movement of broadcast
advertising services required by the EEC Treaty wouLd not be reaLized.
The end resuLt would be thc:Jt advertising in the individuaL Member States
would remain subject to wideLy varying restrictions; a common market in
broadcc:Jst advertising services wouLd not be created.
In this connection, the question also arises of the attainment of freedom
of establishment for fi rms that broadcast advertising in the Member States,
a freedom provided for in the Treaty. The pre-condition for freedom
of establi shment is that the transmission of broadcast adverti sing be
permitted in every Member State: it is only then that the further
objective can be pursued of alLowing nationaLs of other Member States
access to this economic activity.
The solution whereby broadcast advertising that is permitted under the
Law of the country in which it is transmitted must aLso be accepted in
other Member States can) however, above aLL neither alLow free cross-frontier
provision of broadcasting services eArticLe 3ec), Article 59 and Article 52)
nor permit the institution of a system ensuring that competition in
advertising in the common market is not distorted eArticLe 3ef)). A
directive of this type wouLd therefore not Lead to such an approximation
of the laws of Member Stc:Jtes, as is required for the proper functioning
of the common market that is to be established in broadcast advertising
as in other fields eArticLe 2, ArticLe 3eh)). In other words , it wouLd
not be abLe to ensure conditions corresponding to those of an internal
market for the transmission of advertising within the Community.
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(c)  Extent of the harmonization of rules for domestic and cross-frontier
advert i si ng
After this outLine of the harmonization objectives provided for in the
EEC Treaty, reference must also be made to the Commission s often
decLared pol icy of avoiding any perfectionism in the area of harmonization
of tc:Jws. This incLudes the area of broadcast advertising. The aim should
therefore be to achieve onLy the absoLutely necessary minimum .
harmoni zed rules.
There wi II therefore have to be careful examination of where this minimum
lies, i.e. to what extent , if the Community objectives are to be
preserved, and hence aLso the freedom of broadcasting, the Member States
cc:Jn be aLLowed national options to appLy their own stricter rules. Such
exc:Jmination is begun, but not completed, in the foLLowing sections. One
of the main purposes of the Green Paper is to promote discussion of these
questions and, through the results of such discussion, to provide one basis
for subsequent decisions on the extent of harmonization.
The Commission does, however, already take the view that the standard
to be arrived at by harmonization does not need to be uniform in every
detai L but can confine itseLf to certain basic ruLes. It is sufficient
if a frc:Jmework is Laid down which, if .adhered to, wi II permit advertising
to be transmitted across frontiers. In accordance with what was said
under eb) , national advertising must aLso be permitted within a simi lar
framework. In general , as far as detai Ls are concerned, it can be left
to the Member States to bui ld on the framework by Laying down individuc:JL
rules governing national advertising. The Latter must not , of course,
in the light of the EEC Treaty, be plc:Jced in an c:Jdvantageous position
by comparison with advertising from other EEC countries so that such
advertising is discriminated against. Thus, in practice, the only
rules that .would be possibLe wouLd be those which restrict national
advertising more s~ringently to a minimum standard of Liberalization.
It wiLL be necessary to return to this in detail when discussing the
content of the pLanned di rective.
The degree o"f freedom on the one hand and restri ction on the other to 
realized on the basis of this minimum standard must be determined
according to the legitimate interests of industry, the consumer and the
pubLic at Large. Equivalent conditions must be guaranteed throughout
the whole of the common market for the deveLopment and protection of
these three groups of interests.
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ed) Prohibition or authorization of broadcast advertising
This question has poLiticaL, legal economic financial and culturaL
rami fi Cc:Jt i ons that are di scussed b~ i ef ly be l~w.
The Eu~opean ParL i :nt has come out in favour of permitting advertising
on radlO and teLevlslon throughout the Community as a matter of principle
but t~kes the view , t~at t~e necess~ry c:Jrrangements c:Jnd in pc:Jrticular the
durc:Jtlon of advertlslng, ltS relatlonship to other programme materiaL and
the fo~ms of advertising to be aLLowed should be harmonized by the
Commuhlty. It "considers that outline rules should be drawn up on European
radio and television broadcasting,  inter alia with a view to 
..... 
establishing a code of practice for advertising at Community level"
The opinion drawn up by the poLiticaL Affairs Committee for the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport gives the
foLlowing reasons why the law on broadcast advertising shouLd be
approximated:
Unrestricted cross-border comrnercialization is dangerous, just as to
bc:Jn certain broc:Jdcasts would run counter to the principLe of free access
to information. It is therefore necessary to formulate framework
Community provisions ....... in order to preclude this danger. It wiLL
be very difficult for certain Member Stc:Jtesto accept foreign satellites
covering thei r territory and language area with programmes Larded with
advertisements. It would be totaLly unacceptabLe if the broadcasts
consisted mainly of c:Jdvertisements interspersed with the occasionaL
programme. This could be prevented only by crec:Jting tight and harmonized
Community legi sLation on broadcasting Laying down arrangements for
advertis,ing for satellites used for broadcasting. ' The political Affairs
Committee gives its preference to a system .......: i. e. advertising
spots c:Jt fixed times between programmes which do not interrupt broadcc:Jsts ...
To ban advertising on sateLLite-broadcasts would be as unrealistic and
perverse as to forbid advertisements in newspapers ... Freedom of
expression, however, cannot be the prerogative of the highest bidder and
the Commission must therefore draw up a directive ensuring that commerciaL
interests .are channeLed into a direction acceptable to the Community
c:Jnd made subject to certain conditions
...
Time is very short becc:Juse
the various Member States wiLL undoubtedLy take action which wilL make
Community rules virtually impossibLe. At the same time such emergency
nationaL measures wouLd make the .chaos even worse becc:Juse media pol icy
can simply no longer be kept within a nationaL framework.
Euro ean ParLiament Reso
~ ",
12. March 19D3on radio and television
broadcasting in the European Community OJ No C 87 of 5 Apri L 1982, p. 110 epoint 7). 
:opean Communities, European Pi'Jrliament Working D.ocuments 1981-1982
Hann re~ort , doc. 1013/21 of 23 FeDruary 1982 ePE 73.271/fin. , p. 21.
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In the two Resolutions which it adopted on 30 March 1984 the European Parliament once again called for broadcast advertising to be ' allowed
everywhere in the Communi ty and for it to be subj ect to legal regulati
means of the approximation of legislation through Community directi Ve.s. The
new technologies i t argue~, required a reasonable degree of commercial support througt:3 advertising. All television companies had to operate on an
equal footing. Distortions of trade and shifts in trade flows had to be
avoided in order to ensure the proper functioning of the common market. "If
current codes of conduct and commonly accepted standards of practice Lfor broadcastin..gf are pursu~" allowing advertising would not pose "a threat to
quality or diversity There should be harmonization by Community directive, of "the duration and time of advertising, its position in the
programme schedule  Cani!  restrictions to be imposed to safeguard public
policy (protection of ~oung people), security (violence weapons) and health (tobacco, alcohol)" . The legal basis for such harmofization was Article 56(2), Article 57(2) and Article 66 of the EEC Treaty. There was
also a need for "rules for advertising to ensure that revenue is apportigned
fairly between the public and private sectors and the various mass media
European Parliament Arfe Resolution of 30 March 1984 on a policy
commensurate with new trends in European television, OJ No C  117  of 30.4.1984
p. 202 (point 4); European Parliament , Hutton Resolution of 30 March 1984 on
broadcast communication in the European Community (the threat to diversity of
opinion posed by the commercialization of new media), OJ No C 117-of 30. 1984 198 (point 2); European Communities , European Parliament , Working
Documents 1983-1984 Hutton report doc. 1-1523/83 of 15 March 1984
(PE 78. 983/fin. ), p. 21.
Hutton Resolution (point E),  loc. ci t.
Hutton Resolution (point F),  loc. ci 
European Parliament opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs (Draftsman: Mr E. Van Rompuy, PPE) delivered to the Committee on
Youth , Culture , Education Information and Sport and printed in the Hutton
report loc. cit. . p. 46 (p. 48. point 15)~
Hutton Resolution (point G),  loc. ci 
European Parliament opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee (Draftsman:
Mr Marc Fischbach PPE) delivered to the Committee on Youth, Culture
Education Information and Sport and published in the Hutton Report
10c. cit. , p. 49(P. 56, point 4).
0pinion of the Legal Affairs Commi ttee loc. ci t. , p. 60, point 3. Arfe Resolution (point 4( c) ), loc. ci 
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From a legaL viewpoint , ArticLe 10 of the Europec:Jn Convention
on Human Rights has to be respected. This point is also emphasized
by Parliament in the abovementioned opinions of the Political Affairs
Committee and the LegaL Affai rs Committee and in the Hutton report
drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Youth , Culture, Education
Informat ion and Sport. That Arti c Le guarantees the pri nci ple of freedom
of expression, even in the form of commercial advertising, whether
broadcast within countries or across frontiers (see Part Five, B.III.1ec)).
The EEC Treaty provides for the aboLition of restrictions on freedom
to provide services within the Community (ArticLes 59 and 62). prohibiti.ons
on the domestic retransmission of foreign advertising are such restrictions.
However , according to the ruLing in  Debauve, the Treaty has not itself
made such prohibitions inapplicabLe. Instead, their removal has to
be secured through the approximation of laws. The prohibitions do
not , therefore, simpLy disappear with nothing taking their place.
They are repLc:Jced by other, harmonized ruLes brought together in the
form of a di rective that must pc:Jve the way for establi shment of the
freedom to provide services and fc:JciLitate the taking up and pursuit
of activities as seLf-empLoyed persons in the field of broadcast advertising
eArticLe 57e2)) and that is not , therefore, based on a generaL prohibition.
As stipulated in the Treaty, such approximation must also create undistorted
conditions of competition in broadcast c:Jdvertising and, in this way
aLso, .establish c:J common market that embraces aLL Member States esee
points (a) and eb) above).
Lastly, the legaL position in Hemb.er Stc:Jtes is of considerc:Jble importance.
Eight of the ten Member States permit domestic broadcast advertising
as a matter of principle. Nine of the ten Member States alLow the
retransmission of foreign broadcast advertising by cabLe systems.
This includes Denmark , where only domestic broadcast advertising is
prohibited. Belgium has outlawed both domestic and. foreign broadcast
advertising but , in practice, hc:Js aLways toLerated the retransmission
of foreign advertising. Consequently, rc:Jdio and television advertising
i s permitted in most Member States and in some cases has been for
decades. For the rest , it has come to peopLe s notice by way of foreign
t ransmi ss i ons.
From an economic viewpoint , the fc:Jct that radio and teLevision advertising
is transmitted across frontiers makes it c:J particularLy apt instrument
for promoting the free movement of the goods that are adverti sed and
for speeding up the merging of separate national markets into a single
European market. As a brc:Jnch of economic c:Jctivity, radio and teLevision
advertising is not onLy important on the domestic market , but also
of considerable significance for economic integration.
For industry and commerce, radio and teLevision adverti sing is an
important mec:Jns of boosting saLes of goods and services at home and
abroad. This is particularLy true of a Large number of branded goods.
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Radio and teLevision advertising accounts for a sizeable share of
overall spending on advertising. Moreover , in a number of Member States the demc:Jnd for adverti sing time easi ly outstrips the supply, making
what little time is avai lable more expensive and hamperingc:Jccess
to radio and television advertising, especially for smc:Jlland medi.um~sized fi rms.
From a financiaL viewpoint , advertising revenue accruing to most public
broc:Jdcasting organizations in the Community has risen inexorably and
is the second leg on which they stand. Private broadcasting organizations
depend for their financing almost entirely on advertising revenue.
Wher~ no licence fees sre payable  Dr  where the fees  sre  inadequate,
advertising revenue alone provides the finc:Jncial headroom neces$i3ry
to provide programmes.
The importance of adverti sing for the financing of broadcasting organizations
and for trade and i ndust ry in the Communi ty was di scussed ear l i er
ePart Three , A. I and II , 8. II . , D eat the end) and E (at the end)).
Further detai ls are given beLow.
Advertising that is honest and fair is not onLy c:J service at the disposaL
of advertisers, but in generaL aLso represents a means of informing
consumers, making it easier for them to meet their requirements in
terms of goods and servi ces. Thi s i s true just as much for radio
and teLevision advertising as for other forms of adverti$ing. For
this reason, consumers are not fundamentaLLy hostile to broadcast
adverti sing. Thus , the European Bureau of Consumers I Unions (EBCU)
is in favour of c:J Community directive that permits radio and teLevision
advertising as a matter of principLe but imposes strict criteria and
a prior monitoring procedure.
From a cultural viewpoint , the prime objective is to protect those
listening to or watching other programme materiaL. It is a moot point
whether this requires a generaL ban on broadcast advertising or whether
rules to prevent advertisements from disrupting unduly the transmission
of cultural programmes will suffice. Most Member States are content
for broadcast advertising to be subject to certain Limitations and
to a measure of supervision.
EBCU, FinaL Report loco cit , pp. 67-68, 69, 70, 72, 76-78 and 80.
A simi lar view is taken in Pridgen... " Commercial Advertising on Television
across National Frontiers: Issues and Strategies for Consumers
Report for the British NationaL Consumer Council , London 1983
pp. 1 , 4 and 33-34.
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Taken together , these fe.cts , considerations and viewpoints underscore the need
for but also the expediency and reasonableness of the planned Counci 1
directive requiring Member States to permit radio and television advertising
within certain limits. This would aPply not only to the retransmission of
broadcast advertising transmitted in another Member State but also to the
initial transmission of broadcast advertising in the Member State concerned.
Authorization of broadcast advertising would apply to all broadcasting
organizations that are not financed from public licence fees, payments or
grants or from private contributions from their members (e.g. associations) or
from payments from subscribers (pay-TV). In the case of such broadcasting
organizations, many of which are private, a general advertising ban should not
be authorized , since they cannot exist withoL t advertising revenue.
In the case of the other broadcasting organizations , many of them public , each Member State would remain free to prohibit (or to continue to prohibit)
advertising if sufficient advertising time is available via commercial channels.
This is the case with the BBC (advertising ban) and ITV (advertising
permi tted). No such alternative exists as yet in Belgium and Denmark , where
the RTBF , BRT and BRF and DR respectively are not allowed to advertise. The advertising industry in those two countries (manufacturers and distributors
advertising their goods and services, advertising agencies, producers of
advertising media, advertising professions) is at a disadvantage compared with
the advertising industry in the other Member States. This can resul-t; in
advertising activity and the associated expenditure and revenue being switched
to other Member States. An example of this is the transfer of broadcast advertising from Belgium to Luxembourg and other neighbouring countries. Conversely, the other Member States I advertising industries do not have the
same scope for promoting their sales in Belgium and Denmark as they do in
their home markets and as the Belgian and Danish advertising industries do there.
In the case of broadcasting organizations which (unlike the BEC
BRF and DR) are financed not only from licence fees, but also from






If broadcast advertising were authorize as a matter of principle, 
it would be
necessary to lay down common rules governing a number of particularly
important aspects of advertising. This question is discussed below. The
directive would also have to stipulate that the Member states should not
oppose the free broadcasting of such advertisements as satisfy the (minimum)
requirements laid down in the directive. The following commen~ was made by
the EBCU: "If the EEC directive does not arrive at an agreement on precise
rules, it will have failed and opened the door to excessive competition for
advertising revenue which could cause bad relations among the Member States.
The EBCU regards such precise rules as indispensable in v~ew of the matters
discussed at (e) and (g) to (k) and at points 2 and 3 above.
For viewers and listeners, the main point of such harmonization is to ensure
practical legal protection against a surfeit of advertising and against abuses
in the domestic and foreign broadcasts which they are increasingly able to
recei ve. For the advertising industry, the main point is to make possible and
simplify the planning of advertising and to make the use of advertising
cheaper in supra-regional and cross-frontier broadcasts, so that sales and in
particular trade between countries in the goods and services advertised can be
increased. For the broadcasting organizations, the main point is to allow the
free flow of their advertising broadcasts and to secure their financial basis,
which is dependent (or partly dependent) on advertising revenue, within the
framework of a system which does not distort competition in the 
Community at
their expense. For the press organizations, the main point is to maintain one
of the main pillars of their activities and livelihood, namely their income
from advertising.
(e) Extent of broadcast advertising
In almost all Member States, broadcast advertising time is restricted.
Indeed, steps should be taken to ensure that radio and television, as
important mass communication media, are not overloaded by advertising.
Consideration for other advertising media, the press in 
particular, is another
reason why broadcast advertising time should be limited.
On the other hand, broadcast advertising time should not be curtailed to such
an extent that the role of broadcast advertising as a source of financial
support for broadcasters is impaired that advertising spots become too
expensive in an unwelcome manner and that demand for broadcast advertising
time becomes unreasonably excessive. It should be borne in mind that an undue
shortage of broadcas t advertis ing time usually results in extremely short
advertising spots during which little detailed information of use to consumers
can be given , over and above the sales pitch.
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The fourth column of Annex 9 provides information on the percentage of finance
which the television channels in Europe derive from advertising revenue. 
The figures show the economic importance of television commercials for the
broadcasting organizations which are allowed to advertise.
The third column of Annex 9 shows the maximum amount of television advertising
per day (in minutes) which the individual channels are allowed to carry.
Annex 17 also shows the maximum permitted amounts of advertising time per day
as percentages of total daily broadcasting time.
The demand for television advertising time is considerable and is increasing. In Germany, France and the Netherlands it has for many years considerably
exceeded the permi tted amount of advertis ing time. In the ZDF for examp Ie, the e
fcess of demand over available broadcasting time has amounted to up to
200%. A number of the ARD organizatio have said they are in favour of an
increase in television advertising time. While advertising time has been and
is being gradually increased in France and the Netherlands, it has remained unchanged in Germany since 1961. Moreover broadcasting time was then significantly less than it is today. The German advertising industry in
particular comp~ains that the advertising time available on the ARD and ZDF is
oversubscribed. This is said to be the case in 1984 as well. The result
they argue is that the meagre amounts of advertising time have to be
allocated as in a centrally planned economy. Furthermore they claim the advertising log jam results in prices which are artificially inflated and not
related to the service actually performed. This aspect is also criticized by
consumers.
Firms wi th w~ll-known brand names see themselves as being at a particular
disadvantage. They argue that it has not so far been possible to make any additional advertising tirr(~ available to them for new branded goods. If  firm wanted to introduce a new brand today, it had to withhold often indispensable broadcast advertis ing time from its other brands, resulting in lower sales for such other brands. Precisely in the markets which were the
focus of attention in television the introduction of a new brand was often
impossi ble without television advertising. In view of the marked differences
between the advertising media, it was in most cases not possible to rely on
daily newspapers or other media instead of television advertising. The severe limi ts on television advertising time were at present creating a bottleneck in the economic expansion of the branded goods industry and the advertising
indus try.
This is reported by the Deputy Director of the ZDF Harald Ingensand , in his article entitled "Partnerschaft und Konkurrenz , in Fernsehkri tik , Werbung im Fernsehen, Mainz 1975 , p. 53.
Reports in Markenartikel 1983
p. 
266; lAW-service No 115/116








8; lAW-service No 115/116,
25; Markenartikel 1983 , p. 586; Wirtschaftswoche 1984, p.
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Recent laws. regulations, condi tions other measures and draft laws in the
Member States have all tended towards a gradual increase in adv'3rtising time (France.... Greece, Italy, the Netherlands and Ireland) or to the establishment
of new and ample amounts of advertising time (United Kingdom and Germany).
A possible upper limit that might be considered as an initial working
hypothesis would be to restrict the
total time for advertising to 20% of the total amount of broadcasting per
broadcasting day. At the same -time, any minor shortfalls or overruns could be
allowed to cancel each other out on Successive days.







for advertising is already applied in two member countries
and in Germany, in the pilot cable scheme in Rhineland~ In Germany, several Lander are at present introducing laws
restriction on private broadcasting organizations (see I 2
New providers of programme services will as a rule have to be financed solely from advertising revenue. Consequently, comparisons with the amount
of advertising time for broadcasting organizations which are simultaneously
financed from licence fees tell us little. If they had no licence fees, the existing organizations would have to have a substantially higher
proportion of advertising. For example, the proportion of advertising in
the Netherlands would have to be about 60 minutes a day instead of 15
minutes a day if all of the financing were to be provided from advertising.
In Germany, the ARD organizations would also need 60 minutes of television
advertising a day instead of 20 minutes. In France, 36 minutes would be
needed instead of the present 18 minutes.
It is to be anticipated that the new programme providers will have to
compete with the existing organizations for a largely constant number of
viewers. The increase in competition will result in a decline in audiences
for each broadcaster. In view of the fact that the costs of producing
television programmes are independent of the number of viewers tower audience figures would as a rule mean higher "prices per thousand" for
television advertising. This in turn would worsen the competitive chances of the new suppliers against competing advertising media. It would
therefore seem necessary to set the upper limit for the proportion of
advertising in such a way that a supply of advertising time is available
which would allow the new suppliers to comQ~te in terms of prices.
Price per thousand" is
swi tched to the channel.
the price per minute for each 1 000 TV sets
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There is no reason to fear that a 20% figure for advertising time would result in unacceptable conditions for viewers, since each programme supplier has a vi tal interest in attracting viewers and in not driving them
away. Moreover RTL I S experience shows that a 20% figure for advertising
time is in practice accepted. It must also be borne in mind that
Germany, the ARD and the ZDF accommodate their total permitted advertising
time of 20 minutes within a period of only 120 minutes, i. e. during the
early evening programme between 18.00 and 20. 00 (ARD) and between 17. 30 and 19.30 (ZDF). In the spring and autumn , the organizations are allowed up to
25 minutes advertising time in order to balance out their 
figures for the year , so that at these times of the year, wi thin the period of 120 minutes
the proportion of advertising works out at a little over 20%. Even so , no complaints from viewers have been reported.
The figure of up to 20% would mean that if cross-frontier broadcasts from
other Member States were transmitted in full each Member State would have to
accept a maximum level of 20% broadcast advertising. If broadcasts were
transmi tted not in full but only in part , the percentage of advertising in the
part transmitted should not exceed the relevant total daily transmission time
so as to preserve balance and to prevent, in the extreme case, a situation where nothing but advertising is transmitted from abroad.
Of course, broadCc:Jsting organi zc:Jtions would not be obL iged, for exampLe, actually to transmit the full amount of advertising permissible. The scope available to
broadcasting organizations for including advertisements in their programmes is
limited , especially where viewers and advertisers alike have a large number of
different programmes to choose from. There is no reason to doubt that a surfeit of broadcast advertising irritates many viewers, causing them to
swi teh to other prograrnmes where the opportunity exists. Programmes that carry advertisements are thus exposed to natural constraints where viewers are
able to switch to other programmes that do not carry advertisements.
However, a uniform upper limit does not take account of the varying role which
advertising pLays in financing broadcasting orgc:Jnizations. The situation of
broadcasting organizations that rely on advertising revenue alone is not
necessari Ly the same as the situation of broadcasting organizations which are
only partly financed from advertising, with the remainder of their income
coming from public licence fees or from contributions from their members or
from payments made by their subscribers. The problem arises here of the
equivalence of the legal conditions governing competition between broadcasting
organizations with mixed financing and br.oadcasting organizations financed
soleLy from advertising.
In Germany, the response to this probLem has been to set maximum c:Jdvertising
time at 20% of dai Ly transmission time in the case of the broadcasting
organizations financed soLely from advertising revenue and at a littLe over 3%
in the case of the hroc:Jdcasting organizations which are also financed from
li cenee fees (for detai ls, see Annex 17). A comparable maximum amount of
permitted advertising time, set at a simi larly reLatively low level (3% to 5%)
applies to broadcasting organizations with mixed financing in France
, Italy and the Netherlands, though the LeveL is higher in Greece (7%) and in Ireland
(10%) (see Annex 17).
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A view held in some quc:Jrters in Germany
1 is that the pubLic broadcasting
organi zat i OriS there enjoy a th ree-fo Ld advantage over thei r competitors:
in contrast to the private companies, they have considerc:Jb.Le. income from
licence fees; they also have substantial income from advertising; and they are already established, i.e. they have great experience in programme
production, skill~d news services that report events very quickly and high
qual i ty equipment. Accordingly, it is argued, pri vate television will not
have any chance unless the necessary additional broadcast advertising time is
allocated to the private organizations alone. The proponents of this view
concede that the often repeated claim that public broadcasting should be
financed exclusively from licence fees is unrealistic. However, the status
quo could be allowed to remain they argue, i. e. the advertising time allowed
to the public broadcasting services should not be extended. This view is
reflected in the laws and draft laws of several German Lander, as discussed
under point 2(b) above.
The press puts forward a similar argument. 3 Dual financing of public broadcasting from licence fees and advertising revenue protects it from
economic risk. The press by contrast, is entirely dependent on market prices. As a result, competition is already distorted even now. Any
extension of advertising time for the public broadcasting organizations, it is
argued increases this distortion of competition and consolidates their monopoly. This makes it very much more difficult for privately operated
electronic media, which have to rely solely on advertising revenue, to get
themselves established and operating.
See, for example, Ernst Albrecht, Prime Minister of Lower Saxony, "Private
Rundfunkprogramme durch Werbung finanzieren Markenartikel 1983, p. 207;
Bernhard Vogel Prime Minister of Rhineland-Palatinate, Chairman of the
Broadcasting Committee of the Prime Ministers of the Lander, Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung No 88 of 12. 1984 , p. 4.
With regard to the third point this view is also expressed in the Hutton
~eport loco cit ., p. 18, point 8.
See for example the joint declaration by the Bundesverband Deutscher lei tungsverleger (Federal Association of German Newspaper Publishers) and the
Verband Deutscher Zeitschrifterwerleger (Association of German Periodical
Publishers) of November 1983 , ZAW Fakten, Dokumente, Analysen, Bonn
January 1984.
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Opponents of this view point out that it is becoming increasingly difficu1t to
introduce increases in licence fees in the Member States. The public
broadcasters must not they claim, be deprived of the possibility of meeting
cost increases through increased advertising revenue as ~ell as by other means
and of developing further with the help of advertising. Dual financing from
licence fees and advertising, it is argued, makes the ~ublic organizations
more independent both from the State and from advertisers.
The advertising industry points out that (in Germany and France) the privately
operated electronic media would for years to come be able to gain access to
only a very limi ted number of households. 4 They were therefore of only
geographically limited importance for advertisers. The acute need for advertising .time could for the time being be met only by the public
broadcasting organizations. They must therefore be allowed more advertising time. The idea that advertising budgets could be set aside for the starting
up of new media overlooked the fact that the real purpose of advertising WaS
to promote the sa1e of goods and services. The major bottlenecks in
television advertising created by the considerable restrictions on advertising
time must not be maintained at the expense of advertisers.
See , for example , Hutton report, loc. cit. , p. 17 , point 8.
See , for example, the observations of Saarlandischer Rundfunk of 10. 1984 on the officials ' draft of a Broadcasting Law for the Saarland of 9. 1984, SR aktuell Informationen .der Pressestelle des SR SaarbrUckenj
il'1ed:i enpoli tisches Aktionsprogramm 1984 der SPD Medienkommission VOID 14. 1984 , Media Perspektiven 1984
p. 
149.
See for example Dieter Stolte , Director of the ZDF , IIEin Pladoyer fUr den offent1ich-rechtlichen Rundfunk" in Fernsehkritik Werbung im Fernsehen
Mainz 1975 , p. 247.
See, for example Arbei tskreis Werbefernsehen der deutschen Wirtschaft
(German Industry Working Party on Commercial Television), Markenartikel 1984
p. 
8. The Working Party compri ses leading advertisers the Trade Mark Association the Federal Association of German Industry, the General Association of German Retail Trade and the Central Marketing Association
of German Farming.
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On 30 March 1984 the European Parliament called upon the Commission "
formulate rules to ensure that public broadcasting monopolies do not seek to
prevent private broadcasters land programme makers from fully contributing to
the future developments
...
The harmonization of national legal provisions
and coordination of the different systems should include "rules for
advertising to ensure that revenue is apportio~ed fairly between the plJblic
and private sectors and the various mass media Parliament "believes that a
decision must be taken at Community level regarding the limits applicable to
the use of advertising by public and private telev~sion companies , so that all
television companies operate on an equal footing
In fact the activities of the Community pursuant to the EEC Treaty include,
in the broadcasting field as well as in others, not only "the abolition, as
between Member States, of obstacles to freedom of movement or persons  CancfJ services .... " (Article 3(c)), but also "the institution of a system ensuring
that competition in the common market is not distorted" (Article 3(f)). 
Article 90 confirms, this also applies in particular in the relationship
between public and private undertakings. Without such a system or concept
underlying the individual measures of legislative harmonization the
harmonization objective laid down in the Treaty cannot be reached, Le. "the
proper functioning of the common market" (Article 3(h)) for broadcasting
organizations, broadcast advertising and the advertising industry.
Consequently, in setting the maximum amount of advertising time, account wiLL
probably have to be taken of the need to avoid any appreciabLe distortions in
competition between broadc.c:Jsting organizations with mixed financing and those
financed soLely from advertising revenUe. The Commission would welcome the
views of interested parties on this question.
;Ar ::~ Resolut~on (po~nt 6),  loco c~t
Arle ResolutIon (poInt 4),  loco Clt
Hutton Resolution (point F),  loc. ci t
6\0.0
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Cl') i mi t::'!ti on of advertising revenue
Tn ~ertain individual Member States, permissible advertising acti vi ty is also limi ted by restricting the maximum level of revenue that may be earned from advertising.
It is obvious that such a restriction cannot be contemplated in regard to
transmissions coming over the frontier from other Member States since that
would constitute an encroachment on the internal organization of broadcasting
organizations subject to foreign sovereignty. In addition it would be scarcely practicable to subj ect foreign broadcasters to financial controls.
As far as domestic broadcasters are concerned , such a restriction of income in
the case of private broadcasting organizations could cramp the possibilities
of forming such companies and their financial viability in a way which would
~onflict with their equal entitlement to play a role in the liberalization of
broadcasting in the common market , which is laid down in the EEC Treaty.
However, a limitation of advertising revenue could continue to be permitted in
the case of public broadcasting organizations if, overall , an adequate supply
of advertising time is available in the Member State concerned. As has
already been explained, in the case of public broadcasting organizations, the
total advertising time allowed should be more severely restricted anyway (see
above under  (e));  consequently, a reduction of advertising activity by
limi ting revenue could also be permitted under the same conditions.
(g)
Advertising on Sundays and public holidays
As far as the widely differing rules governing Sundays and public holidays in
the Member States are concerned account must be taken of the fact that they
are based on deeply rooted religious traditions and cultural and educational policy objectives. On the other hand freedom to provide services should
allow people to become more aware of other customs and other mentalities
obtaining in other Member States. The individual listener or viewer should be
afforded the opportunity of choosing an "advertisement free" programme on
Sundays and public holidays. He should not , however , be compelled to do so.
A possible solution to the prob2 em, therefore would be to allow each
Member State to prohibit advertising in national programmes on Sundays and
official public holidays, while it would have to tolerate cross-frontier
broadcast advertising from other EEC countries on those days also. Each
Member State could then weigh up the importance from a cultural policy
standpoint of prohibiting advertising on Sundays and public holidays on the
one hand against placing its own national broadcasters at a competitive
disadvantage on the other. From the point of view of the Community, the
possible distortion of competition here and the disparities embodied in the
standard do not appear unacceptable.
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(h) Times of the day at which advertisements may be broadcast
As regards the times of the day at which broadcast advertising should be
allowed, here again the differing national habits and customs should be taken
into account. In principle, therefore, each ~ember State should be allowed to
lay down in respect of its national programmes the rules that appear to it to
be reasonable as long as the Community rules governing total advertising time
(see above under (e)) are complied with. Cross~frontier advertising from the
Communi ty should , however , be tolerated even if it is transmitted at times of
the day other than those permitted for advertising at national level.
(i) The blending in of advertising
In order to promote broadcasting in its role as  service in the public
interest, to enhance the integrity of individual parts of programmes and to
foster the clear separation of advertising from other programme material
broadcast advertising should be compiled and transmitted in such a way that it
nei ther impairs the integrity and value of programmes nor disrupts their
natural continuity and sequence. This dual requirement would protect the
special) character of certain transmissions (e.g. political speeches, religious
events, funeral services) and would, by requiring that advertisements were
blended in only where there was a natural break in the programme, ensure the
continui ty of all transmi ssions. The Member States should in particular
authorize such cross-frontier advertising as is not transmitted too frequently
and does not disrupt programme continuity.
(j )
Individual spots and advertising slots
Under existing rules in the Member States individual advertising spots are
allowed in the case of radio, but in most cases only advertising slots made up
of several spots are allowed in the case of television. The question of
whether this distinction is in keeping with practical requirements needs to be
examined further.
As far as the length of individual advertising spots is concerned, the
practice of the Member States hitherto has been to lay down a maximum duration
of between one and three minutes. It appears desirable that the individual
advertising spots should not need to be made too short but that it should be
made possible to provide interrelated information with some explanatory
content. The Member States should therefore have to tolerate spots lasting up
to three minutes.
Common rules on the minimum duration of spots do not perhaps appear
appropriate; here, the requirements of advertisers and cost factors should
govern the time limi ts .
Wi th regard to the length of advertising slots , only a maximum limit should be
contemplated designed to prevent impairment of the rest of the programme
material through excessi vely long advertising periods and upsetting the
balance of broadcasts. If the maximum time limits applied hitherto are taken
as a guide and if account is taken of the trend towards increasing advertising
time, a maximum slot duration of 12 minutes would appear appropriate.
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(k)  Separation of advertising and other programme material
~P??sored a ertising
It is consistent with fundamental requirements relating to the protection of
progrBmm~R listeners and viewers that particular care should be taken when
separating advertising from other programme material
, a point borne out by the existence of appropriate rules in most Member States. The directive should therefore stipulate that advertising and other programme material must be kept
qui te separate and that advertising must be clearly recognizable as such and
must not contain any reference to other programme material or appear in a form
which blurs the dividing line betwen the two.
These rules should be binding for domestic advertising and for cross-
frontier advertising transmitted from other Member States. As far as domestic advertising is concerned each Member State could lay down further detailed rules aimed at keeping advertising separate and rendering it recognizable including, say. an obligation to include a declaration concerning advertising
in the subscription terms.
A question needing special attention is that of the 
sponsoring of broadcast programmes. Already business undertakings in the Community contribute to financing certain programmes or parts of programmes of the Community broadcasting organizations sometimes directly 
(by providing benefits to the broadcasters) , sometimes indirectly (by providing benefits to independent programme producers, to the organizers of cultural artistic or sporting events , or to listeners and viewers, for example in the form of prizes donated
for guessing games etc.
This applies both to private and to public broadcasting organizations and SEems in most cases to be independent of the question whether or not the particular programme is also financed by advertising. 
Thus in France the new television programme on a subscription basis Canal Plus may obtain supplementary finance not from advertising but from sponsorship. Other Member States too are devoting i:lcreasing attention to the question 
of the condi tions on which the assumed financing potential of sponsoring can be used
to a greater extent than hitherto in the creation of new 
cable and satellite programmes.
The forms of sponsoring already known are numerous
and additional forms will develop. Any definition would involve the danger of excluding  a priori certain important examples. The most important forms of sponsoring carried
on at present include:
- Sporting events that are broadcast or televised. One or more business firms will place advertisements on hoardings in sports stadiums or sports halls on the clothing of the players or on the sports equipment
so that they are clearly visible during the event. In these cases the amounts spent on the advertising go direct to the organizer but they are often spent because the event is expected to be televised. Many kinds of sporting event (tennis, football ice hockey, horse trials motorcar and motorcycle racing etc. ) could not take place without some outside financial assistance. The public seems to have largely accepted this situation.
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- Cultural artistic and entertainment events such as exhibitions, concerts,
opera or theatre. In the last two cases in particular, sponsoring is much
less common than in sport. Some such caSes are only thinly differentiated
from patronage, in which the patron does not seek any direct reward. The
sponsor I s name is mentioned discreetly either in announcements or in
programme magazines.
- Fixed events like time signals or weather forecasts,
firms.
provided by specific
Co-productions in which firms give material or financial assistance with the
production of films or documentaries. In most cases the reward for the
co-producing firm is the presence of its goods or services in a natural
context, without any discussion or evaluation of them. In other cases, for
example where the co-producer is a publishing firm, the film itself contains
no express reference to the co-producer but deals with subj ects chosen for
their relevance to a book or other works. In both cases the co-producer is
mentioned in the credit titles in the usual manner.
- Programmes, for example of an entertainment or educational nature in which
prizes donated by specific firms are to be won (example: RTBF' s "Visa pour
Ie Monde , in which travel with a named airline is offered).
- Advertising spots in which several (three or four) products are combined
under one heading (gardening, cooking, holidays, fashion) and presented in
say three minutes by a commentator. This special form of advertising is
designed to lift the advertising out of a series of unrelated individual
spots which might be irri tating and of limited efficacy. The three minutes
could also be used by a single firm to present one or more of its goods or
services.
Programmes produced independently of the broadcasting organizations and
offered to them for transmission. The essential point here is that the
decision on acceptance and transmission of such a programme must remain
fully under the editorial responsibility of the broadcasting organization.
As the demand for new programmes increases it may be expected that the
broadcasting organizations on purely financial grounds will be tempted or
compelled to use such offers increasingly.
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An absolute prohibition of all thes~ and similar forms of 8ponsoring would not
be in keeping ei ther wi th present-day practice in most Member States or wi  the practical requirements of broadcasting as a medium of expression, information education and entertainment. The broadcasting organizations I brief as a medium of information extends also to providing information on economic matters. This may well include information on the latest
developments from individual firms or in special circumstances on specific products and services made available by the manufacturers. Popular sporting
and cultural events do not lose their informative value for the public simply
because particular firms contribute to their financing in a way acceptable to viewers. The same applies in principle to good films and interesting
documentaries in which products or services are shown in a natural context or
form the starting point for further publishing or artistic acti vi ties. 
would, for example, be totally unrealistic to prohibit the use of cars in
television films or programmes because the spectator can easily identify them
3S the product of a specific manufacturer even if the latter pays something
for the advertising value.
A further point is that the broadcasting organizations are generally bound by
the principle that programmes should pay for themselves. In some cases they
are even bound by law to make use of all possibilities of saving costs. The
production or acceptance of sponsored programmes is one element in reducing
costs , an element likely to grow in significance as more and more programmes
become available.
On the other hand sponsoring conceals certain dangers for the integrity of broadcasting programmes. For this reason rules should be worked out for
inclusion in the planned directive which will ensure that broadcasting can
continue to fulfil its task as a medium of expression , information , education and entertainment.
The starting point is the abovementioned principle of the separation of advertis ing from the rest of the programme. This means that advertisements
must be clearly recognizable as such and must not appear to be a part of the
rest of the programme. But in this context the only material to be regarded
as advertising should be that prepared on the sole responsibility of the
advertiser, and examined by the broadcasting organization only for observance
of legal provisions and voluntary self-regulation, for the transmission of
which the advertiser pays the insertion fee. In this way broadcast
advertising contributes generally to the financing of the other programmes of
the broadcasting organization.
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In contrast , the benefits provided by a sponsor are directed to quite specific
parts of the rest of the programme that are suited to his advertising objectives. It is the link of subject matter between the advertising
interest of particular firms and the editorial interest of the broadcasting
organization that constitutes the essential characteristic of sponsoring. There
may thus be a need for special provisions to protect the other programmes of
the broadcasting organization in order to counter the possible danger involved
in this form of financing.... namely that of the influence of external commercial
interests on the formation of programmes by the broadcasting organization.
It is also necessary to ensure, in the interest of broadcasting as a rnedi\lm of
expression, information education and entertainment that listeners and
viewers are protected from a surfeit of advertising interests within the
programmes.
In order to counteract this danger , a number of rules co\lld be laid down to
prevent the intermingling of editorial and advertising interests in the
formation of broadcasting programmes. A particularly important principle
must be the confirmation that the responsibility for the content and the
transmission of the whole programme remains wi th the broadcasting organizations. They alone must decide by reference to their task as
programme producers from an editorial and journalistic point of view, whether
particular programmes to which sponsors have contributed in one way or another
are to be broadcast or not. Obviously these decisions will have to be taken
in the light of the financial resourCes of the broadcasting organization. 
no case, however, must there be any justification for an impression that the
broadcasting organization allows advertisers to influence the programme
content or accepts financial advantages in return for accepting specific
programmes or parts of programmes.
Further principles would be that
- reports on happenings, events , places or things should not refer to specific
firms , products or services in a way not strictly necessary for the report;
- business firms may be named as producer or co-producer of programmes only in
the form of a credit title at the end and in sui table cases also at the
beginning of the programme;
the sponsor products or services may not be advertised within
programmes or in immediately preceding or following programmes.
such
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On the other hand it does not at present seem necessary to prohibit generally
the transmission of sponsored broadcasts whose content has any relevance to
the business interests of the sponsor. Such a prohibition would decisively
weaken the financial potential of sponsoring since it would affect precisely
those broadcasts in which the sponsors might be assumed to be most interested.
Furthermore. if this were done the sponsor s special expertise could not be
tapped and placed at the service of the public. The sponsor would be
restricted to fields in which he is no more competent than other people.
Above all, however such a prohibition would disregard the responsibility of
broadcasters in providing programmes. They have to decide by reference to
edi torial and journalistic criteria whether and how far sponsored films or
documentaries meet the requirements imposed by the programme maker I s brief in
terms of quality, obj ecti vi ty and balance. There may even be circumstances
where the broadcaster s task as a provider of information imposes the duty to
broadcast specific material. Thus for example , an advertising spot in the
makins.; of which a famous pop star was burnt Was shown by American television
as part of the evening s news.
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Restrictions on the advertising of specific products?
Tobacco advertising (a)
As indicated above, there is an aLmost totaL ban in the Member States
on cigarette advertising on radio and television. It would be consistent
with the consumer and heaLth policies of the Community to make this
prohibition generaL and binding on aLL Member States. Exceptions should
not be permitted even in national adverti.sing, in order to avoid distortions
of compet it i on.
Since substitution between tobacco products is a fe.ature of the market
the advertising ban should cover tobacco products of c:JLl kinds as is
aLready the case in a majority of the Member States.
eb) Alcohol ic beverages
A total prohibition on the advertising of aLcoholic beverages exists
only here and there in the Community; however, most Member States have
special rules governing the advertising of aLcoholic drinks. This approach
to regulation would seem the right one to take at Community LeveL as
well. This wouLd mean that the advertising of alcohol would be permitted
in principle in supranationaL broadcasting, but Member States would
be free to impose tighter controLs on alcohol advertising in national
broadcasts or to ban it altogether. The important thing is that a move
towards a generaL ban in the future shouLd not be prevented by the reguLations
in individuaL Member States. As things stand at present , it wouLd seem
to be .sufficient at Community Level to have a code of conduct imposing
certain restrictions on aLcohol advertising in order to prevent abuse.
This wiLL be deaLt with in the next section.
ControL of broadcast advertising?
ea) Present position
As shown earlier at 1.2eb) , the trend in many Member States is to lay
down a special code of practice for broadcast advertising and to introduce
specic:JL monitoring arrangements to ensure compLic:Jnce with its rules.
The forms this can take rc:Jnge from statutory provisions through a vc:Jriety
of intermediate arrangements to systems of voluntary restraint.
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It wouLd probably be expedient to take up this approach. Such control
wouLd provide the necessary counterweight to the Liberalization of broadcast
advert i si ng. The di recti ve should, therefore, st i pulate that Member States
must introduce certc:Jin controLs esee eb) beLow)' A code of practice
governing radio and teLevision advertising which would hc:Jve to be observed ln alL cases should also be estabLished. The code should embrace
general rules (see (c) below) , special reguLations reLating to chitdren
and young people (see (d) below) and, finaLly, separate rules for the
advertising of aLcoholic beverages esee  (e)  beLow).
Such a code would thus cover the main common arec:Js of regulation deaLt
with by Member States. The code of practice established at Community
Level would constitute c:J minimum standard. Cross-frontier advertising
that met this standard wouLd be permitted provided it was not in breach
of general Legislation. Member States wouLd be abLe to lay down wider-ranging
or more detai Led ruLes for nat ionc:Jl broadcasts.
(b) Structure of controls
In considering the scope for controLs at nc:JtionaL LeveL , a distinction
must be made between originaL transmission and re-transmission of advertising.
Monitoring prior to first transmission is feasible and aLready practised
in many Member States. It is reLativeLy simple to appLy and highLy effective
and should be made binding by the directive. If monitoring reveaLs
that an advertisement infringes the code of practice, its transmission
would be prohibited.
In the case of re-transmission over the air or by cabLe, especiaLLy
at the same time as the originaL transmission , prior monitoring is difficult
or quite impracticabLe. ControLs and sanctions can at best be imposed
after the event. Once prinr monitoring is estabLished througout the
Community, the need for  ex post controLs should be considerably reduced;
in practice, such controls wouLd be important only in the case of programmes
transmitted from third countries. In such cases , however , generaL Legislative
provi sions and voLuntary restrc:Jint by adverti sers would probabLy be sufficient , aLthough Member States shouLd stiLL be at Liberty to impose
c:JdditionaL special controLs on transmissions of this kind.
Accordi n9 ly, the need for ru lesat Communi ty Level is confi ned to the
prior monitoring of advertisements to be broadcast for the first time
in a Member State. The directive should make such monitoring binding
on Member States. The practicalities should be left to the
Member States themselves; in parti cuLar, they wouLd be abLe to reLy
on existing monitoring c:Jrrangements. ControLs might , therefore, be the
responsibi lity of a statutory government body or ~ake the form of voLuntary
arrangements. They could be centraLized or implemented by individual
broadcasters. T~0 ess~nt~aL is that any spots found to infringe the rules
shouLd not be broadcast. Advertisements wouLd be measured against the
generaL and specific standards set out beLow.
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Genera L standards
A compc:Jrison of the general standards incLuded in Member States ' advertising
codes and in the International Chamber of Commerce s codes of conduct for
advertising practice shows the foLLowing rules to be common to aLL of them.
These rules could form the basis for prior monitoring, under the directive
of the primary transmission of broadcast advertising in aLL Member States:
broadcast advertising must not infringe the Law in the country where
the broadcast originates;
it must not offend agc:Jinst pubL i c morals or basi  good  taste;
it must not be offensive to religious, philosophical or political
bel iefs;
it must not pLay on fear without justifiable reason;
it must not encourage behaviour prejudicic:Jl to health or safety.
It would be open to Member Stc:Jtes to impose stri cterc:Jnd more detai Led
standc:Jrds for. advertisements broadcast for the first time within their
territory. Advertisements transmitted from other Member States would
be permitted if they complied with the above standards and did not infringe
general legislation.
ed) Standards reLating to chi Ldren and young peopLe
The codes of practice which exist in severc:Jl Member States in reLation
to chi Ldren and young peopLe generalLy cover two overlapping areas:
firstly, protection of chiLdren and young people against advertising
aimed specifically at them and, secondLy, the participation of chiLdren
and young people in advertisements and the protection afforded to them
and/or to those at whom the advertising is aimed. The Latter may themselves
be chi ldren or young peopLe.
The foLlowing standards make up the core of the national rules and couLd
be incLuded in the directive:
broadcast advertising must not directly exhort chi Ldren to buy a
product or exp Loi t thei r immaturi ty of j udgmentand experi ence;
it must not encourage chi Ldren to persuade thei r parents or other
aduLts to purchase the goods or services being advertised;
it must not exploit the speciaL trust chi Ldren pLc:Jce in parents,
teachers or other persons;
chi Ldren appec:Jring in advertisements must not conduct themseLves
in a manner inconsi stent wi th the naturaL mode of behaviour in thei 
age group;
advertisements featuring chiLdren must not abuse the feeLings which
aduLts normalLy have towards chiLdren;
the above standards also apply to young people in so far as is necessary
for thei r protection.
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(e) Stc:Jndards reLating to aLcohoLic beverages
Most Member States hc:Jve introduced specia.L ruLes of practice for the
advertising of a.Lcoholic beverages. The basic aim of those ruLes, which
the Community couLd incorporate in the directive, can be summc:Jrized
as follows:
broadcast advertising must avoid anything that might prompt or encourage
young people to consume a.LcohoL;
advertisements must not link the consumption of alcohol to the practice
of sport or to driving;
they must not create the impression that the consumption of alcohol
contributes to social or sexuaL success;
they must not claim that alcohol has therapeutic qualities or that
it is a stimulant, a sedative or a means of resoLving personal confLicts~
they must not encourage immoderate consumption of a.LcohoL or present
abstinence or moderation in a negative light;
they must not pLace undue emphasis on the alcohoLic strength of
drinks.
As mentioned at 2eb), Member States would be free to impose stricter
limits on national broadcast advertising of aLcoholic beverages or to
prohibit the advertising of aLcohoL aLtogether at national Level.
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Publ i c order and safety, protect i on of persona L ri ghts
Int roduct i on
Sound and television broadcasts, as weLL as being subject to c:Jdvertising c:Jnd
copyright Laws in the Member States, are governed by c:J further body of
national Laws whi ch can be subsumed under the generaL heading of pubLi 
order and safety. It consists mainLy of provisions in criminal and
administrative law to sc:Jfeguard rights which are considered, in the interests
of society, to be particularly worth protecting. These can be summarized
in the folLowing main divisions:
- Laws to protect the integrity of the State, particuLarly with regard to
treason c:Jnd the betrayal of state secrets; protection of nc:Jtionc:JL fLags
and emblems as weLL as the organs of the State, especially the Head of
State;
- Laws to protect publ ic peace and order within a country and in reLations
with other countries, in particuLar relating to sedition, breaches of the
peace, pubLic condonement of criminal acts, the gLorification of violence
incitement to racial hatred and revi lement of rel igious communities~
- Laws to protect pubLic morals in the sexual sphere , especiaLLy prohibitions
on pornography;
- Special laws to safeguard minors, especialLy in the sphere of sexuaL
morals, and to protect them against being brutaLized by representations
of vi 0 Lence.
To these can be added provisions to protect personaL rights , particuLarLy
reputation, sometimes in the form of prohibitions carrying penal sanctions
and sometimes in the form of civiL Law provisions to protect c:Jn individuaL'
subjective rights. These incLude:
- Provisions under criminal and civil law to protect reputation, particuLarly
in respect of libeL, sLander and defamation of charc:Jcter~
- Laws to protect privacy, particularly secrecy, confidentiaLity and the
secrecy of the mai Ls as weLL c:JS of personal records,
- Laws to protect the use of one s own likeness, parti culc:Jrly the unauthori zed
use of pi ctures for commerc i a L purposes;
Laws relating specificalLy to the media, particularly the press , giving
c:Jn individuaL who feels he has been misrepresented a right of repLy.
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The practi ca l re levance of the Bbovementioned provisions to sound and
television broadcasts , and specifically broadcasts emanating from another
country, has so far been sLight in most cases. These laws are mainly
c:Jpplied in other Breas; it is rare for them to be applied to broadcasting.
This is obvious , to take only one exampLe, in the case of Laws protecting
the State. Since such provisions impinge onLy marginally on broadcasting,
there is good reason not to pursue harmoni zation in thi s area, with one
or two exc.eptions discussed beLow. Generally speaking, these Laws are not
likeLy to be c:J significant obstacLe to the provision of broadcasting services
between countries, or to distort competition.
There is aLso one further consideration. In nearLy all cases these laws
represent compLex clusters of rules which onLy function properLy when taken
together. It wouLd be difficult to separate out a number of provisions
applying only to the media. It would thus not be appropric:Jte to crec:Jte,
for example, a body of law protecting the State soleLy in sound and television
broadcasting or to distinguish , in criminal libeL , between "broadcasting
offences" and other assauLts on honour and good repute. Nor does it seem
necessary or opportune to tackle the enormous probLem of harmoni zing such
essentiaL and substantial parts of the penal codes of the Member States as
have been referred to here simply as the resuLt of the institution of a
free ~xchange of broadcasting servi ces.
Greater relevance in media terms attaches to Laws designed to protect pubLic
morals, in parti cular bans on pornography. These have mostly been appLied,
however, to cases invoLving the printed media , fiLms, audio and video cassettes
stage performances and the like. Cc:Jses in the area of broadcasting have been
very rare. For the reasons already outlined above , it does not seem necess.ary
to harmonize laws to protect public morals specifically for the broadcc:Jsting
sector or to apprO:c1mate Law in the whoLe of this fieLd. A further factor
is that each country s laws are closely bound up with nationc:JL custom and
ethicaL values. The trend in many Community countries at the moment is
towards liberaLizing current Legal standards and dismantLing statutory checks.
In view of this change taking place in legal thinking on pubLic moraLs, it
seems reasonable to wai t and see whether the di fferent levels of rest ri ction
in generaL Law wilL have a significant impact on supranational broadcasting
in the Community. As things Look at present , this can be considered unLikely.
There is , however.. one area worth closer examination from the point of view
of Community-Level harmonization, and that is the Law protecting chi Ldren
and young people against broadcasts whi ch may be damaging to thei r moraL
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and inteLLectuaL well-being. Here it should be possible to identify an
area within the generaL Law on minors which is specific to the media and
to produce separate harmonization proposaLs. Some kind of standards in
this field couLd serve to backup the advertising rules protecting minors
(see A . IIIo 3.d above). A law protecting minors in relation to broadcasting
with a European-wide minimum standard couLd prove to be a necessary
coroLlary to Liberalizing the provision of broadcasting services between
Community countries. The subject is deaLt with further under II below.
This Leaves the area of personaL rights, particularly character and reputation,
in civi L law. The Law in th.e various f"ember States has developed in different ways. Potenti a l breaches of the Law usua l Ly ari se as i so Lated Cc:Jses. A radio commentc:Jry, a critical television programme ora news broadcast may,
c:Js a resuLt of incorrect and di sparaging statements for example , damage
the reputation and good standing of a particular person without being a
repec:Jted or continuous denigration. LegaL remedy wiLL not therefore consist
of seeking an injunction but rehabi  itation and compensation for damages.
There is a correspondingLy small danger that action for infringement of
personaL rights wouLd impede the dissemination of programmes. With regard
to damages, whi Le compensation for materiaL Loss resuLting from defamation
of character is granted in aLL Member States , there are differences in the
pecuniary compensation awarded for purely non-materiaL Loss.
Apart from the entitLement in civi L law to the retraction or correction
of defamatory statements, a remedy pecuL iar to the media hc:Js deveLoped 
the right to pubLication of a repLy. Whereas the usuaL sanctions in the
general field of personaL rights - injunctions, abatement and damages -
present wide differences and have wide-rc:Jnging impLications which stand in
the way of harmoni zat i on, an approx i mat i on of laws i n respect of the ri ght
of repLy .seems feasibLe. This question wi LL be discussed in II1.
11. Protection of minors
1 . Nati ona L law
National law to protect minors in the Member States .of the Community is
primari ly concerned with the dissemination of hc:JrmfuL books c:Jnd periodicaLs,
the projection of fiLms and the access of young peopLe to pubLic bars and
places of entertainment. SpeciaL provisions in the area of sound and
teLevision broadcasting do not exist in aLL countries;. Denmark and Luxembourg,
for example, do not have such Laws. Where laws do exist , they deaL with
the problems in di fferent ways. The di fferent types of reguLation c:Jre
described below.
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Some Member States have taken the generaL provi sions to protect minors and
extended them to cover broadcast i ng. For i nstance , Sect. 5 of  Ita ly I  Fi Lm and Thec:Jtre Censorship Act eNo 161) of 24 April 1962 stipulates that fiLms
may be passed for pubLic exhibition with restrictions on young peopLe under
14 or under 18; under Sect. 11 of the Act, young persons under 18 may also
be excluded from theatre performances. Sect. 13 extends this provision to
broadcasting and provides thc:Jt fi lms and theatre performances forbidden to
young people under 18 may not be broadcc:Jst on radio or teLevision. A
simi Lar though Less stringent approach i s tc:Jken in the  Netherlands Under
Sect. 12(2) of the Broadcasting Act of 1 Mar~h 1967 in the version of
13 September 1979, an indication must be given before  programme that it is
forbidden to young persons under 12 or under 16.
In  Germany, by contrast, the Young Persons (Protection in Public PLaces) Act
in the version of 27 July 1957, reguLating the exhibition of fi Lms to minors . does not appLy to teLevision broadcasts. It is sti LL being argued whether
the Act on the Dissemination of PubLications Harmful to Young Persons
, whi ch
also covers audio and nudio-visuaL media, can be appLied to radio and
teLevision programmes. 1 However
, there are two provisions in the German
PenaL Code that protect young peopLe and specificaLly incLude broadcasting.
Under Sect. 184(1) of the PenaL Code it is forbidden to make pornographic
pubLicc:Jtions or pornogrc:Jphic audio and audio-visuaL products availabLe to
persons under 18; under Sect. 184e2) a penalty is simi Larly imposed on
anyone disseminating pornographic material through the broadcast media.
By anaLogy, Sect. 131(1)(3) makes it an offence to make c:Jvai labLe to persons under 18 any pubLication , audio or audio-visuc:JL product which represents
crueL or otherwise i nhumane violence against human beings , and thereby
gLorifies or triviaLizes such vioLent acts, or which incites to racial hc:Jtred.
Sect. 131(2) imposes the same penaLty on the dissemination of such representations
. through the broadcast media.
Some Member States have introduced provisions to protect young peopLe which
apply specificaLLy to broadcc:Jsting. NormaLly these set out generaL principLes,
designate the authority .which is to monitor compliance with the Law and
specify, where reLevant , which body may issue more detaiLed regulations.
Thus France Act No 82-652 on Audio-Visual Communication of 29 JuLy 1982
provides in Sect. 14e1) that it is the responsibiLity of the High Authority
for Aud i o-Vi sua L Communi cat ion to cover the "protect i on of ch i ldren and
young peopLe" in its recommendations affecting pubLic service radio and
television broadcasting. In making its decisions and recommendations , the
High Authority is to consuLt the NationaL Council  for  Audio-Visual Communication
esentence 2 of Sect. 27e3)).
In the  United Kingdom, under Sect. 5e1Ha)eb) of the Broadcasting Act 1981
it is one of the responsibiLities of the Independant Broc:Jdcasting Authority
to draw up, and from time to.time reivew a code. of ruLes to be observed in the
showing of vioLence with particuLar reference to times of day when "large
See EngLe/Eckardt /Markert , Umfang und Genzen des Jugendschutzrechts fur
Neue Medien, in: Expertenkommission Neue Medien - Baden-Wurttemberg,
Final Report VoL. II , Stuttgart 1981 , pp. 88, 92 ff. The Act definitely
does not apply to live broadcasts.
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numbers of chi Ldren and young persons may be expected to be watching or
l istening The Authority is also to give special regard in regulating
other matters to the timing of broadcasts in relation to chi ldren. The
Independent TeLevi sion Authority had aLready drawn up a code on violence
in October 1971 under earLier stc:Jtutes, after other simi lar codes had gone
before.
Alongside generaL and specific restrictions on certain kinds of programme
content , there are rules in some Member States thc:Jt programmes potentialLy
harmful to chiLdren should be broadcast at such a late hour that young
viewers or Li steners are Less likely to see Or hear them. Thus Sect. 12e2)
of the Broadcasting Act in the  NetherLands provides that television broadcasts
whi ch are unsuitable for chi Ldren under 12 should not begin before 20.
in the evening and those considered unsuitabLe for young persons under 16
not before 21.00. In  Germany the broadcasting companies must observe the
ruLe that "programmes of whi ch the content or form, in whoLe or in part,
are likeLy to be harmful to the physical , mentc:Jl or moraL upbringing of 
chi ldren and young persons" may not be broadcast before 21. 00 in the evening.
With regard to the ages and age groups on which protection of children and
young people is based, the Member States seemed to concur that aspeci a 
need for protection ends at the latest at 18. In the age groups up to 18
the divisions vary. In  Germany
; "
children" are considered to be those who
have not yet become 14, whi Le "young persons" are those of 14 or more but
See Sect. 31 of the Act on Broadcasting Companies Governed by Federc:Jl Law
of 29 November 1960 and Sect. 11e1) of the Broadcasting Act of the Sac:Jrland
of 2 December 1964. A similar provision is contained in Sect. 10 of the
Inter-State Agreement on a Second TeLevision ChanneL (ZDF) of 6 June 1961;
under 11.4 of the programming guideLines for the ZDF, broadcasts not suitabLe
for chi Ldren and young persons must be clearly identified as such. The
draft Media Act for Baden-Wurttemberg contains c:J compLete ban on "programmes
LikeLy to be hc:Jrmful to the physical , mental or moraL upbringing of children
and young persons" eSect. 62e1)). The draft of a Broadcasting Act for
Lower Saxony of 1982 falLs between these two extremes: broadcc:Jsts with
pornographic content are prohibited (Sect. 11(2)) whi Le programmes likely
to be harmfuL to the physicaL , mental or moral development of chi Ldren
and young persons are onLy forbidden " if no steps are taken, by timing of
broadcasts or in another way, to ensure that chi ldren and young persons of
the age groups affected do not hear or see the programmes The draft goes on: "A broadcaster may assume thi s to be the case for programmes broadcast
at times when chi Ldren and young persons are not alLowed to attend the
public exhibition of films unaccompanied by a parent or guardian" (Sect. 11(1)),
Apart from examples cited beLow, see Sect. 234 of the PenaL Code of
Denmark in the version of 1967.
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not yet 18; the statutory divisions are set at ages 6, 12, 16 and 18.
France a distinction is ~ade for cinema admissions betw.een minors not yet
13 and those not yet !8; in  ItaLy the division is between those not yet 14
and those not yet 18. The teLevision regulations in the  Netherlands
distinguish between those not yet 12 and those not yes 16; in  Belgium
there is a single limit for fi lms at 16 yec:Jrs of age.
Al L these rules are primari ly aimed at protecting chi Ldren and young
peopLe in the arec:J of sexuaL moraLs epornography, ob.scene representations).
The other 6emphasis is on the harmful effects of representations of
violence. In a number of Member Stc:Jtes, a more general desire is
expressed to protect chi Ldren and young peopLe against harmfuL infLuences
on their development, which might be physicc:Jl, mental or moral.
Necessity and scope for approximation of laws
Do these provisions need to be approximated? The European Parliament
considers that outline rules shouLd be drawn up on European radio and
television broadcasting,  inter aL  with a view to protecting young
peopLe ... In this connection, the opinion .of the Legal Affairs
Committee given to the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education
Information and Sport contains the folLowing;9 "Community legislation
on the media ... could not mereLy prevent distortions of competition
(stemming from differences in the rules on broadcast advertising?,
regulc:Jte the freedom to provide services in this field (broadcast
. Gesetz zum Schutz der Jugend in der Offentlichkeit in rne version
of 27. 1957, Sect. 1e3) anG Sect. 6.
Decret No 61-63 du 18.1.1961, Art. 1er.
Legge 21.4. 1962, No. 161 .. Revisione de; film e dei lavori teatrali,
Art. 5.
0mroepwet Art. 12 Nr. 2.
Loi du 1. 1920 interdisant l' entree des 5alLes de spectacles
cinematographiques aux mineurs ages de moins de 16 ans, Art. 1er. Oth8f
provisions are based on reaching the age of 18, cf. Sect. 386 bis of the
Penal Code (obscene pi ctures or objects) and 
Loi 15. 1960 s.ur la preservation morale de La jeunesse (access to
certain places of entertainm~nt).
cf. Kunczik, Media Pers~ektiven 1983,~. 338 ff~ , giving further references.
7 A comparative survey of the latest. re$earch is given in
OonfadeLli , Kinder/JugendLiche und Massenkommunikation, Media
Perspektiven 1983, p. 313 ff., 8iving f~rth~r referenc&5.
EQrOpec:Jn Parl iament , point 7 of the ResoLution of 12 March 1983 on radio
and t:Levision broadcasting in the European Community, OJ No C 87 of
5 Aprl l 1982, p. 110.
uropean ommunltles , European Parl iament, Working Documents 1981-1982,
Document 1-1013/81 of 23 February 1982 (PE 73.271/fin. , p. 28.
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advertising! and Lay down provisions for the protection of Con$umers
or the guarantee of copyright. It wouLd also. have to. contc:Jin at the
lec:Jst '" provisicns for the protection of youth. " Such approximc:Jtion
is seen as c:J politicaLly necessary counterpart of the opening up of
frontiers to broadcasting in the Community.
From a legal viewpoint , nationc:JL ruLes on the protection of youth that
are not matched by simi lar rules in the broadcasting country esee
Part Five, III. 2) are, according to the case law, ruLes whose c:Jpplication
to transmissions from other Member States that are re-trc:Jnsmitted in
the receiving country tan be justified lion the grounds of the generaL
interest" esee Part Five, C.V1.1 , and in particular at (b) and (c)).
In such cases of divergent legi slat ion, Member States r.emain free, therefore
to prohibit as an exceptionc:JL measure the re-transmission of foreign
broadcasts within their territories, to require cable companies to black
out programmes, or themseLves to monitor transmissions.
First, this would pose technicc:JL , financial and practicaL problems for
cable operators and for the authorities , who would have to insist that
cabLe operators continuaLLy monitored programmes transmitted from abroad
for compLiance with the nationaL ruLes on the protection of youth , that
competent and trained personneL took the decision whether or not the
programmes transmitted couLd be shown c:Jnd that the decision taken was
immediateLy implemented, where appropriate, by bLacking cut parts of
programmes deemed inc:JdmissibLe.
Secondly, such mea.sures would impair the freedom of brQadcasting within
the Community.
ThirdLy, the legal conditions governing the production , transmission
and re-transmission of programmes wouLd continue to differ from one
Member Stc:Jte to another. A common mc:Jrket in broc:Jdcasting characterized
by conditions similar to those obtaining on the domestic market , and
by equivaLent LegaL conditions governing competition in respect of programmes
couLd nct be said to exist.
The conditions under Community Law necessary for an
approximation of such divergent provisions by way of a directive pursuant
to Article 57e2) accordingly exist esee Part Five, C.V1.2(a)).
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The object of approximating laws on the protection of minors wouLd be
that programmes meeting a minimum standc:Jr:d of protection applicabLe
throughol!t the Community might be freeLy broadcast
in aQ Member Stc:Jtes. National legi sLatures would remain free to impose
stricter ruLes for broadcasts within the country. However , supranationc:Jl
broadcasts from other Member States wouLd be permissible if they meet
the Community standards.
In deciding the content of a possible Community minimum standard, it
would be necessary to take into account the different traditions and
attitudes in the Member States. The various models from nationaL legislation
couLd be used, and combined into a Community code of practice.
The di rective co.uLd embody the principle that broadcasts whi ch might
seriously harm the physical , mentaL or moral development of chi ldren or young peopLe should not be permitted. This shouLd incLude broadcasts involving "hard" pornography, crUeL and inhuman vioLence or incitement
to racial hatred.
Broc:JdcClsts of a less harmfuL kind, but which might stiLL impair the
physicaL, mentaL or moral deveLopment of chi Ldren and young people
should be permitted only late in the evening.
The Member States should be Left to deaL with the practical
implementation of the few ruLes in the directive. 
It would be necessary onLy to require them to arrange for their implementation in such a way
that programmes infringing the ruLes would not be broadcast. For that purpose they couLd rely on existing broadCc:Jsting institutions or
voLuntary self-reguLation.
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Right of reply III .
Nat pro
~~.j?-"-
The legaL situation in the M~mber States may be summarized as foLlows:
BeLgium
Und~r the Act of 23 June 1961 c:Jny naturaL or LegaL person or group
of persons to whom explicit or implicit referenc~ has been made in the
course of a broadcast has the right , provided thc:Jt their personaL interests
are shown to be involved, to r~quire that a repLy ereponse) be broadcast
free of charge, either to put right one or more incorrect statements
reLc:Jting to them or to repLy to one or more statements or affi rmations
Likely to damage thei r reputation eSection 7e1)). Thi s right mc:JY be
exercised on behc:JLf of deceas.ed persons by their relatives eSection 7e2)).
Applications for a repLy must be submitted within 30 days of the broadcast
must name the applicant , must identify the broadcast in question and
the offending parts thereof , and must be properLy justified. The time
alLowed for reading the repLy may not exceed three minutes and the repLy
must not exceed 4 500 typographicaL characters in Length eSection 8),
Transmission of the reply may be refused if the Latter bear$ no direct
reLationship to the offending broc:Jdcast or if it is itself offensive,
i Llegc:JL or immoral or invoLves thi rd parties unnecessarily eSection 9), The right to reply lapses if a sati sfactory correction has been made
by the broadcasting body acting on its own-initiative (Section 10).
The reply shouLd be broadcast during the next programme of the same
series or of the same type
, .
and at the scheduLed time as far as possibLe.
The repLy is read, without comment or contradiction, by a person designated
by the broadcasting body eSection 11e1)). If the broadcasting body does
not agree wi th the text of the repLy, it may mak~ counter-proposals.
Notice of the c:Jppl ication s rejection shouLd be given within four working
days eSection 11 (2) and e3)). An appeaL against such rejection may be
Lodged with the judge presiding at provincic:JL LeveL, whose decision
in the matter is final eSection 12). A recording of the broadcast must
be kept unti l the period for replies has eLapsed and for the duration
of any legaL proceedings eSection 13). UnLc:Jwful refusaL to broadcast
a reply is a punishc:JbLe offence eSection 15). Exercise of the right
to repLy does not affect other legal remedies eSection 7).
Loi du 23 juin 1961 reLative au droit de reponse, modifi~e par la Loi
du 4 mars 1977.
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Denmark
CompLaints against "Danmarks Radio , and requests for corrections in
particular, are handled under Sections 16-19 of Act No 421 of
15 June 1973 concerning Danish radio and television. The competent
body in the fi rst instance is the Radio Counci l and in the second and
final instance a LegaL Commission under the auspices of the Ministry
of Culture eRadionaevnet). Appeals against the Radio Counci l' s
decisions may be lodged with the said Commission within four weeks.
The Latter may instruct " Danmarks Radio" to broadcast corrections of
any erroneous information which it may have transmitted. The
Commission may determine the content, the form and the timing of such
corrections. It may also deliver opinions and require them to be
broadcast.
Ge rmany
The right to reply is governed by various legaL texts. The provisions
invoked depend on the broadcc:Jsting body against which the compLaint is
lodged. 
The foLLowing arrangements
2 appLy broadly speaking to the Zweite Deutsche
Fernsehen and the federaLly-controlled broadcasting bodies: If a factuaL
statement has been made in the course of a broadcast,. the person or body
directly concerned may request that a reply to this statement shouLd be
issued; this must be done without deLay and in writing. The repLy must
be pureLy factual, may not contain any material which couLd give rise to
prosecution and may not be substantialLy Longer than the offending part
of the broadcast in question. There is no obl igation to broadcast a
repLy unless the person or body to whom the programme in question related
has a justified interest in having this done. The reply must be broadcast
without delay, over the same range as the offending programme, at an
equivalent time and without insertions or omissions. No statement to
counter this reply may be broadcast on the same day. The right to repLy
may be enforced through the ordinary courts of Law-
Where the broadcasting bodies of the Lander are concerned, there used
to be some controversy as to whether the Land LegisLation governing the
right to reply to press publications couLd apply by anc:Jlogy to broadcasting.
This matter has now been settled and in most cases there is legal provision
for the right of repLy. The provisions in force differ in certain respects but
they are essentiaLly the same as the arrangements described above.
In its ruL ing of 8 February 1983,
3 the FederaL Constitutional Court
statedp referring to Section 12e2) e1) of the Staatsvertrags uber den
Norddeutschen Rundfunk p that it was incompatible with Sections 2e1)
----
see Wenzelp Das Recht der Wort- und Bildberichterstattung, 2. AufL. 1979,
P. 400  et seq , for a summary and further references.
Section 4 of the "Staatsvertrags uber die Errichtung der AnstaLt des
offentlichen Rechts Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen, 6 June 1961.
Section 25 of the "Gesetzesuber die Errichtung von RundfunkanstaLten
des Bundesrechts, 29 November 1960.
GewerbLicher Rechtsschutz una Urheberrecht 1983, 316.
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and 1 en of the Constitution, whereby the general rights of the individuaL
are guqranteed, that a repLy couLd only be requested within two weeks of
the offending broadcc:Jst. The shortness of this .period was an excessive
restriction of the individuaL I S rights under the Constitution, since, even
if due consideration hc:Jd to be given to the interests of the broadcasting
authority, it presented an unreasonabLe obstacLe to the exercise of the
individual' s right to repLy as a means of effective protection for persons
affected by broadcast materi a L.
France
The right to reply (droit de reponse) is governed by Section 6 of
Act No 82-652 of 29 JuLy 1982 on audio-visuaL communications.
Any natural or legal person has the right to reply if, in the fieLd of
audio~visual communications c:Jny statement is broadcast which might
impeach thei r honour or damage thei r reputation (Section 6e1)). The
complainant must specify the statements to which he wishes to reply c:Jnd must provide the text of hi s reply eSection 6(2)). The repLy must
be transmitted under technicc:Jl conditions equivaLent to those for the
broadcast containing the statements in question and in such a way as to
ensure an equivaLent audience eSection 6e3) and (4)). AppLications to
broadcast a reply must be Lodged within 8 days of the date on which the
statements in question were transmitted (Section 6e5)). If the
application is refused or goes unanswered, summary proceedings may be
instituted before the presiding judge of the TribunaL de grande instance
eSection 6e6)); the Latter may order a repLy to be broadcast and may
decLar.e that the order shouLd be enforced irrespective of any appeals
eSection 6(7)). Each broadcasting body must appoint a person responsibLe
for the broadcasting of repL ies eSection 6e9)). Specific rules are to be
laid down by decree of the Con92iL d' Etqt eSection 6e1Q) and e1n);
implementation is the responsibility of the Haute Autorite de la
Communication AudiovisueLle eSection 14CIII))'
Greece
The Greek law on the press provides both for the right of repl  and for
the publication of corrections; this does not apply to broadcasts
however. It is thought that the courts couLd order a repLy to be
broadcast for the protection of the individuaL under Section 57 of the
Greek Civi L Code.
Ireland
There is no special LegisLation on the right of reply.
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Italy
Section 7e2) of the Broadcasting Act eNo 103 of 14 Apri l 1975) enabLes any
person who considers his tangible or intangibLe interests to have been
damaged by an untruthful radio or television broadcast to demand
transmission of an appropriate correction erettifica).
Appl i cation shouLd be made to the di rector of the broadcasting stc:Jtion (Section 7e3)).
The latter is obL iged to have the correction broadcast wi thout delay, provided thc:Jt
the correction contains no materiaL whi ch could consti tutea criminal offence
Section 7e4)). Except in cases of special importance, the corrections are broadcast
in progrc:Jmmes specifically intended for this purpose eSection 7(5)). It is a
puni shc:JbLe offence to refuse to broadcast a correction (Section 7(6)). The
broadcasting of a correction does not rule out prosecution under the civi L or
criminal law. Section 34 provides for  similar entitLement to correction at the
expense of local radio c:Jnd teLevision cable stations.
Luxe!f1bourg
There is no legaL provision for the right of reply where broadcasting is concerned.
The broadcasting body, the CLT, does however grant such a right on a voluntary
basis under its own code of conduct , pursuant to Counci l of Europe Resolution
No 74/26 of 2 July 1974.
The right of repLy is granted to individuaLs who consider that their honour has
been impeached or that their reputation or rightful interests have been damaged
by c:J radio or television broadcast. Application shouLd be made within 8 days of
the broadcast in question. If the reply is accepted, it is read out by an
announcer at the station when the next instc:Jlment of the programme in question is
broadcast. The CLT may suggest changes in the text submitted; the complainant
must take his decision on these changes within 4 days. If the applicc:Jtion for a
repLy is rejected or if no agreement is reached on the text, the matter may be taken
to a conci  iation board, to which each party concerned appoints a member. Thi s
has no effect on civil proceedings. AppLications are rejected if the repLy does
more than make the relevant correction, if it constitutes a criminal offence, if
it damages the legally protected rights of a third party or if the appLicant cannot
show his justifiabLe interests to be involved.
Netherlc:Jnds
Under Section 38 of the Broadcasting Act of 1 March 1967, as amended on
13 September 1979, any body which has been granted broadcasting time and which
has transmitted an incorrect or misleading incomplete version of factual material
may be required to broadcast a correction, on appLication by the party directly
affected by the broadcast in question provided thc:Jt the said party has sufficient
grounds for requesting a correction eSection 38en). Summary proceedings are
instituted before the presiding judge of the Amsterdam regionaL court who ruLes
on the appLication as regards the nature and timing of the correction, hc:Jving
consulted the Government Commi s.sioner and given the latter the opportunity to
deliver his expert opinion eSection 38(2)). The broadcasting of the correction
does not preclude criminal or civi l prosecution for the original broadcast
(Section 38(3)).
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Uni t~d Ki ngdom
According to Sections 53 and 54 of the Broadcasting Act 1981 , the functions of the
Broadcas ting Complaints Commission include the handLing of compLaints of unjust
or unfai r treatment in sound or television programmes eSection 54en ea) or
infringement of privacy (Section 54e1)eb)). A complc:Jint may be made by an individuaL
or by a body of persons, whether incorporc:Jted or not eSection 55(2)). Complaints may also be made on behalf of deceas.ed persons eSection 55(3) , e4Ha) and eb)).
The Commission does not handLe complaints which are the subject of proceedings
in a court of law (Section 55e4) eb)) and may not entertain compLaints in cases
whi ch couLd be taken to court eSection 55e4) (c)). The Commission does not accept
frivolous complaints eSection 5Se4) ed)) or compLaints which it would seem
inappropriate to entertain for any other reasOn eSection S5e4)) or complaints
which have not been made within a reasonable time eSection 55(5)). DetaiLed rules govern the procedure to be foL Lowed by the Commission (Section 56). If the
Commission considers a compLc:Jint to be justified, it may give directions to the broc:Jdcasting body concerned to publish, in any manner specified in the directions
a summary of the complaint together with theCommi ssion I s findings or a summary
thereof eSection 57e1) and eZ)). The Commission itseLf is aLso required to
publish reports concerning its findings eSection 57(3)).
Necessity and scope for harmonization
Do the above rules require approximation? Our analysis shows that most Member
States make provision for replies or corrections in the broadcasting sector
, but that the rules take a variety of forms.
SecondLy, there seems to be no explicit treatment of the question whether
foreigners or persons resident abroad can demand a repLy or correction.
ThirdLy, however, as international broadcasting arrangements are Liberalized
it becomes increasingLy likeLy that citizens of other Member States wilL demand
the right to reply to broadcasts. It wouLd heLp to protect the interests of
Community citizens if they could have recourse. to uniform rules on the right of
reply, applicable to alL broadcasting organizations in the Community.
Fourthly, it w.ould certainLy "make it easier" for the broadcasting organization
to take up and pursue" their activities eArticLe 57(2)) if they had to comply
throughout the Community with equivalent sc:Jfeguards governing good repute.
On the other hand, these ruLes do not restrict internationaL broadcasting or
distort competition between broc:Jdcasting undertakings or programmes. Nor are the ruLes governing the right of repLy made on "
grounds of the generaL interest" They are intended to protect the good repute and personaL credit of individuaLs
wlth the resuLt that they cannot be relied on where they wouLd act as an impediment
to the re-transmission of foreign broadcasts nationaLly esee 
Part Five, C.VI.1, in parti cuLar at (b)).
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The Commi ssion doubts whether c:Jt thi s stage in the establishment of the
common market , equivalent safeguards are nevertheLess needed in this fieLd but
it wouLd Like this matter to be discussed before taking any decision.
If this discussion were to show that harmonization is desirable, the
directive pursuc:Jnt to ArticLe 57(2) might be on the folLowing lines:
- The right of reply wouLd be availabLe to all naturaL or ,legal persons or
associations of persons who are nationals of a Member State or who c:Jre
estc:Jblished in a Member state. NationaL Legislation governing the rights
of other complainants wouLd not be affected.
- The right of repLy would extend to aLL broadcasting organizations estabLished
in the territory of the Community.
- The right of reply wouLd be exercisable only if the compLainant' s justified
interests , and in particulc:Jr his honour and reputation, have been dc:Jmaged
by a statement made during a radio or television broadcast.
- AppL ication for a repLy would have to be made in writing within 30 days of
the broadcast concerned.
- The application wouLd have to identify the complainant, specify the broadcast
and the offe nding part thereof , show how the complc:Jinant' s interests
have been damaged and contain the text of the reply.
- The text of the reply would have to be as concise as possible and not normally
requi re more than three minutes of broadcasting time. It would have to
relate di rect ly to the offendi ng statement.
- The broadcasting organization wouLd be entitled to reject the reply if its
content might give rise to criminaL proceedings, if the broadcasting
organization would incur civi l  iabi l ity by transmitting the reply, or
if the repLy wouLd vioLate standards of propriety.
- Otherwise, and if the above conditions reLating to the repLy and the
appLication are fulfilLed, the broadcc:Jsting organization wouLd be obliged
to transmit the repLy using its own faci Lities and at its own expense.
- The repLy would have to be transmitted, wherever possibLe, in the next
broadcc:Jst of the same type, c:Jt the same time and with the same audience
as the broadcast in question, but in any case within 30 days of the
application being submitted.
The reply wouLd be broadcast in its entirety, without any comment or
cont radi ct i on.
- The civi L courts wouLd settLe any disputes between the compLainant
and the broadcastingorganizc:Jtion concerning the repLy.




Int roduct i on
1. Nature and function of copyright
Copyright forms the basis for intellectuaL and cuLtural creativity in the
fieLd of Literature and art. Its aim is to ensure for an author the
economic fruits of his Labour and to protect his moraL interests in the 
work. The traditional means of affording such protection is to grant an
exclusive right: the Law confers on the creator of the work an absolute
right to his inteLlectuaL property. As in the case of materiaL property,
the use of it is restricted to the ow.ner of the right; he cc:Jn exclude
anyone from unauthorized u.se. The exclusive right makes it possibLe
for the creator to market his work for reward. The author of a book for
example, concludes a pubLishing contract which permits the publisher to copy
and distribute the work in return for payment; a playwright grants a
television undertaking the right to broadcast a performance in return
for payment.
Copyright thus aLso creates the basis for the deveLopment of an "economy
of cuLture" concerned wi th the marketing of works of the inteL Lect. Newspaper
and book production, the recording and fi Lm industries, radio snd teLevision
and many other branches of the economy are dependent upon sn effective
Law of copyright.
Copyright as an institution also serves the public interest. It makes
possibLe a varied, fruitful and innovative production in alL branches of
cuLture  and  intelLectuaL Life. The creative work of writers puts fLesh
on the skeletons represented by the freedom of the pr.ess, of broadcasting
and of exchange of information and view.s. The avai Labi  ity of cuLturaL
goods is increased and improved - an objective entireLy in accordance
with that of the acceLerated raising of the standard of Living mentioned
in ArticLe 2 of the EEC Treaty.
The interests affected by copyright are complex and do not aLways
converge. Thus on the one hand copyright fc:Jci L itates cuLtural progress
but on the other hand it must nOt impose such severe restrictions on the
use of a work that the pubLic cannot enjoy it to the extent desirabLe.
The Law of copyright achieves the necessary balancing of interests by a
graduated system of ruLes. Where, for instance, it is thought necessary
to restrict exclusive rights so that other undertakings may compete in
mc:Jrketing a work, provision is made for compuLsory Licences, as occurs
in the record industry. In ether spheres the free use of a work is made
possible by a system of stc:Jtutory Licences... the author being. compensated by
a claim for remuneration, as Occurs in many countries in the broadcasting sector. FinaLLy the Limit is reached where the right of the author
ceases and the free use of the work without payment , especially in private , begins.
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The following reflections on the creation of a free broadcasting system in
the common market wi II take fuLL account of this situation. The system
of copyright protection must be maintained, and not modified any further
than appears indispensabLe for the attainment of the objectives of Community
law. From the rc:Jnge of possibLe restrictions, the one seLected is always
that whi ch invoLves the Least interference with the present system
compatible with a practical implementation of Community poLicy with due
regard to aLL the interests affected.
For the principle of a free broadcasting system to be applied in the
common oorket, it is essentiaL that authors and performers receive
appropriate remuneration. In the long run, any disproportionality between
their works Or performances and the increasing scaLe on which these are
marketed wi l L have adverse effects on the number and qua l i ty of broa dcc:Jsts
avai lable in the Community. As the audio-visual media expand further , the
problem of providing them with programmes wi LL become increasingly acute.
If the Community countries do not possess the creative authors and ski LLed
c:Jrtists they increasingly need, the majority of programmes .wi lL come from
outside the Community. This would increc:Jse our cuLturaL dependence
accentuc:Jte the balance-of-payments dise.qui Librium and in no way aLLeviate
the pLight of those cuLturc:JLly creative individuals who are out of wor
Radio and television are nowadays among the most important medic:J for
marketing works protected by copyright. Every part of a broadcast may
have copyright impli cations, whether it consists of speech , musi c
dance, pictures or a cinematographic projection of fi Lm or of a succession
of individual images. In addition to copyright in the strict sense
in such works, several Member Stc:Jtes c:Jlso recognize so-called "reLated
rights" which arise from the work of performers, manufacturers of audio
material c:Jnd broadcasting undertakings. These related rights , which
create either an exclusive right or a claim to remuneration in respect
of the reproduction of works , must be taken into c:Jccount in addition to
any existing copyright. The most important such right in the present
context is that enjoyed by broadcasting undertakings, which covers the
whole field of radio and television irrespective of whether or not works
protected by copyright are being transmitted.
2.  Internationc:J1. copyright
Vie\.Jed from an internationaL standpoint , the dominc:Jnt feature of the law
on copyright and reLated rights is the principle of territoriaL it~ 
is recogni zed in a LL Member States and forms the bas is of the re levant
international treaties. The. principle of territoriaLity stc:Jtes that
the copyright protection conferred in each state is Limited to the territory
See, on an internationaL basis, ArticLe 3ef) of the Rome Convention on the
protection of performers, producers of phonograms and broadcasting organizations;
Article 5 of the European Agreement on the Protection of Television Broadcasts.
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of that state and i ts prerequis1tes and effects are deternrined by the law
of that state. If an author enjoys protection in other states, this simply
means that he has acquired a bundLe of territorialLy Limited rights of
copyright for all states in which he enjoys protection. This national
restri ct i on of rights app lies even to the Member States; i n the present
i state of development there is no uniform law of copyright for the common
i market.
X An additionaL feature of the territoriaL limitation of copyright is
, that in practice rights of use c:Jre aLso usuc:JLly granted onLy on a territorial basis. In the case of broadcasting rights this situation is already
implicit in the fact that the author usually has to deaL with broadcc:Jsting
undertakings with a national or even a mereLy regionaL scope. There is
however no Legal necessity for authorization to use a work to be territorially
restricted. . Just as an author can enjoy a bundLe of nationaL rights, so the user
can be granted a bundle of rights of use extending over severaL States
or indeed throughout Europe or throughout the worLd; such worLdwide
rights do in fact exist in prc:Jctice in pubLishing and in the film industry.
But the more extensive the territory over which the rights of use extend,
the higher will be the payment demanded for granting them.
i The protection of foreign authors is nowadays ensured by international
Itreaties which appLy in numerous States. The most important of these is
j the Revised Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary c:Jnd Artistic
Works of 1886, of which all the Member States are signatories, but the more
rec.ent revisions of the Convention do not apply in all Member States.
!Under the Berne Convention citizens of other Union countries are to enjoy
Jthe same proteCition as nationals (principLe of national treatment). The
Convention aLso lays down a minimum standard for the protection to be afforded
eminimum rights), In reLation to broadcasting this is to be found in
Article 11 bis.
irhe Berne Convention has been supplemented bY further international agreements.
;Those most relevant in the present connection are the Rome Convention of
1961 on the protection of performers , producers of phonograms and broadcasting
prgani ~ations, ofwhi ch , among the Member States , Denmark, Germany, IreLand
Italy, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom are signatories , the European Agreement of
1960 on the Protection of TeLevision Broadcasts c:Jrnong the signatories of which
are BeLgium, Denmark, Germany, France and the United Kingdom,. the Agreement of
1 In Denmark,
Germany, France, Greece, Luxembourg and Italy the version in force
is the Paris version of 1971; in BeLgium, IreLand, the NetherLands and the
Uni ted Kingdom (at any rate so far as the substant i ve law is concerned) the
Brussels version of 1948; see the summary in Copyright 1983 8/9 eposi tion
at 1. 83). See also Dietz, Copyright in the European Community, a study
undertaken for the Di rectorc:Jte-GeneraL for Research, Science and Education
of the Commission of the European Communities , Baden-Baden, 1978, pages 35
et seg
Another one wh i ch mi ght be ment i oned is the European Agreement for the
Prevention of Broadcasts transmitted from Stations outside NationaL Territories.
This however is not reLevant to the questions now under discussion.
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1974 on the transmission of programme signc:Jls relayed by sateLLite, to
which Germany and Italy c:Jre signatories, and the European Agreement of 1958
concerning Programme Exchanges by means of Televi sion Fi lms , to whi ch Belgium
Denmark, France, Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg, the NetherLc:Jnds and the
United Kingdom have acceded.
3.  Copyright and freedom of broadCc:Jsting
Generally speaking, the principle of territoriaLity, internationaL agreements
and nationc:Jl Law makes it possible for an author to concLude separate
marketing agreements for each national market and thus improve his chances
of obtaining appropriate remuneration. This partioning on a nationaL basis
of copyrights and rights of use may come into conflict with the' objective of
securing fr.eedom to provide servi ces across the internal frontiers of the
Communi ty.
As regards the direct transmission of radio and television programmes across
national frontiers - which is aLready carried on to a substantial extent in
the form of ordinary conventional wi reless Q:fzln~~.iysio-nJ- the copyright
barriers have however been scarceLy discernibLe. ThTs 1S due to the fact
that for rec:Jsons of practicabiLity it Wc:JS decided - albeit not without some
dissentient voices - to regc:Jrd only the act of transmission of the broadcast 
c:JS the decisive event for the application of the principLe of territoriaLity.
If an author has permitted a transmitter in country A to broadcast his work
he cannot take action on grounds of copyright if the transmitter transmits
it directly also into frontier regions .of country B, since according to the
prevailing opinion the event occurring in country B is not a broadcast but
mereLy a reception, and this is irreLevant for purposes of copyright.
The situation is different however if transmissions by wire or cabLe are made
across the nationaL frontier and distributed in another country. In this case
not merely the initiaL transmission but also the dissemination of the radio
signaLs by means of ~ire or (able forms part of the ~ct of broadcasting;
hence the question of copyriffht arises not merely in country A, the country
of transmission , but also in country B, the country of reception.
The same appLies when the broadcast transmitted in country A is picked up
in country B and reLayed, whether by wireLess or by means of wire or cable
in country B. The retransmission is a new act with copyright implic.ations,
oc curr i ng in count ry 8.
The Link between the transmi tter in country A and that in country 8 may also
be created by means of a point-to-poi nt sate l li te wi thout the copyri ght
situation being affected. A different conclusion wouLd be possibLe onLy if
the transmitter in country A was not transmitting the programme to the general
pubLic but onLy to the sateLLite, which then fed it into the tramsitter in
country B. In that situation broadcasting would occur onLy in country B




c:Jffiong other work~  von Ungern-Sternberg, Di e Rechte der
Rundfunk- undDrahtfunksendungen , Munich, 1973, 101  et seq.
references.




No clear conclusion is possible on the effects of direct broadcasting via
satellites. One widely held opinion is that the sateLlite must be regarded
merely as an "extended antenna" of the transmitter which transmits the radio
signals to the sateLlite; the onLy relevant country for copyright purposes
is thus the one in whi ch that transmi tter is situated. According to another
view the transmission of the radio signals to the satellite cannot be
regarded asa broadcast in the sense reLevant for copyright, since it is
aimed only at the sateLlite and not at the general public; a relevant
broadcast takes place onLy from the sateLLite. On this view the principle
of territoriality can have no appLication, since the sateLlite is in outer
space, which is not subject to the jurisdiction of any state, c:Jnd it 
difficuLt to treat such a satelLite according to the "Law of the flc:Jg
Like a ship on the high seas. It has therefore been suggested thc:Jt in such
a case not onLy the Law of the transmitting country but also the Law of the
receiving country should be appL ied, but this raises the question whether
in a case where there are severc:JL receiving countries, broadcasting is to
be deemed to have occurred in each of them or onLy in one of them.
To sum up, it ~s clear that conflicts can arise, at any rate in the case of
transmission across nationaL frontiers by means of wire or cable and in the
case of relaying of foreign broadcasts whether this is done by wireLess or
by means of wire or cable, whiLst the situation in the case of direct
broadcasting via satellite appears to be sti lL uncLear. Copyright is in
conflict with freedom to provide services when the broadcasting undertaking
which carries on the trc:Jnsmission by means of wire or cabLe, or the retransmission
abroad, has not been authorized to do so by the copyright owner. The owner
of the copyright or right of use for the territory of the state in which the
broadcast has been disseminated without his consent can take action against
such broadcasting by the means provided under the copyright lc:Jws. As a ruLe
he can seek an injunction to stop the broadcast , and an award of damages;
in some circumstances even criminal proceedings may be possibLe.
It is obvious that the exercise of powers under the copyright laws can thus
restrict freedom of broadcc:Jsting within the Community. The Court of Justice
in its Coditel judgment, 1 has held that where the right to show a cinematograph
fi lm has b.een assigned to di fferent persons in different Member States, the
provisions of the EEC Treaty relating to freedom to provide services do
not precLude an assignee of the performing right from reLying upon his right
to prohibit the unauthorized cabLe diffusion of a foreign transmission
provided that copyright is not used as a means of c:Jrbitrary discrimination
or a disguised restriction on trade between Member States.
case 62/7 CoditeL v. Cine Vog Films (1980) ECR 881. See aLso the second
Coditel judgment , Case 262/81 e1982) ECR 3381 , in which it was held that an
agreement whereby the owner of a copyright in a film grants exclusive rights
to show the fi Lm in the territory of a Member State for a fixed period does
not in itself infringe the prohibitions in Article 85 of the EEC Trec:Jty.
The judgment given on 30 June 1983 by the Belgian Court of Cassation, which
had referred the question, eRevue de Droit IntelLectuel 1983, p. 261) sends
the case back to the Court of Appeal for an examination of whether the
accompc:Jnying economic or Legal circumstances permit appLication of Article 85.
However, this examination is unLikely to take place, since the agreement on
the cable transmission of television programmes in BeLgium, which hc:Js since
been concluded, contains agreed rules having retrospective effect.
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The inference from this decision is that the exercise of copyright concerning
the use of a work in a non-materic:JL form, especialLy broadcasting, is subject
under Communi ty law to di fferent ruLes from those applicabLe to the use of
a work in material form by the dissemination of copies, since the Lc:Jtter
faLLs under the rules on free movement of goods.1 If, for exc:Jmple, a
copyright owner assigns to fi rm A the rights, limited to one Member State
of the Communi ty, to broadcast a work and a lso to record the broadcast on
a cassette and market the cassettes in that state, and then assigns to firm B
the corresponding rights in another Member State, firm A may take action to
prevent the broadcast made by firm B from being retransmitted in the area for
which firm A has the broadCc:Jsting rights , but cannot take any c:Jction to prevent
the marketing in A' s territory of the broadcast recorded on cassettes by B.
The purpose of the foLLowing reflections is to consider how the obstacles
to the free dissemination of radio and teLevision broadcasts arising from
the territoriaL assignment and enforcement of copyright can be dismantled.
In doing this it is essential to bear in mind both the Community law objective
of attc:Jining freedom to provide services and the interests served by copyright
whi ch c:Jre worthy of protection. The main subj ects of concern are di rect
broadcasting across frontiers, especially by. means of sateLlites , and the
simultaneous and unaltered wireless or cable retransmission of foreign
programmes. In the Latter case the retransmission will not c:Jlways comprise
the whoLe programme. This study does not however extend to the transmission
of modified versions, or c:Jny transmissions at a different time, since such
practices have even more far-reaching copyright impLications.
The first question to be examined is the ingredients of copyright under
the various nc:Jtional legal systems eSection 11.1) , and who usually enjoys
them eSection 11.2). Possible solutions wilL then be discussed (Section IlI 1-4)
taking into account both the existing nationaL ruLes eSection IlLS) and the
lal-J under internationaL agreements in the copyright fieLd (Section III .6). FinalLy c:J suggested soLution wilt be advocated eSection IV).
II. ~~jonaL Legislation and the Law of international c:Jgreements
1.  Synopsis of rights affecting radio and teLevision
The first such right is copyright in its strict sense. The range of works
enjoying stc:Jtutory copyright protection di ffers to some extent from one
Member State to another. However, the essence of the matter is simiLc:Jr
a situation re.inforced by the definition in Article 2e1) of the Revised
Berne Convention , which applies in alL Member States.
1--------
Compare, on the freedom of movement of physical copies of a wo~k
Deutsche Grammophon e1971) ECR 487; K-tel InternationaL e1981) ECR 147
eat 161); Imerco JubiLium e1981) ECR 181 eat 197).
cf.  Dietz , loco cit., pp. 60  et sea
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Accordingly, so far as radio and teLevi sion are concerned, the following
categories of works protected by copyright must be considered:
Speec.!: ee. g. speeches, taLks , sermons , commentaries, reports, other
documentary mc:JteriaL , novels , stories, poems , radio pLc:JYs
teLevision pLays,  drama quiz programmes, linking comments
c:Jccompanying radio and teLevision c:Jnnouncements, etc.
Musical works (serious and light music in c:JLL its forms)
Works comprising both speech and music ee. g. operas, operettas, musical
comedies, serious and popular songs, etc.
- Choreographic works and pc:Jntomimes, especially when linked with musical
works ee g. dancing, revues, pantomimes , etc.
Works of pictoria l art , including photography ee.g. stage settings
paintings , graphit-~sculptures, indivTdual photographs on television)
- Fi Lms and erecorded or L  ive) television programmes, i . e. a continuous
eries of ictur~s, usu alLy in conjunction with speech c:Jnd music.
Composite works usually give rise to severaL forms .of copyright of equivc:JLent
ranking. A number of rights wh~ch are to some extent interdependent arise
in connection with adaptations. If for exampLe a novel is dramatized by
somebody other than its author and a trans lat i on of the drc:Jma is te levi sed,
copyri ght is enjoyed by the author of the novel , the author of the dramati 
versi.on, the translator and the maker of the televi sion fi Lm.
In most Member States copyright lasts for 50 years af
2er the author
s death but in Germc:Jny for 70 years after the author I s death.
In aLL Member States the rights of the author .of the c:Jbovementioned protected
works incLude ~roadcasting rights, in other words he ~as the right to prevent
the works from being mc:Jde the subject of eprimc:Jry) wireless or cc:JbLe
broad:-:asting or television transmissions without his consent. This right
is partiaLly diLuted in Denmark , Italy and Luxembourg by the system of statutory
licences; in t he Net her lands the author it i es have power to make regu lat i ons
to simi lar effect. Copyright protection normally extends .also to retransmission
by wireLess and public relc:JY of broadcasts. The author as a rule also enjoys the
right of retransmission by cable. This question has not howev~r been finally cLarHied in all MerlDer
r- ---
---
cf. ArticLe 2e2) Revised Berne Convention; Dietz , pp. 68  et sea
See on this and the probLems arising Dietz op.cit , pp. 213  et sea
See  Dietz Loc. cit. pp. 147  ~t sea especia lLy page 155.
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Stc:Jtes and some of them have modified it by LegisLation.
Differences mainly concern the distinction between collective
aeriaLs, against which there is no copyright protection, and cable
transmitters and the treatment of the simuLtaneous retransmission
by cabLe .within the reception arec:J of the original transmitter.
On the whoLe however it must be assumed that where an independent
cabLe undertaking in one Member State picks up and retransmits a
broadcast from another Member Stc:Jte, this generaLly gives rise to
questions of copyright in the originaL broadcast.
So far as international la~ is concerned, Article 11 bis (1)(i)
of the Berne Convention (In the BrusseLs version) confers on the
author of literary and artistic works the excLusive right to
permit wi reLess broadcasting eoriginaL transmissions). In the case of ori gi na l t ransmi ss i ons by wi re, authors of dramati c dramatic-musicaL and musical works are protected by Article II(1)(ii)
of the BrusseLs version, authors of Literary works by Article lIter
e1)(ii) of the Paris version, the holders of copyright in fiLms
by Article 14 bis (2)eb) and the authors of fiLmed works by
Article 14e1) of the Paris version.
The (secondary) rebroadcasting of works broadcast by wi re or by
wireless, that is to say the retransmission (whether contemporaneous
or otherwise) by an institution other than the original broadcasting
organization, is reserved to the author by ArticLe 11 bis e1)eii).
ArticLe 11 bis e2) provides that, within certain Limits , national
LegisLation may Lay down the conditions for the exercise of
broadcasting and rebroadcasting rights. 
So far as related rights are concerned, the rules in the Common
market c:Jre less uni form. As stated above under 1. 2, the reLevant
internationaL agreements do not appLy in alL Member States. 
particuLc:Jr , among the Member States only Denmark, Germany, IreLand
Italy, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom have acceded to the
fundament a l Rome Convent i on on the protect i on of perfor~ers,
producers of phonograms and broadcasting organizations. The
Rome Convention, Like the Revised BrusseLs Convention, is based on
the principle of nc:JtionaL treatment esee Articles 4 6). The
minimum rights of performers incLude thc:Jt of preventing the
broadcasting of their performance without their consent, except
~or  rther detaiLs Ulmer, Die Entscheidungen zur
KabeLubertragung von Rundfunksendungen im Lichte urheberrechtLicher
Grundsatze, GewerbL icher Rechtsschutz und Urheberrecht InternationaLer
TeiL 1981 , 372  et seg WaLter, TeLediffusion and Wired Distribution
Systems , Berne Convention and Copyright Legislation in Europe
Copyright 1974, 302-315; Fuhr, UrheberrechtLiche ProbLeme bei
Ubernahme von Rundfunkprogrammen in KabelanLc:Jgen , Fi Lm und Recht
1982, 63 et seg; Dietz , loco cit. 155  E;t sea; see aLso the contributions to t he Symposium on CabLe Television - Media and Copyri'3ht
Law Aspects, Amsterdc:Jm, 16-20 May 1982 and the resolution adopted the;
which advocates that copyright should in aLL cases apply to pubLic
cabLe transmission by anyone other than the originaL broadcaster.
See also the synopsis of nationaL Laws given in the observations of
the Commission in the Coditel case /:=1980:=1 ECR 881 , at 894-896.
Position as at 1 January 1982, see Gewerbl i cher Rechtsschutz und Urheberrecht , InternationaLer Tei L 1982, 272  et seq
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where the performance used in the broadcasting is itself aLready
a broadcast performance or is made from a fixation (ArticLe 7(1)(a)).
I f however the performer hc:Js consented to the broadcast i t is for
the domestic law of the Contracting State where protection is
claimed to reguLate the protection against rebroadcasting
eArticLe 7(2)(1)). If c:J phonogram is used for broadcasting, the
user must pay a singLe equitable remuneration to the pe~formers
or the producers of the phonogram or both (Article 12).
Broadcasting organizations have under Article 13 the right to
authorize or prohibit the rebroadcasting (defined in ArticLe 3(g))
of their broadcasts~ rebroadcasting however inc Ludes only
wireLess retransmission, not retransmission by cabLe.
The convention on the disseminc:Jtion of programme signals relayed
by satellite of 1974, to which among the Community Member States
onLy Germany and Italy have acceded, does not substantiaLLy
affect the transmission of broadcasts by cabLe undertakings.
Putting it in a somewhat simplified form, the Convention affords
protection only against the unauthoriz.ed retransmission of
point-to-point broadcasts via sateLLites. If a broadcast is
di rected to a satel l i te and is i ntended to be ret ransmitted
thence to a specific broadcasting organization, the Convention is
intended to prevent a broadcasting organization for which the
broadcast is not intended from "tapping" the satellite.
There is no protect i on however for the broadcasts transmitted
from the original broadcasting organization, for broadcasts
trc:Jnsmitted from the satellite to the generaL public, or for
broadcc:Jsts picked up from the satelLite by the organization for
which they are intended and diffused by that organization. The
prohibition on "tc:Jpping" of point-to-point broadcasts shouLd not
pose any problem  for  cabLe undertakings since, after aLL , broc:Jdcasts
transmitted to the general public can aLways be picked up and fed
into the cable network.
Of greater importance in this connection is the European Convention
on the protection of television broadcasts of 1960. Among the
Member States , it is in force in BeLgium, Denmark , France, Germany
and the United Kingdom. It protects the picture and sound (but not
the sound alone) of alL television broadcasts by broadcasting
organizations which are established under the Lc:Jw of a Contracting
State or trc:Jnsmit broadcasts in its territory (Article 1(1) Articl~5). The protection extends  inter alia both to wireless
retransmi ssion of broadcasts and to pubLic transmission by means of
wire. Under the original version of the Convention the protection
against transmission by wire could be entireLy excluded by means
of a reservation. The amended version of 1965 provides that each
Contracting State may excLude the protection against cable transmission
for broadcasting organizations in its own territory and restrict such
protection for broadcasts from another Contracting State to broadcasts
lasting up to 50% of the average weekly transmitting time of the
originaL transmitter eArticLe 3e1)(a), ArticLe 10). Under ArticLe 2e4)
of the Protocol to the European Convention on the protection of
television broadcasts of 22 January 1965 each State which has made
Article 16 permits certain reservations concerning Article 12; such
reservations have been mc:Jde by Denmark, Germany, IreLand, Italy,
Luxembourg and the United Kingdom.
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use of the possibility of totally excLuding the prote~tion of
broadcasts by means of wire may continue to do so. Belgium has made
use of the reservation under the present version of ArticLe 3(1)ea);
the United Kingdom has made use of the r~servation under
Article 3(1)(a) in the original version The protection of the
convention may aLso be restricted by reservation to those broadcasting
organizations which are established in the territory of a Contracting
State under its Law and carryon broadcc:Jsts there (Article 3(1)(f)
Article 10)); Denma~and the United Kingdom have made such a
reservation. The Contracting States ar.e entitled to $peci fy an
institution for their territory to receive notification of cases
where the right of pubLic trc:Jnsmission by wire hc:Js been refused in
an c:Jrbitrary manner by the authorized broadcasting organization
or has been granted on unreasonabLe conditions.
The significance of the Convention in the present connection Lies
pri mariLyi n the protect i on of the broadcast ing ri ght against cc:Jb Le
transmi ssion. On thi s point the European Televi sion Convention
goes further than the Rome Convention. But the protection it
affords extends mereLy to the related right of the broadcasting
organization; it does not affect the right of third parties
especially those of authors, performers and manufacturers of audio
materiaL. Any Contrc:Jcting State may denounce the Convention by
giving one year s notice.
Nationc:JL laws differ more ~arkedlY in the field of reLated rights
than in that of copyri ght. The protection afforded by the German
Copyright Act of 1965 is relatively tar-reaching. Under Section 76e1)
the performance given by c:J performer may as c:J ruLe be b~oadcast only
with his consent; this c:JppLies aLso to retransmission. If the
performance is produced by an undertaking (e.gJ theatre or concert
promoter) the consent of the producer i s also necessary.
cf. Announcements of 14. 1968 and 31. 1969, Deutsches
Bundesgesetzblatt 1968 II 134 and 1969 II 1471.
See on the protection of performers the study prepared by  Gotzen
at the request of the Commission, Performers ' Rights in the
European Economic Community, doc. XII/52/78; see aLso on the
right of manufacturers of audio materhL and performers Davies/v. Rauscher
Chal lenges to Copyright and Related Rights in the European
Community, 1983.
E.g. singers, soLoists and orchestraL musicians, conductors , actor.
dancers, producers; see the definition in Section 73 Copyright Act.
Under Section 76(2) however the performer s right is limited to a
claim to reasonable remunerc:Jtion if his performance is broadcast
not Live but with the help of lawfuLly produced audio or video
materiaL. In the case of members of groups of performers such as
chorus, orchestra , baLlet and stage groups not involving soLoists,
the consent of the group committee or the lec:Jder of the group is
sufficient , Section 80(1) Copyright Act.
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Protection in principLe for performers against the broadcasting
their performances is provided also by the Danish Copyright Act,
the Luxembourg Act of 23 September 1975 on the protection of 
performers, manufc:Jcturers ~f phonogra~s c:Jnd broadcasting organizations,
the ItaL~an Copyright Act, Irish law c:Jnd the lc:Jw of the United
Kingdom. In the other States protectio may  be avai LabLe in certain
ci rcumstances under general Legi slation.
There are substantial differences between national Laws on performers
rights. Thus in several Member States the performer s right
consists merely in the right to give or withhold consent to the
retransmission of his performance, especialLy by cabLe - and consent
to the Latter i s sometimes presumed from consent to the broadcast -
while in ot~er countries the retransmission is expressly de.clared
to be free.
Attention must also be drawn to the performing right of the
broc:Jdcasting organi zation. Like the Rome Convention, the German Act
confers on broadcasting organizations the right gO permit  or 
prohibit the rebroadcasting of their broadcasts. Protective 
rights are ~bso confer
~1d on b~~adcasting organizc:Jtions ~~ Denmark
Luxembourg, Ireland Italy and the United Kingdom.
~Reproduced in  Gotzen , Loc. cit. page 152.
Reproduced i n Gotzen Annex V, page 154.
See  Gotzen, Annex VI , page 158.
See  Gotzen, Annex VIII , page 167.
See  Gotzen, Annex VII , page 161.
See  Gotzen , points 31  et seq
See on the individual laws Gotun , points 79  et seg ., where a
Community soLution in the form of the grant of a right to remuneration
i s proposed, see points 83-84.
Section 87en Copyright Act. The term "rebroadcasting" is used in
different senses. In the Rome Convention it means onLy wireless
broadcasting (as also Article 11 bis e1)(i) revised Berne Convention)
whi lst under Germc:Jn copyri.ght Law it generally includes aLso the
retransmi ssion  nf  a broadcast by cable.
Section 48 of Danish Act No 158 relating to copyright in literary
and artistic works of 31. 1961.
Sections 9 and 10 of the Luxembourg Act on the protection 
performers , producers of phonograms and broadcasting organi zations
0f 23. 1975.
Section 19 of the Copyright Act of 8. 1963.
Section 79 of the Copyright Act of 1941 , which expressLy confers
protection against rebroadcasting by wireless  or  by wire.
Section 14 of the Copyright Act 1956; see on this point also IlLS.
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FinaLly, as regards the manufacturers of audio materiaL erecords
tapes, cassettes , etc. ) the United Kingdom is the onLy State of
the Communi ty whi ch grants them the exc lus ive ri ght t permit or
to prohibit a broadcasting using the audio mc:Jterial. The German
Act confers on the manufacturer , in the case of broadcasting or
rebroadcasting, mereLy a right to a share in the remuneration due
to the performer whose performance is recorded on the mc:Jterial
(Section 86). The Itc:JL ian Copyright Act aLso gives as a generc:Jl
ruLe merely a claim to remune
3ation (Section 72  et seg ) as also
do the Dani sh and lri sh Laws. In Luxembourg law on the other hand
in the case of a broadcast invoLving the use of audio materiaL
the manuf acturer of the materi a l has no c Lai m to remunerat i on.
Here, as aLso in Belgium, France and the NetherLands, the onLy cLaims
which might arise wouLd be those based 0n general principLes of Law,
such as the law on unfai r competition.
As regards cross-frontier broadcasting in the common market, it
may be said in generaL that reLated rights c:Jre not Likely to amount
to obstacles to the same extent as does copyright in the strict
sense, as was noted under 1. 3. Those Least Like ly to pose any
problem are the rights of manufacturers of audio material , since
the Latter enjoy - except under the law of the United Kingdom - no
right to prohibit cross-frontier broadcasting but at most the right
to cLaim remuneration. Performers on the other hand may in certain
circumstances have the right to take action agc:Jinst broadcasting
and rebroadcast ing whi ch they have not .authori zed. So far as
broadcasting organi zations are concerned the main factor to be
considered is the European Convention on the protection of television
broadcasting.
The right of performers and broadcasting organizations to prohibit
broadcasting or rebroadcasting which they have not c:Juthorized is
limited by the fact that some of the Member States have not acceded
to the reLevant internationaL agreements, or have made reservations,
and c:JLso do not accord such ri ghts under thei r domesti c Law. 
regards cross-frontier broadcasts which are picked up in a Member
State whi ch does not confer any protection On the performance
invoLved, such ri ghts cannot be enforced whether the broadcast
originates from a Member State .which grants such protection Or from
one which does not, since the principLe of territoriality appl ies
also to this type of rights. The rights in question are reLevant
only when the broadcast or retransmission is picked up in a Member
State whi ch confers protection on them, and the holder of the right
enjoys this protection there either by international trec:Jty Law or
under the domestic law applicc:JbLe to aliens.
Section 12 of the Copyright Act 1956; cf.  Davies/v. Rausche Loc.cit. point 240. 
Section 47 of Act No 158 reLating to copyright in literary and
artistic works.
section 17e1)eb) of the Copyright Act of 8. 1963.
Sections 7 and 8 of the Act on the protection of performers
producers of phonograms and broadcasting organizations of 23. 1975.
cf.  Davies/v. Rauscher Loc. cit. point 284.
cf.  Davies/v. Rauscher Loc. cit. point 249  et seq
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Ownership of rights and the law of contract
Where copyrights in a Member State are affected by a broadcast or
retransmission - whether direct or via satellite or cable - it is
necessary for the owner of the copyright to permit .such broadcc:Jsting
for this Member State, which is usuaLly done by granting the corresponding
rights of use. The copyright owner ~nder the laws of c:Jll Member States
is normally the creator of the work. The position concerning films is
not completeLy uniform: according to the law of some Member States
copyright does not in this cas.e arise in the natural persons who
participa"2ed creativeLy 
in the making of the fi Lm but in the fi 
producer. Simi larly the Laws of several Member States provide that
in the case of empLoyed authors the copyright originaLLy arises in
the employer, but the majority of Member States regard the employee
as the author subj ect to c:J presumption that he grants the empLoyer
appropriate rights of use. Owners of businesses, even when they are
corporate bodies, may sometimes be the originc:Jl owners of rights,
particuLarly in the fieLd of related rights and especially in the cc:Jse
of the performing ri ght of broadcasting undertakings and of mc:Jnufacturers
of audio material.
As mentioned above under 1I. , radio and television broc:Jdcasts can
affect a wide range of protected works and performances , and the fieLd
of possible owners of ri ghts whose consent to the broc:Jdcast must be
sought i s correspondingLy large. Only a Limited number of such rights
are in the hands of the original owners or their heirs, since
frequently such rights wilL have been granted to third parties to use
or toprotect. Depending on the facts of the particuLc:Jr case, it may
therefore be necessary to approach third parties. UsuaLly these are
coLLecting societies , pubLishing houses or other users of works.
Thus the major part of the repertoi re of copyright musi c Li keLy to be
considered for broc:Jdcasting in the Member States is entrusted to 
colLecting societies, which also cooperate on an international basis.
This simplifies the situation for the user of the work. The coLLecting
societies do not however usually manage the so-caLLeg "major rights
to the stage presentc:Jtion of musical-dramatic works; these, Like
the stc:Jge rights of verbal material , are often held by music or
theatricc:JL publishing houses - either for several countries or
worldwide or simply for individual countries - in so far as the author
himseLf ~as not retained them. In the case of cinematograph films
the broadcasting rights usuaLLy remc:Jin in the hands of the film
producer who wi l Lgrant broadcasti ng ri ghts on Ly in such a way that
For a comparc:Jtlve survey see Dletz , loco cit. pages 75 ~.
Points 96  et seq , with references
See  Dietz , Loc. cit. pp. 85  et seq
See Dietz, Loc. cit. pp. 100  et seg . who also refers to the frictions
arising f rom a European point of view, page 103.
See on this point and the foLlowing points Dietz loc. cit. pp. 271
et seq . and the same author, Das Primare Urhebervertragsrecht in den
MitgL iedstaaten der Europaischen Gemeinschaft. Legislatorischer
Befund und Reformuberlegungen. Studie ersteLLt im Auftrag der
Europaischen Gemeinschaften , 1981 , SG-CULTURE/4/81 , pp. 5, 193  et seq
Compc:Jre Dietz Loc. cit. page 277.
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they have no detrimental effect on other forms of marketing,
particularly the showing of the fi Lm in cinemas. In the fieLd of
verbaL material , works of pictoriaL art and reLated rights , the
collecting societies are Less highLy deveLoped than in the musicaL
sphere; the rights of use now under di scussion are often retained
by the authors themselves.
It may weLL be however that the hoLder of the rights has aLready
grc:Jnted the broadcasting rights in question to a broadcasting
organization in the Member State in whi ch the broadcast coming
from another Member State is intended to be picked up and
retransmitted. A conflict of rights then arises between the
broadcasting organizations concerned. In practice such conflicts
mi ght be expected to arise fai r ly frequently since broc:Jdcast i ng
organizations, which mostly operate on a national basis, usually
seek rights of use only for their own territory.
The inconvenience of having to deaL with numberous holders of rights
and reach agreements with them if it is desired to pick up and
retransmit c:J radio or teLevision programme is onLy partiaLly mitigated
by the European Agreement concerning programme exchanges by means of
television fi Lms of 1958. The Agreement has not entered into force
for Germany and Italy. It is concerned onLy with the right to grant
or withhoLd consent for the use of television films, a right usuc:JLly
recognized as being heLd by the broadcasting orgc:Jnization which made the fi Lm. But this appLies only subject to any contrary agreement
with those who worked on the fi Lm and does not affect the copyright
in works of literature , dramc:J or art on which the television film was
based. Nor does it affect the copyright in accompanying music or
any copyright in fi lms other than television fi Lms.
Summa ry
The transmission of broadcasts usuaLly affects a number of copyrights
and, in most i'lember States , also reLated rights. The rights of
use are only sometimes held by the ori~inc:Jl owners of the rights;
sometimes they are granted to marketing undertakings or collecting
societies. On the international LeveL protection is granted in aLL
fllember States , with certain differences particularly as regards
related rights. The rights are split up onc:J territorial basis; ri9hts of use rilay
be '1rante-! on the footing of territorial Limitation to individuaL states. This
situation can give rise to Legal obstacLes to cross-frontier broadcasting in
the common market.
the law of broadcasting contracts in the Community see Dietz
Das primare Urhebervertragsrecht in den MitgL iedstaaten der--
Europaischen Gemeinschaft loc. cit. pp. 149  et seq ; compare
for a comprehensive survey of German law, Ulmer, Gutachten zum
Urhebervertragsrecht , insbesondere zum Recht der Sendevertrage
compi led in response to a request by the FederaL Minister of Justice
pp. 57  et seq
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II 1. Alternative models
The following section discusses several possibLe .ways of resoLving the
probLems arising from this situation for the cross-frontier transmission
of radio and teLevision programmes in the Community. In each case, it
also examines the repercussions this has on the creativity and legitimate
economic interests of authors and of the cuLture industries. After
weighing the pros and cons, the Commission puts forward for discussion a
modeL suited, in its opinion, to reconciLe the freedom to broadcast across
frontiers and the Legitimate interests of authors.
Unrestricted re-transmission after legaL primary transmission?
----. -----.
In considering ways of dismantling the copyright barriers to the free
exchange of sound and television broadcc:Jsts within the Community, the
first solution that suggests itseLf is the treatment of a simi Lar problem
in connection with the free circuLation of goods, where the principle has
of course been establ i shed that books, gramophone records , musi cassettes
and simi Lar physical reproductions must be alLowed to circuLc:Jte freeLy
within the common market in accordance with ArticL.es 30 and 36 of the
EEC Treaty provided they have been p laced on the market of a Member State
with the permission of the hoLder of the rights of expLoitation
Ccf. 1.3 above). It is argued that the work protected by the copyright is
not affected by regulating the exercise of exclusive rights in this way.
One .couLdgo on to suggest that it must therefore aLso be permissibLe to
re-transmit broadcasts throughout the common market once they have been
broadcast in one Member State with the approval of the copyright holder.
This line of reasoning was not foLLowed by the Court of Justice in its
Coditel" judgment 1 however, where it pointed out the speciaL nature of
protected works exp loi ted i n non-materi a L form as di st i net from those
expLoited in material form. A feature of exploitation in non-material form
is that works are made avai lable to the pubLic by performances which may be
infinitely repeated; in the case of a cinematographic fi lm (as in the
case at issue) the owner of the copyright and his assigns had c:J legitimate
interest in calcuLating the fees due for authorization to exhibit the fiLms
on the basi s of the actual or probabLe number of performances, and in
authorizing a teLevision broadcast of the film only after it had been
exhibited in cinemas for a certain period of time. The rights of the
copyright owner and his assigns to require fees for any showing of the
film was part of the essential function of copyright in this literary and
artistic work. WhiLe Artic.le 59 of the EEC Treaty prohibited restrictions
on the freedom to provide services, the Court said in summing up, it did
not cover limits on the exercise of certain economic activities which had
their origin in the appLication of nationaL legislation to protect
intellectual property, save where this constituted a means of arbitrary
discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade between Member States.
Case 62/79 /1980/ECR 4, p. 881 , at 902-903 egrounds 13-15).
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The scope open to a copyright o.wner to secure adequate remuneration for
the exploitation of his work is different depending on whether it takes
materiaL or non-materiaL form. In the case of books and records , for
example, the fees cc:Jn be based on the number of copies produced or sold
and it does not matter ultimateLy where in the common market these copies
are marketed. Where a contract is made for the broadcast of a protected
work Or performance, broadcasters normaLLy pay the copyright holder on
the basis of the potential audience they are in business to reach or the
geogrc:Jphical area in which their programmes can be received. Broadcasting companies c:Jre usuaLLy financed in the first instc:Jnce from the licence
money coLLected from their audience but , where they depend on advertising
revenue, fees are based on the number of househoLds receiving the
advertising. If other broadcasters were free to take a progrc:Jmme without
payment for re-transmission outside the originaL reception area, the
copyright holder would lose the chance of obtaining a fee covering the
new audience. The fundamentaL principle that copyright hoLders shouLd be
abLe to obtain remuneration wherever thei r work is commercialized wouLd be
breached.
The probLem is compounded by competition between different types of
exploitation in non-materiaL form. In the " Coditel" case an important
factor was that the commercial return on exhibiting a fi Lm couLd be
seriously impaired if it was shown at an ear.Ly stage on teLevision.
Conclus i on of cant racts On di rect broadcasti ng by sate II ite?
An alternative to the approach described in 1 above eunrestricted
re-transmission of LegaL primary broadcasts) wouLd be to reLy on current
copyright laws in the hope that cross-frontier broc:Jdcasting can deveLop
within the framework of privc:Jte contracts. The. chances of achieving
reguLation in this way vary depending on the type of broadcasting
involved.
The most promising fieLd for this would seem to be direct broadcasting
by sateLlite eDBS). If it is accepted that sateLlites are merely an
extension of the transmitter extended antenna ), conflict over copyright
wi l l be ruLed out automat i caLLy, just as it is in cases where a
transmitting station can be received directly through the ether in parts
of another country outside the normc:JL reception c:Jrea it is intended to serve.
Yet even if DBS is thought to affect copyright in the receiving country,
contractuaL soLutions are conceivabLe. Broadcasters , if they do not want
to be in breach of the law, wouLd ensure that the hoLders of copyri ght and reLated ri ghts grant them permi ssion to broadcast to the additionaL arec:Js
they are abLe to reach directLy with their programmes as the result of
new technoLogies or new broadcasting strategies. The number of copyright
holders they would hc:Jve to sign contracts with is of course Large; but
broadcasting undertakings generally have to do this anyway for the
normaL II reception area  they  serve. The only significant difference
would be in the size of the area covered by such contracts.
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Much the same applies to programmes distributed by wire or cable to
neighbouring countries bY the original broadcaster.
Nevertheless, difficu.lties could arise for broadcasters operating on
the bas is of statutory licences of nat i ona l app l i cat i on who wou ld have
to enter into contracts covering other countries that do not have the
statutory licensing system. Conflicts could c:Jlso arise in cases where
the copyright protection in the different Member States concerned is not
identicaL; for example c:J performing artist might not have his
performance protected in the country of the originc:Jl broadcc:Jst but be
protected in a country which cc:Jn receive the relevant programme via
sateLLite. :, CompLications could aLso arise between several broadcasting
undertakings or simi Lar progrc:Jmme presenters. Where a copyright holder
for i nstance, had ass igned exc Lusi ve broadcasti ng ri ghts to a broadcaster
in one Member State for the area it serves, the same hoLder wouLd no
longer be abLe to grant c:J broadcaster in another Member State the right
to broadcast to the first area; onLy the originaL broadcaster wouLd be
c:JbLe to give such permi ssion.
In addition to changes in the contractual relationships of broadcasters
that intend to extend the geographicaL area they serve , particularLy via
c:Jtellite or cabLe, it wiLL be important for ther.e to be more coLLaborc:Jtion
between broadcasting companies themselves in the different Member States.
Where authors and copyright holders do not retain broadcasting rights
for themselves , it wi Ll be necessary for those expLoiting the rights to
agree among themselves. Standard forms of contract specificaLLy designed
to cover cross-frontier broadcasts are Likely to pLay an importc:Jnt roLe
and should be encouraged by the Community.
ALL in aLL , however , the difficuLties and added complications do not seem
to be either unreasonabLe or unamenabLe to solution. It would only be
necessary to legisLate if the contractuaL approach fails.
Conclusion of contracts on re-transmission by other undertakings
via broadcast or cable?
Contracts are Less Likely to be a sufficient solution in cases where it
is not the primary broadcaster which decides to transmlr'pF6- rammes to
another country but a secondary undertaking, in parti cuLar a cable
compc:Jny. If it were accepted that transmission by cable is affected by
a copyright , cabLe companies would typically be faced by the situation
in which they do not hold the reLevant broadcc:Jsting rights and wi 
often not be abLe for practicaL reasons to acquire them in time.
Contractual agreements with the primary broadcaster will be of use onLy
where the primary broadcaster itseLf holds the rights for the area
concerned, that is its own and any other rights it has acquiredl in
advance, for the Member State in which the cable company is operating.
Where the primary broadcaster has not been granted such rights, the
cabLe company must turn to the copyright holders in each case whose
rights are affected by a broadcc:Jst. This is potentiaLLy a Large number
of hoLders.
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Acquiring their rights might be feasibLe if it is done through a coLlecting
society but not if separate contracts have to be signed with each copyright
holder. Since cable transmissions usualLy go out at the same time as the primary broadcast , it wi LL be almost impossibLe to secure individuaL rights in this way. UsualLy the scheduLe of the primary broadcaster wi 
not be known earLy enough to the cable company to give it time to find out
who the hoLders of the rights are, to negotiate with them and to acquire
the rights eleavingaside the problem of last~minute changes in programmes).
CabLe companies would be totc:JlLy dependent on the readiness of several
copyright ho lders to cooperate.
If the negotiations with just one were to fai L , this couLd hoLd up the re-transmission of whole programmes. It is technically difficult to black
out singLe programmes or parts of them; but the schedules of even the
most earnestly dedicated cabLe company wouLd inevitably contain almost
more bLackouts than programmes. This would certainLy not heLp to crec:Jte
a free exchange of broadcasts within the Community.
The same considerations appLy to stations picking up brOc:Jdcasts from other
countries and re-broadcasting them in the traditionaL way.
From the above it is cLear that drawing up modeL contracts between primary
broadcasters and coL lecting societies on the one hand and cable or other
broadcasting undertakings on the other can onLy be a Limited answer.
Primary broadcasters can only grant rights they aLready hold and are
alLowed to transfer to others , while colLecting societies are confined to
the rights they represent. Even a standard contract would not give the
re-broadcc:Jster a guarantee that no thi rd pc:Jrty wi LL tc:Jke proceedings to
protect its copyright , by stopping re-transmission with an injunction or
eVen prosecut i ng the secondary broadcaster.
A. contractual solution offering more security would invoLve very complex
coLlective agreements. Some attempts at this are already being made in
some Member States esee, for exampLe, supra., Part Five, AII4). One way
wouLd be for primary broadcasters to try to acquire Community-wide
broadcasting rights so that they can make agreements with the secondary
broadcasters. Additional problems might stiLL arise in the not
infrequent cases where a copyright holder has contracted with several
primc:Jry broadcasters. Another enormous difficulty is how to determine
at the time the rights are acquired, what the remuneration of the copyright
hoLder for the re-transmission is to be, since the new technologies are
only just being introduced and traditionaL broadcasting, sateLLite
broadcasting and cable transmission are l i kely in future to be overLapping
and competing in constantly changing combinations.
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Ih the final anaLysis, the most practici3l soLution might be to concentrate
all rights to re-transmission with a singLe Community coLLecting society
or with a centraL association of aLL the national coLLecting societies
supported by all primary and secondary brOi3dcasters. Such a major
concentration of power wouLd be  cause for some concern in terms of
competition Law. In fact , however, experience has shown thi3t it can be
decades before a majority of aLL copyright holders in a given fieLd can
be persuaded to subscribe to a nationaL coLLecting society. A comprehensive
structure for the whole of the Community is a remote prospect at present.
In the area of broadcasting rights particuLarly, fulLy-fledged coLLective
expLoitation of rights is a long way off. The necessary individual
contracts wi LL only c:Jccumulate sLowly.
Obligation to use coLLecting societies, or statutory licensing?
It would seem, therefore, that there is no aLternative to legislation.
Several possibi l ities are open. One way would be to continue to grant
exclusive broadcasting rights but to reguLate thei r expLo itation by statute. Another approach mi ght be to impose statutory L i cens i ng on
broadcasting rights or to reduce them to the status of a simpLe
entitLement to remuneration. Features of both soLutions could also be
combined. The. different possibiLities are Looked at in more detaiL in
what foLlows, with specii3L reference to cable re-transmission as being
the most important aspect in practical terms.
The first possibLe soLution would concentrate on collecting societies.
If aLL rights affected by cable transmission in each Member State were
placed in the hands of a single coLLecting society or c:J smaLL number of
such societies, it could be expected that agreements wouLd be made with
cable companies which gave adequate protection to the interests of both
copyright holders and cable undertakings. The concentration of rights
with the collecting societies could be achieved by introducing a provision
that the right of an author to permit r.e-transmission by cabLe can only
operate through a coLLecting society.
As against offering simpLy an entitlement to remuneration through the
compulsory use of a colLecting society, a system of excLusive rights
in fuLL form wouLd have the advantage that the LeveL of remuneration
couLd be negotiated between the pc:Jrties without having to be Laid down
by statute or by the courts. Collecting societies would then be in a
better negotiating position. The expLoitation of rights soLely through
coLlecting societies would ensure that third parties are not able to
stop a programme from being broadcast. They wouLd have an incentive to
transfer their rights to a colLecting society.
A so -;ion of this kind, with coLLective muLtiLateraL contracts at
national and international .level , centralized exploitation of rights
and obligatory use of a coLlecting society, is proposed in the resoLution
passed by the Cable TeLevision Symposium held in Amsterdam between
16 and 20 May 1982.
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Achieving free - xchange of broadcasting services under this modeL
, however, would mean that the competent collecting societies and the cable undertakings wouLd
have to agree c:Jmon- themseLves. When one considers the variety of di fferent types of rights involved and the fact that agreements would have to be made with
the coLLecting societies of severaL Member States
, some of which wilL still
hc:Jve to be set up, there is a dc:Jnger that the desi red freedom of broadcasting would not be attained unti L SOme remote time in the future.
The same objection couLd be made to a solution based on contractual relat~onships
in the first instance, backed by legislation onLy if this approach faiLs.
The second alternative would be to downgrade the power of hoLders of copyright
and reLated rights to authorize re-transmission by cabLe so that it w.as merely an entitlement to remuneration, or to impose on broadcasting rights a statutory
Licensing requirement that permits cabLe transmission. 
Statutory Licences would be preferabLe to the more complicated system of compulsory Licensing, under
which c:Jn entitLement to a Licencehc:Js to be enforced, usualLy by a time-consuming procedure. Statutory licensing would .have the advantage over the previous modeL discussed that cable transmission would become permissible on the basis of a
simple change in the law, even if the question of fees wouLd sti Ll have to be c lari fied.
It wouLd probabLy be impossible to lay down the leveL of remuneration in Legislation. The rights affected are too different c:Jnd cable broadcasting is still very much .in its infancy. Any LegisLation wouLd therefore have to be confined to
specifying "equitable remuneration " and giving criteria on which to caLculc:Jte , the hope being that fees wouLd be negotiated coLLectively among the parties
concerned; provision could be made for arbitr.ation by the public authorities the courts or an arbitrator if such negotiations 
fai Led.
If fees were fixed by collective agreement the problem of third parties wouLd
arise c:Jgain, as weLL as the difficuLty of including c:J wide variety of different types of work and performance and their reLated rights. The probLem of those not party to such agreements could be resoLved by making the claim to remuneration
dependent by Law on using a collecting society. 
A Less acceptable solution wouLd be to make the colLective agreements binding on everyone since, in practicaL terms
it wouLd mean that a substantial share of tne rights in a given fieLd wouLd first
have t0 be assigned to coLlecting societies so as to confer on them an officiaL status. This degree of organization has not yet been reached either for all
types of rights or in all parts of the Community. 
Making coLLective agreements generalLy binding vlOuLd aLso Leave open the problem of actual payment. Cable companies could weLL be faced with claims from a large number of individuaL hoLders
of rights.
-----
(f. in this connection a draft set of model TeguLc:Jtions drawn up under the Revised Berne Convention, the UniversaL Copyright Convention and the Rome Convention
by ILO, WIPO and the Secretari at of UNESCO eDocument BEClIGC/ICR/SC. 2/CTV4
0f 15 November 1982).
Ct. Sect. 22 of Denmark' s Copyright eWorks of Literature and Art) Act No 158.
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Mode ls in internaL law
Turning to current practice , one finds that in the  United Kingdom the
re~transmission by cabLe of broadcasts of the domestic broadcc:Jsters
(BeC, ITV) is permitted virtually without restriction (Sect. 40 of the
Copyright Act 1956). A simi lar provision has been made in  IreLand
eSect. 52 of the Copyright Act of 1963). The re-transmission of foreign
broadcasts requi res c:J licence granted by mutuaL agreement. In the event
of disputes, the terms of Licences can be laid down in the United Kingdom
by the Performing Rights Tribunal , which may determine that no remuneration
is to be paid at all eSect. 28).
The introduc~ion of statutory licensing is being discussed in the
Netherlands Under Sect. 17a(1) of the present Copyright Act , the
Government may is.sue an order introducing statutory Licensing for the
wireLess or cable re-transmission of sound and television broadcasts
of literary, artistic and/or academic works. MoraL rights must be
observed and authors must receive equitable remuneration, to be
determined by the courts in cases of di sputes. No such statutory
0 rde r has yet been made, howeve r.
SimiLar draft Legislation has been Laid in  Belgium, for example a bill
amending the Copyright Act of 1886 to introduce licensing for the
transmission of broadcasts by wire or cabLe, brought before the Senc:Jte
on 18 June 1981 (Documents par Lementai res, SEnat 1980-81 , No 678/1).
This bilL was overtc:Jken by the dissolution of Pc:JrLiament at the end of
1981. A corresponding biLL was presented agc:Jin to the Senate on
3 March 1982 (Documents parLementai res, Senat 1981-82, No 147/1 , see aLso
Chambre des Representants 508 e1982-83) No 1 of 19 Januc:Jry 1983). This
bilL permits public transmission by wire or cable of broadcast works of
Literature and art at the same time c:JS the originc:JL broadcast
(Section 21b). The simultaneous , complete and unaltered transmission of
nationaL broadcasts is to be free of claims for remuneration
eSection 21d. In all other cases , the courts are to fix the leveL of
remunerat i on where mutua l agreement cannot be reached  Sect i on 21d).
A further example from outside the Community which might be mentioned is
the 1980 amendment to the Copyright Act in Austria. This aLLows
unrestricted re-transrnission by cable of programmes of the
Osterreichischer Rundfunk" eORF) within Austria. CabLe re-transmission
of programmes of forei gn broadcasters is subject to statutory Licensing.
In the latter case, authors are to receive "equitabLe remuneration
which they can cl iam only through a coLlecting society. The Act lays down
guidelines for calculating remuneration.
~. 
Eindrapport van de Commissie Incasso, Beheer en Repartitie
AuteursrechtgeLden, Ministry of Justice, The Hague, May 1982.
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IV. CompatibiLity of, the Directive with internationaL Law and ArticLe 222
InternationaL copyright Law
Whatever soLution is chosen, it must be compatibLe with the internationaL
agreements to which the Member States are party, in particuLc:Jr Article 11 bis of the Revised Berne ConventiDn for the Protection of literary and Artistic
works , whi ch remains in force unchanged since the BrusseLs version and is binding
on all Member States. Of special importance in this connection is ArticLe 11 bis (2) regulating the scope of reservations entered by the signatories. 
This stipulates that the author s personaL rights, especially the right to mention
of his name and his protection against distortion of his work, may not be
restricted.
This would be guaranteed pertinent national provisions were confined to rights
of commercial exploitation and did not affect personal rights at alL. 
The exercise of personc:Jl rights is unLikeLy to be a serious obstacle to cross-frontier broadcc:Jst i ng anyway.
An author would aLso be assured the right to "
equitable remuneration to be determineJ in the first instance by 
mutUc:Jl agreement. In the absence of agreement, remunerc:Jtion wouLd be fixed by the "competent authority
The introduction of a requirement that copyright can onLy 
exercised through collecting societies would not conflict with the Convention 
as long as an author c
2n be sure that a "competent authority ewhich may be c:J court or arbitration tribunaL ) is abLe to determine whether the remuneration offered is equitable.
There is broad agreement , however, that ArticLe 11 bis e2) in principle aLlows the introduction of statutory li
3ensing in the Law of countries of the UniDn in respect of cabLe undertc:Jkings although there is argument about some
of the detai Ls. Arrangements of this kind wouLd also be compatible with
the Rome convention (cf. I. 2 above).
Confl ict with the Convention on the Dissemination of Programme Signals Relayed
by Satellite could be avoided by stipuLating that the freedom granted to cable
undertakings to retransmit broadcasts would not include unauthorized "
tapping of point-to-point broadcasts via sateLLites. ShouLd this way of "acquiring
~se~ordemman/Vinck/Hertin InternationaLes Urheberrecht, Art. 11 bis RBU, Rdz. 6. See Masouy , Kommentar zur Berner Verbc:Jndsuberei nkunft , Art. 11 bi s
Nr 16CS-::-7~);  Bappe~t/Waqner, In~ernationales Urhe~errecht , Art : 11 bis RBU Rdz. 11. Nordemann/Vlnck/Hertln , Art. 11 blS, Rdz. 6;  ~a~ouYe Art. 11 blS, Nr. 1 ~ S. 77; Bappel-t/Wagner, Art. 11 bis , Rdz. 8;  Dittrich , Copyright 1982, 294  et seq with further references.  See aLso Desbois/Fran~on/Kerever, Les Conventions internc:Jtionales du droit d' auteur et des droits voisins, 175 , No 156.
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broadcasts .come to be of more practical significance in the future, especially
as the resuLt of technologicaL progress, it wouLd be worth considering whether
the directive should require the two i'lember States party to this convention eGermany
and ItaLy) to give a year s notice to end it , as provided for in Article 11. It
would then not be necessary to introduce the appropriate restriction.
The only major barrier in international law to the liberaLization of broadcasting
exchange is the European Convention on the Protection of Television Broadcasts.
It applies only to teLevision and not sound broadcasting and, rather
than protecting copyright proper, is designed to protect reLated rights heLd
specificalLy by broadcasters. Curiously, this protection of th.e technical
and commercial aspects of broadcasting in the area of cabLe transmission is more
developed than the protection afforded to the author of a creative production
under the Berne Convention.
fhe Member States signatories to the television convention are Belgium, Denmark
Germany, France and the United Kingdom. BeLgium and the United Kingdom have
made the reservation permitting them to allow unrestricted cable transmissions
from other countries, aLthough Belgium has adopted the 50% solution alLowed under
the revised version of the relevant provision.
1he other countries are no Longer abLe to claim exceptions for themselves under
the version which they hc:Jve signed, since Article 10 of the Convention stipulates











no copyright barriers to
c:Jre protected across the whoLe gammut of
whether copyright and/or reLated rights are
a commanding position. By not giving permission
stop free broadcc:Jsting aLtogether even where
a retransmi ssion by cc:JbLe.
ArticLe 3(3) of the Convention alLows the contracting parties to designate
a body to consider, for their own territory, any casesin which cabLe rights have been
arbitrari ly denied by a broadcaster or granted only on unreasonable terms, but this does
not seem to answer the probLem. Even if this provision is interpreted to mean
that contracting parties which c:Jre also Member States could designate a single
body common to them c:JLL - such as the Commission - c:Jnd a Directive were adopted
committing them to do so, it would still be unclear what the powers of such a
body would be. It is not even clear from the wording of Article 3e3) whether such
a body is meant only to Lend its good offices or whether it can regulate generaL
as opposed to individual cases, such as by introducing a system of statutory
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licensing. In addition, it wouLd aLways be necessary to await the outcome
of negotiations between individual parties and these might be time-consuming.
Unless generc:Jl agreements between primary broadcc:Jsters and cable undertakings
are arrived at within a reasonable period, the only way to el iminate the
bc:Jrriers created by the Convention would be for the Member States which are
parties to it and have not availed themseLves of the facility to liberaLize
cable transmission completel~ to denounce the Convention. Un der ArticLe 14
one year s notice is required. Of course, the Community countries wouLd be
free to accede to a new Convention that made aLlowance for the free exchange
of broadcasting within the Community. Indeed, under Article 14e2) , the
Convention wiLL expire on 1 January 1985 for those countries which hc:Jve not signed
the Rome Convention and do not join it by that date. BeLgium and France
are currently the only Member States party to the teLevision convention
that have not signed the Rome Convention.
Apart from the restrictions imposed by the European Convention on the
Protection of TeLevision Broadcasts, there is nothing in internationaL Law
to prevent the Community from introducing a Directive requiring t~e
1ember States to reguLc:Jte cabLe retransmission at nationaL LeveL.
tJE-l~.322 pf the ~EC 
,=--~~y
Since the individuaL rights of authors of Literary or artistic works rank as
property in alL Member States, the solution chosen must also be consistent
with Article 222, which reads as foLLow:;: " This Treaty shaLL in no way prejudice
the ruLes in Member States governing the system of property ownership.
The Commission has aLready examined in depth the sign~ficance of ArticLe 222
in relation to the rights of a trade mark proprietor. Its observations apply
mutatis mutandis to copyright. The foLlowing points may be made.
~;nn/Vinck/Hertin, loco cit., p. 379 f. This is in contrast to the report
of a Working Party of the CounciL of Europe eComite Directeurs sur Les Moyens
de Communication de Masse - Comite d' fxperts Juridiques en ~ati~re de Media
12 August 1982 ~ MM-JU e82) 4, p. 38) which seems to attribute the same weight
to ArticLe 3e3) as to ArticLe 11 bis e2) of the Berne Convention.
See  Dietz , loc. cit., p. 157  et seq
Commission of the European Communities
, "
The need for a European trade mark system.
~mpetence of the Europec:Jn Community to create one , doc. IIIfD/1294/79, BrusseLs
October 1979, pp. 11-14; Gewerblicher Rechtsschutz und Urheberrecht, Internationaler
Teil 1980, P. 33 (pp. 36-37); InternationaL Review of Industrial Property and
Copyright Law 11 ('1980)
p. 
58 epp. 68-71); Revue internationalede la propriete
industrieLte et artistique 1979
, p.
339 epp. 344-347); Rivista di diritto
industriale 1980, p. 162 (pp. 171-174).
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It wi II be seen from the wording of Article 222 that the EEC Tr-eaty does not
itse lf regulate the systems of property ownership in the Member States nor does
it empower the Community institutions to do so. It leaves the national systems
of property ownership as they are and accepts them.
Article ZZZ is similar to Article 83 of the Treaty estabLishing the European Coal
and Steel Community and to Article 91 of the Treaty estc:Jblishing the European
Atomic Energy Community, but it is not restricted, as they are, to specific items
of property. Article 222 therefore also covers the ruLes governing the system
of ownership of literary c:Jnd artistic property.
A study of the histtlricaL background to Article ZZ2 shows thc:Jt the Contrc:Jcting Parties
wi shed to prot.ect themselves from interference by the Community in the matter
of property ownership, which is of importance to their economic systems.
Each Member State wished to retain the power to decide for itseLf whether the
various means of production shouLd be pubL icly or privately owned, or both. In
particular, questions of expropriation of property so that it is heLd in public
ownership and of transfer of property into private ownership were to remain
the preserve of the Member States.
This is the meaning of Article 222 and of the words " ules governing the system
of property ownership" used in it. This is a reference to the way in which
property is owned and to the structure of ownership. Each Member State is to
continue to decide whether literary or artistic works are to be private and/or public
property, whether copyright should be expropriated or put into privc:Jte ownership
and, if so, for whose benefit and at whose expense.
Rules governing the system of prop~rty ownersnip" are not the Si:Jftc2 thing
as "ownership" or "proprietary rights The Latter are by no means unaffected by
the EEC Treaty. On the contrary, a number of provisions of the Treaty and of the
Community law derived therefrom govern the rights and obligations arising from
ownership ot movabLe and immovable property. They extend or Limit not only the
enjoyment or exercise of proprietary rights but aLso their scope and content.
The most noteworthy exampLe is that of proprietc:Jry rights in undertc:Jkings. Under
Article 54C3)eg), the CounciL and the Commission are obLiged among other things
to coordinate lithe sc:Jfeguards which, for the protection of the interests of
members ..... , are required by Member States of companies or firms ... The
purpose of this coordination by means of directives, which has aLready been
partly achieved, is, in particular, to "make equivalent" the rights ~ including
the proprietary rights - and duties of members of the various types of companies
which exist in the Member States. The aim is to promote freedom of establishment
free movement of capital , investment in companies , their growth and undistorted
competition between companies in the common market.
Articles 54(3)(g) and 222 show how the EEC Treaty itself delimits the powers.
The content .of certc:Jin proprietary rights and the limits to, or scope, of the
protection afforded to them may be laid down by the Community to the extent
required by its objectives, and in particular to the extent required for the
proper functioning of the common market. On the other hand, the assignment of
property to private and/or publ ic owners, and hence the question whether property




ip, remain the preserve of the Member St.ates. The estabLished
practice of the Commission and the CounciL in the fieLd of company Law
confirms this interpretation of Article 222.
It can scarce ly be that a di fferent ruLe should apply to the field of
copyright law. The free movement of broadcasting services and a common
mar-ket in broadcasting are to be estc:Jbl i shed by approximating the content
of .c:Jnd limits upon the ownership of certain copyrights and performing
rights. Following the ruling in  Coditel , chere is no other way in which
the copyright restrictions on intra-Community broadcasting can be
progressively aboL i.shed. Even in the fieLd of Literary and artistic
property, Article 222 is not designed to prevent the Community from
attc:Jining its objectives. It mereLy obliges the Community in the
course of its activiTies to respect property ownership in the
Member States.
The pLanned directive must not , therefore, encroach upon the essence
substance1 or existence of copyright ownership in the Member States.
That wouLd be an action analogous to expropriation and would prejudice
the rules in Member States governing the system of property ownership.
In well~established cc:Jse Law, the Court accordingLy distinguishes between
the existence of inteLlectuaL property rights and the exercise of those
rights. The exercise of proprietary rights is covered by the Treaty
whereas the existence of them is not. In  Consten/Grundig, the Court
ruled that: 2
Article 222 confines itseLf to stating that the Treaty shaLL in no way
pr'ejudice the ruLes in . Member States governing the system of property
ownership. The injunction conqined in ArticLe 3 of theoperc:Jtive part
of the contested decision to refrain from using rights under nationaL
trade mark Law in order to set an obstacle in the way of paral Lel imports
does not affect the grant of those rights but onLy limits thei r exercise
.. .
Since then, the Court has not had occasion to consider Arti de 222, but it
has stated , re lyi ng on Art i c Le 36, "that , a l though the Treaty does not
affect the existence of rights recognized by the Legislation of c:J
Member State with regc:Jrd to industrial and commercial property, the
exercise of such rights may nevertheLess fall within the prohibitions
laid down by the Treaty
se 4/73 Nold D974.7ECR 491 c:Jt 508, ground 14; Case 44/79 Hauer
l1979JECR 3727, at 3747, ground 23, and at 3749, ground 30.
Joined Cases 56 and 58/64 l1966)ECR 299, at 345.
In the first place , Case 78/70  Deutsche Grammophon f...1971JECR 487, at
499-500, ground 11 , together with four other ruLings, and then
Case 3/78  Ameri can Home Product.?- t197~7ECR 1823, at 1840, ground 9.
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In Coditel II , it was held that "the distinction, impLicit in Article 36
between the existence of a right conferred by the legislation of a Member State
in regard to the protection of artistic and intellectuaL property, which
cannot be affected by the provisions of the Treaty, and the exercise of such
right , which might constitute a disguised restriction on trade between
Member States, also appli~, where thc:Jt right is exerci5ed in the context of
the movement of services.
The Court also distinguishes in reLation to the Community s Law-making powers
between acts deprivin~ owners of the right to property and acts restricting
the exercise thereof; moreover, it pLaces the folLowing limit.s on restrictions
on the use of property introduced by legal acts of the Community: "Even if
it is not possible to dispute in principLe the Community s ability to restrict
the exercise of the right to property
...
, it is stilL necessary to exc:Jmine whether the restrictions introduced by the provisions in dispute in fact correspond
to objectives of general interest pursued by the Community or whether
, with
regard to the aim pursued, they constitute a disproportionate and intoLerable
interference with the r~ghts of the owner, impinging upon the very substance of
the right to property.
Transforming the exclusive right of cabLe re-trc:Jnsmission into c:J right to
remuneration enforceabLe onLy through coLLecting societies could not be regarded
as an act depriving the holder of his copyright. This is because, first, it would
not affect an author s moral rights, and in particuLar the right to be named
and the right to protection against distortion. SecondLy, the author s right
to the economic expLoitation of his creation would be guaranteed because he
would be ent i t Led to remunerat i on in respect of each performance of hi s work.
Such a provision would, therefore, relate to the exercise of copyright but would
not encroach upon its substance. The Court takes the view that "the right of
a copyright ~wner and his assigns to require fe
rs for any showing of c:J fi lm is part of the essentiaL function of copyright" in so far c:JS it involves the
right to exploitation in non-material form (performing right). Such persons
have a legitimate interest in calculating the fees due in respect of the
authorization to exhibit the fi lm on the basis of the actuaL or probabLe number
of performances and in authorizing a television broadcast of the film only after
it has been exhibited in cinemas for a certain period of time
~case 262/81 /1982/ ECR 3381 , at 3401 , ground 13.
Hauer at 3746, ground 19.
~auer at 3747, ground 23.
case 62/79  CoditeL/Cin~ Vog /1980/ ECR 881 , at 902, ground 14.
CoditeL/Cine Vog at 902, ground 13.
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A statutory l ;cence to re-transmit by cable simultaneouslYc:Jnd without
chc:Jnges radio and television broadcasts in the Community wouLd not interfere
with these interests. It would not impinge upon the right of authors to
primary transmi ssion and wouLd thus Leave them fre.e to decide whether and
when they wi shed to expLolt thei r works on teLevi sion. For every cabLe
re-transmission in the Community, they wouLd have a right to remuneration
that couLd be enforced by means ofa practicabLe procedure.
An arrangement of this kind is aLso necessary in order to attain the
EEC Treaty objectives of generaL uti l ity, in the case in point the cross-frontier
movement of services. The principLe of territoriality,international treaties
and nationaL law impede the re-transmission by cable of foreign radio and
teLevision programmes in the Community (see 1. c:Jbove). Contracts in themselves
are not sufficient becc:Juse they do not have the necessary coverage and are
unabLe fuLLy to res.oLve the practical probLems that arise (see III.3 above).
Lastly, in view of the objective pursued, a statutory Licence conferring
entitlement to equitable remuneration wouLd not pLace a disproportionate
burden on the owner of the cable re-transmission rights. This is because
an arrangement of this kind would expressLy recognize the cabLe re-trc:Jnsmission
of foreign programmes as invoLving questions of copyright and wouLd thus remove
the justification for certain transmission practices~
Naturally, in giving permission for the initial broadcast , a copyright holder
would have to consider the possibi  ity of re-transmission within the
Community ~nd arrange his marketing strategy accordingLy.
In the final analysis , the disadvantages a copyright holder may suffer as
c:J result of conflict between di fferent forms of expLoitation derive fr.om the
Wc:Jy the associated rights are segmented nationaLLy; the need for this cannot
be justified soLe-Ly by technical imperatives such .as different languages,
patterns of vi ewi ng and L i steni ng, the organi zat i onaL st ructure 
broadcasting companies, etc. It should surely be the Community s appointed
tc:Jsk to work against the commerciaL segmentation of markets in aLL fields
incLuding the expLoitation of inteLLectuaL property rights , and to promote
a free exchange of services in the media industry so that in this area, too
a common market can be achieved.
As to the amount of such remuneration, there would have to be adequate
protection of the interests of authors, with provision being made in
particular to deal with the reduction in the market value of supplementary
rights (such as fi Lm rights) which might ensue under a system of statutory
licencing of cabLe transmissions.
\ee the critical remarks of  Dietz in Loc. cit. , p. 162 , aLthough his
attitude seems generalLj' more positive in loco cit. , p. 268.
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For the rest, the introduction throughout the Community o~ a right to
remuneration for the cable re-transmission of radio c:Jnd teLevision programmes
wouLd enhc:Jnce the chances that the owner of a right had of receiving
equitable remuneratian for each performance. In aLL the cases where it has
not as yet been possibLe to conclude contractuaL c:Jgreements with cc:JbLe
companies , rapid enforcement of the right to remuneration couLd be expected
if an arbitration procedure were introduced. Lastly, according to copyright
experts, a centrc:JL arbitrc:Jtion body with a highLy quaLified staff that kept
under cLos.e review the grawth of cabLe teLevision in the Community, could
be expected to consider as equitable a higher remuneration for the owners
of rights than the owners themselves have been able to obtain in
decentraLized negotiations.
Ingredients of a soLution
The object .of the pLanned Directive should be to permit free movement of
services between the Member Stc:Jtes of the Community. It wi LL , therefore,
hav~ to cater for those cases in whi ch a cable campany estabL i shed in one
Member State wishes to transrnit by cabLe, either in its home country or in
another Member State, a programme beamed by a broadcasting organization in
another Member State.
However, if the cable campany and the broadcasting organization are established
in the same Member Stc:Jte, the crass-frontier .supply of services wi Ll not
norrnaL Ly be affected. Unti l such time, moreover, as c:J common market characterized
by conditions simi Lar to those obtaining on a domestic market also becomes
an objective esomething thc:Jt wilL have ta be discussed) , there is no rec:Json
to introduce rules for purely nationaL transmissions by cable.
The situation is different , though if the cable network operated by the
cabLe company that is estabLished in the same Member State as the broadcc:Jsting
organization reaches beyond an internal Community frontier into one or more other
Member states. In this case tao, cable transmission must be permitted in
so far as it crosses an internal Comrnunity frontier.
Another possibi  ity is that the broadcasting organization estabL ished in the
same Member State as the cable company wi LL transmit a programme onLy to one
or more other Member States, and not within its country of establishment.
In such a case, steps must be taken to enabLe the cable company aLso to
re-import" the programme across the internaL Community frontier in question
into its country of establishment and to disseminate it there.
By contrast , the Directive need not cover transmissions sent by a broadcasting
organization established outside the Community, nor is there any need to
ensure that cable transmissions can be broadcast in areas outside the
Community.
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Provided the ruLes set out in the Di rective c:Jre appL ied in the manner
described above, it shouLd be of no consequence whether the transmission can
aLso be received direct or whether the receiver is located in the
broadcaster s service area. If receivabi Lity were the criterion
appLication of the rules wouLd depend, in individual cc:Jses, on fortuitous
factors associated with reception conditions and the technicaL development
of receiving equipment and on other imponderabLes, and this would detract
unreasonably from legc:Jl certainty. Thus, it wouLd be unacceptable for, say,
a cable company in a parti cuLar Member State to be exempt from the requi rement
to seek permission from the hoLders of the Gopyrights and the performers
rights where geographicaL areas with poor direct reception were concerned
but not to enjoy such exemption in the case of areas with better reception.
For the rest, the local re-broadcasting of programmes should not be afforded
preferential treatment under copyright Law, to the detriment of the
Long-di stance transfer of programmes.
It should c:Jlso be immaterial whether the cable company receives the si~naLs
transmitted by the broadcaster direct , via a microwave link handling a
wireless satelLite signal intended for the general pubLic or via cable.
Nor should it mc:Jtter whether the signc:JLsare picked up from a primary or a reLay
transmi ssion.- The ruL.es should also appLy to cases in whi ch the cabLe operator
is Located at some distance from his receiving aeriaL , with the signc:Jls being
sent from the aerial to the cabLe stc:Jtion as "'a wireless transmission, and
in particuLar using a microwave link , or as a line transmission.
There is no way of identifying as yet the detailed technicaL developments
that wiLL take pLace. As a rule, whc:Jt matters is that the signals should
come from one Member State and be broc:Jdcast in another; the mc:Jnner in whi ch
the signaLs cross the internal frontier is irreLevant. As explained above
the only exception shouLd concern the "tapping" of a point-to-point sateLLite
transmission not intended for direct reception by the general publicI such
tc:Jpping" being prohibited under the SateLlite Agreement; this exception
should not be regarded c:JS constituting a restriction on free broadcasting.
It is doubtful whether the Directive should attempt to define more closely
the concept of cable company and/or cable (or line) transmission. Neither
the Revised Berne Convention nor the Rome Convention nor the European Agreement
on the Protection of Television Broadcasts contains any such definition. The
member countries above all approach differentLy the questions as to how
communi ty antenna stations, whi ch are i rreLevant as regards the right to
broadcast, c:Jre to be distinguished from cable compc:Jnies and whether , in
practice, the activities of cabLe companies within a broadcaster s reception
area are to be equated with those of community antenna stations.
The latter question is of no consequnce for the Directive , which should, in
any event , appLy to the cases of cross-frontier transmission listed there
regardless of whether the signal couLd, at the same time, be received di recto
The question as to the distinction between cable companies and community
c:Jntenna stations need not be resolved in the Directive either but can be Left
to nationc:Jl Legislatures. This is because the area which the reLevant nc:JtionaL
Legislation c:JlLocates to cc:Jble transmission eline broadcasting) wiLL be
Liberc:JLized under the Directive. The area aLlocated to community antenna
stations is a priori exempt from copyright Law since the right to broadcast
is not affected as we are concerned here with reception rather thc:Jn with its
necessary corollary, transmission. As a resuLt , the difference between
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Community antenna stations and cable companies in the individual
Member States is simply whether or not a fee is pc:JyabLe. It can be
c:Jccepted that , to this extent , the dividing line wi II not be alto~ether
uni form.
For the rest, the Directive shouLd apply to both radio and teLevision
transmissions.
RuLes aimed at liberaLization might welL be needed only in respect of
simuLtaneous cabLe transmission as the mc:Jin activity in prc:Jctice of cabLe
companies. Where programmes are recorded by a cable company for transmission
at a later date, the right of exploitation i$ affected in not onLy its
non-physicaL but aLso its physical form ereproduction); film distribution
and the market in cassettes and records may aLso be affected. If a cable
company wishes to record foreign transmissions with a view to broadcasting
them at a later date, it cc:Jn reasonably be expected to obtain the consent
of the holder of the right.
This is not to overlook the fact that this soLution wilL make it more
difficult to adapt foreign transmissions esynchronization , $ub-titLes in
the receiving country s Language, reduction in Length, inclusion of
advertising spots , etc. ). However , such interventions wilL  a priori
clash with the prohibition under copyright Law on amendments to the work
and with the author right to adapt the work and wi Ll, in many cases,
justify objections based on the author s moral riqhts. As orovided for
in the second sentence of Article 11biseZ) of the 8ltrf."lsConvention , however,
the moral rights of the author must , in no circumstances, be prejudiced.
ALL the above reasons provide justification for restricting the scope of
the Directive to simuLtaneous cabLe transmission. After aLL, the purpose
of the Directive is to enable the inhabitants of ec:Jch Member State to
receive the same transmissions as ~re broadcast at any given moment in
other Member States. It should be as if each broadcaster were suppLying
the entire common market with its transmissions. However , the
Directive s immeciate objective cannot be to make the programmes so
interchangeable that the cable companies are abLe to put together their
own programmes as they wi sh and on the basi s of thei r own schedule. 
they wish to use recorded parts of foreign programmes for their own
programmes , they must obtain the approvaL of the holder of the right to
the extent that they do not benefit from speciaL ruLes on ephemeraL
recordings.
By contrc:Jst , the partiaLly simuLtaneous adoption of a programme thc:Jt is 
say the adoption of individual, self-contc:Jined transmissions, shouLd not
be excluded.
A statutory licence mi ght be recommended as the most effect i ve means of
achieving liberalization. Accordingly, the Directive wouLd obLige
Member States to amend their relevant Laws by an appropriate date, e.
within two years after the- Directive s entry into force, in such a way
that the right of prohibition enjoyed by copyright holders and, where
appropri ate, by hoLders of related rights , in so far as these confer
rights of prohibition , in connection with cable transmission by radio and
teLevision organizations is repealed under the conditions described above
although it must stilL be possible to invoke the author s moraL rights.
Each Member State can be free to decide whether it would aLso like to
liberalize the transmission by cable of national or third-country programmes.
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Action is also needed with regard to the related rights of teLevision companies
in those Member States in which the European Convention on the Protection
of Television Broadcasts is still in force and has not been undermined by
exceptions for cable transmissions. The Directive would require such countries
to denounce the Convention as provided for in Article 14 so that its provisions
no longer appLy to them, and at the Latest by the time Limit set for the
adaptation of their Laws.
The interests of a'Jthors and holders of  reLated rights shouLd be protected
by granting a right to equitable remuneration. The Directive shouLd Lay
down criteric:J for determining such remuneration, with particular attention
being paid to the fol Lowing:
the usuaL leveL of comparabLe contractuaL Licence fees for cabLe transmission;
the usuaL remuneration paid for the first broadcast;
the number of receivers Linked to the cable network and the leveL of the
fees pa i d by them;
the L i kel ihood and extent of any impc:Ji rment of other marketing
opportunities , such as the showing of fi lms.
To the extent that nationaL lc:Jws that benefit, say, hoLders of related rights
as yet provide for c:J claim to remuneration only, c:Jnd not for a right of
prohibition, such claims to remuneration shouLd aLso be covered by the ruLes
set out in the Directive.
The claim to equitable remuneration pursuant to the Directive shouLd, in
order to faciLitate settlement, be enforceable onLy through coLLecting
societies. This wouLd heLp to aggregate claims and wouLd protect cabLe
companies from a host of individuaL cLaimants.
When it comes to deciding on the cLaim for remuneration, an attempt shouLd
first be made to bring about c:Jn amicabLe settLement between the coLLecting
societies and the cabLe companies eor their representative associations).
If no such settlement is forthcoming within a reasonabLe period, each of the
parties concerned shouLd be abLe, in accordc:Jnce with the second sentenc~
of Article 11 bis eZ) of the Berne Convention, to appeaL to an arbitration
body to be set up for this purpose. The arbitration body wouLd fix the LeveL
of remuneration and should have centraL responsibility for 
the Community as a whoLe in order to guarc:Jntee thp. necessary uniformity of the remuneration
criteria and to iJrevent distortions of competition. Independent experts
should sit on the arbitration body alongside representativegaf the interests
conce rned.
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